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The Manned Orbital Resea._ch Laboratory (MORL) is a "eraati]e facility
:'or experimental research which pr_,,-";_,ue_. for : ._L
• I C
• Slmultaneuus development ff space flight technology and r_an's capa-
bility to fun. ion effectively under the combined stresses o i the space
environment for long periods of time.
• Intelligent ._electivity in the mode of acquisition, col!aden, and trans-
mission of data for subsequent detailed smentific analyses.
• Continual celestial and terrestrial observa*_ions. _
Future application potential includes use of the MORL as a basic, inde-
pendent module, which, ':_.combination with the Saturn Launch Vehicles
currentiy planned for the NASA inventory, is responsive to a broad range
of advanced mission requirements.
The laboratory me.role includes two independently pressurized compart-
ments connected by an airlock. T,Ue lar£er compartment comprises the
following, functional spaces :
• A Control Deck from which laboratory operations and a major portion
of the experiment program will be conducted.
,, An Internal Centrifuge in which members of the flight crew will
perform re-entry simulation, undergo physical condition testing, and
which may be useful for therapy, if required. _.
s The Flight Crew Quarters, which include sleeping, eating, recreation,
hygiene, and liquids !aboratory facilities. -_
The smaller compartment is a Hargar/Test Area which is used f_r logistics ..
spacecraft maintenance, cargo .ransfer, experimentation, satellite check-
out, and flight crew habitation in a deferred-emergency mode of operation. --
f
The logistics vehicle is composed of the following elements: -"
• A Logistics Spacecraft which generally corresponds to the geometric
envelope of the Apollo Command and Service Modules and which
includes an Apollo Spacecraft with launch escape system and a service - -
pack fo_- re_:dezvous and re-entry maneuver propulsion; and a Multi-
Mission Module for either cargo, experiments, laboratory facility "
modifications, or a spacecraft excursion propulsion system. • .
• A Saturn IB Launch Vehicle.
Integration of this Logistics System with MORL ensures the flexibility and
growth potential required for continued utility of the laboratory during v - -
dynamic experiment program.
In addition to the requirements imposed by the experiment program, sys- !
tern design parameters must reflect operational r_uirements for each-
phase of the mission to ensure "_
• Functional adequacy o£ th, laboratory. |
• Maximum utilization of available faci!_tie_.
• Identification of important parameters for consideration in future
planning of operations support, ._
For this reason, a concept of operations was develel_ed simultaneously with
development of _he MORL system. -'|.| }
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PREFACE
I This report is submitted by the Douglas Aircraft Company. Inc., to the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Langley Research Center. It has been
I prepared under Contract No. NAS1-3612 and describes the analytical and e_peri-mental results of a preliminary assessment of the MORL's utilization potential.
Documentation of study results are contained in t,_,'o types of reports: a final re-
f port consisting of a Technical Summary and a 20-page Summary Report, andfive Task Area reports, ea h relating to o e of the five rr,ajor task assignments.
s The final report will be completed at the end ot the study', while the Task Area
-- reports are generated incrementally after each major task assignment is completed.
_. The five Task Area reports consist of the following: Task Area I, Analysis of Space
Related Objectives; Task Area II, Integrated Mission Development Plan; Task
-- Area III, MORL Concept Responsiveness Analysis; Task Area IV, MORI_ System
Improvement Study; and Task Area V, Program Planning and Economic Analysis,
This document contains 1 of 2 parts of the Ta_,'" Area 1II report, MORLConcept
Responsiveness Analysis. This analysis compares the capability of the baseline
MORL concept to tbe mission requirements as defined in the Task Area II report.
Potential solutions for marginal capabilities are a'so identified and recommendations
: for further lalysis in Task Area IV are made.}
• _ The ,s and identification of the two parts of this report are as follows:
Book 1, Douglas Rep.ort SM-48813, presents the results of this assessment; it is
supplemented by Book 2, Douglas Report 48814, in which the assessment is based
on a detailed examination of a 48-hour segment of on-board operations which are
.~
subjected to the same mission requirements.
Requests for further information concernir, g this report will be welcomed by
.. R.J. Gunkel, Director, Advance Manned Spacecraft Systems, Advance Systems
and Technology, Missile & Space Systems Division, Deuglas Aircraft Company, Inc.
T
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The purpose of the Task Area II!Study (MORL Responsiveness Analysis) was
................... y of the MORL [o fulfillthe requirements 3t the Mis-
sion DeveloDrnent Plan. The plan was formulated from the analyses of Task
Areas I and II.
As discussed in Book 1 of Task Area II (SM-48810), the Mission Development
Plan provided initiallyfor a 3-to 5-year P_&D-oriented program of basic
experiments that could be completed in a low-altitude, low-inclination orbit.
The R&D prcgram was designed to develop the information necessary to
implement subsequent, highly objective-oriented, experimental programs.
It was anticipated that, with the conclusion of the initial R&D mission, these
highly objective-oriented programs would be selected and assigned to
MORL. Specifically, the following three basic requirements were imposed
on MCRL:
1. MORL must support a broad scientific and technological research
program designed to develop the basic data, information, and
techniques necessary to implement subsequent, highly objective-
oriented, experimental programs. The broad-based research pro-
gram consists of those experiments listed in the Experiment Plan
of Task Area II.
2. MORL must also support a highly objective experimental program
designed to fully implement one or morL' clearly defined scientific,
technological, or industrial applications of space stations. Such a
program was selected from the Applications P!an of Task Area II.
3. MORL must operate in polar and synchronous orbits, either singly
or simultaneously with other modules, in a resuppliable mode.
These orbits were examined because they may be required for the
highly objective-oriented programs.
Thus, to be completely responsive to projected needs, the MORL must be
J
not only capable of meeting the requirements of an R&D program with a
broad base, but must also be capable of supporting the requirements of i
application-oriente d progran_s.
I _
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In this study, the requirerr_ents imposed by the broad-based exp_'rimental
program, the objective-oriented prograln, and the two alternate orbits were
first determined. The capabilities of the baseline MORLwere then exam-
ined to determine the degree to which MORE could satisfy these require-
.ments.
I. 1 MORE ACCOMODATION OF THE EXPERIMENT PLAN
The MORE accommodation of the requirements imposed by the broad-based
Experiment Plan was studied in a two-fold manner. The first approach
investigated the adequacy of the resources of the MORE in the light of the
quantity necessary to accommodate the experimental program. The second
approach studied the performance of the various MORL subsystems as com-
pared to that necessary to perform the individual experiments.
1.1.1 Adequacy of MORI Resources
This approach established the basic requirements for each experiment, such
as weight, power, duration, crew skill, and so forth, and used these as the
i
input into a digital computer program. The program titled the Systems
Planning and Effectiveness Evaluation Device (SPEED) simulated and sche-
"_uled all events on board an orbiting MORL. In essence a time lined
Experiment Plan was constructed by conaparing the resource and scheduling
requirements of the individual experiments to the MORL resource availa-
bility. The following conclusions were reached:
i. The size of the six-man MORL is adequate to complete the R&D
oriented MORL Experiment Plan. The study showed that in carry-
ing out the Experiment Plan, the efficiency of the MORL facility
was high. Utilization of the major experiment support parameters,
such as crew time and shippiug weight, was near 100%. The factors
which limit the rapidity with which the experimental program could
be accomplished appeared to be the availability of crewmen and
their respective skills. Analysis has indicated that changes in the
, crew skill mix have a significant effect on the time re_" "red to com-
plete a given set of experiments. Worthwhile reductionb a program
duration could be made by not only adjusting the crew skill mix, but "
also by increasing the crew -ize. An increased number of crewmen
can provide a better system load factor balance, allow more flexi-
• bility in the skill mix assignments, provide more skills, and allow ..
a larger number of man-hours to be devoted to experiments.
• i
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! It is therefore recommended that the effectiveness of a nine-man
crew in accompl_shing the Experiment Plan on MORL be deter-
mine d.
2. The experirne,_ts in the Experiment Plan were scheduled and
T completed in accordance with the requirements of the plan.
_. Delays caused by the unavailability of resources were minimal. _-
The effect of subsystem failures and subsequent repair operations
were simulated and found to have an insignificant effect on the
program operation.
<
fn _de _ *..... pletc the _,_'-_*part of th_ responsiveness analysis, a portlon
: of the Experiment Plan was also examined in depth. This was accomplished
to provide insight into the detailed problems that can be encountered in
carrying out an in-space experilnental program. The analysis considered
the location of experimental equipment, crew timeline histories, detailed
-" failure and repair functions, and detailed laboratory operations. The con-
clusions and recommendations resultin[_ from this analysis are documented
in Book 2 (SM-488!4) of this task area report.
1. 1. 2 Subsystem Performance
The second approach, used to establish the extent to which MORL meets the
requirements of the program, consisted of determining the demands made
by the experiments on the performance of the MORL subsystems, and then
comparing these demands with the capabilities of the subsystems. The
_" results are outlined in the paragraphs below.
!. I. 2. 1 Stabilization and Control
_. Of the 102 representative experiments found to impose requirements on the
Stability and Control System (SCS), 13% can be accommodated without
changes to the baseline design. (The MORL baseline de,_ign referred to in
this book is the design documented at the end of the Phase IIa study Douglas
_[ Reports SM 46071 through SM 46100). The primary limitations are due to
_L
_" the fact that the experimental requirements exceed the baseline stabilization
or slew rate capabil-ity. However, if the baseline precision attitude refer-
1. ence is used in conjunction with a rigid sensor/experiment mount _-nd those
experiments which exceed the rate control capability of the baseline system
_ were gimbal mounted, the accommodation of the experiments examined is
increased to 86%.
ii
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Further improvements can be nlade by tigl_teningthe attitude control
capability c_fthe SCS. The number of experiments which can be accommo-
dated by the SCS is, therefore, a function of the capabilities of the baseline
system. It is recommended Khat the cor_fidence in actually attaining these
capabilities be improved by further study in the fcllowing areas:
I. The abilityof the SCS tc maintain the 0. 5° attitude hold accuracy
must be substantiated.
2. The estimated disturbance rates induced by crew motion must be
verified by further study, simuiation, and inflighttesting.
3. The capability of the precision attitude reference system in com-
bination with the SCS must be determined.
i.I. 2.2 Environmental Control and Life Support
Only minor Environmental Control and Life Support System (EC/LS) modifi-
cations will be required to accommodate the Experiment Plan. Since a
major portion of the experiments will be performed in the MORL hangar sec-
tion, a separate cooling and ventilation system should be installed in that
area to provide proper temperature and comfort control. The changes that
would be required to accommodate a larger crew should also be determined.
Preliminary analyses indicate that these changes could be easily adapted to
the baseline system. The EC/LS system weight increase required to support
a nine-man laboratory was found to be approximately 550 lb.
1. 1. 2. 3 Structures
The Structsres and Configuration System was examined to establish the
systems ability to support the experimenta] activity on board the laboratory.
A console and operator panel should be added in the hangar section to provide
experiment control flexibility. In addition a rigid mou_lt should be installed
to provide a base for experiment sensors that require great accuracy and
stability. The baseline scientific console should also be modified to provide
the capability of multiple experiment contrgl and monitoring. -
i:
,,_ 4 _
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II I. 1.2.4 Communications
I The Communications System was found to have insufficient data management
c_pacity. The following fcur areas should be investigated to determine their
i e__ect in increasing this capacity:
1. A single programlnab]e data acquisition and distribution function
which is central to all other subfunctions,
I 2. An all-digital data distribution bus with local ar_alog-to-digita!
(A-D) conversion.
ii 3. A single data channel telernetry function with interrupt capability.4. The capability to reduce operational and experimental data on
board.
Generally inflexible experimental requirements were used in the studies of
subsystem responsiveness. In some cases, _evere experimental require-
, ments were imposed because of inadequate definition of the purpose of the _
experin_ent, and/or because of the uncertainty of their effect on the labora-
tory capabilities. These severe requirements compounded problems arising
out of a conflicting need for the laboratory resources.
To remedy this situation, the experiment and the laboratory in which it will
be performed must be considered as a design unit. The laboratory/experi-
, ment interface mus_ be iteratively improved by successive and coordinated
changes in Lhe experiments as well as in the laboratory. The application of
this procedure is partly responsible for the efficient utilization of the MORi_
(nearly I00_/0). However, further refinements in MORL subsystem designs
Ir appear to be highly dependent on more detailed experiment definitions and
i
redefinitions prepared in close coordination v¢ith the subsystem designers.
i. 2 MORL ACCOMMODATION OF THE OBJECTIVE ORIENTED PROGRAM
T An objective oriented progranl selected for analysis from the Applications
,- Plan, was one necessary to the evolution of all techniques and instruments
•_ used in a program of routine assistance to Fisheries; Production. This pr o -
gram was selected to illustrate the effectiveness of the MORL, should such a i
program be selected for implementation. The study found _hat MORL
. resources were adequate to meet the demands of the Fisheries Production i
................. ,,,, L ._ -
illll . im _ _2 ' , ,i,, , ,, .i u
i ij iii i i i II ii i i i i i i i i
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Iprogram. In addition, the crew skillmix was found to be somewhat critical,
since the time required _o complete the Fisheries Production program was
quite sensitive to tb_s parameter. For example, when the skill of one meln-
ber of the crew was changed from that of meteorologist to oceanographer,
the reoulred program duration was reduced by approximately 12%.
i.3 ALTERNATE MORL MISSIONS
Itwas found that the requirements of the experiments in the Experiment Plan
coula be satisfiedin a low-altitude and low-inclination (30 to 60 ° inclination)
orbit. The orbit parameters of the baseline MORL design are Z00-nmi alti-
tude and 50 ° inclination. However, since a highly objective-oriented pro-
gram ma_, require operation in a polar as well as in a synchrenous orbit, it
was decided to determine the effect of conditions in these two orbits on the --
baseline MORL. It was fotmd that except for additional radiation protection,
changes required to the baseline MORL laboratory design to accommodate
_g
these missions would be minor. However, a Saturn V launch vehicle will b._ l
required for the polar and synchronous missions.
l--The polar mission can be accommodated by making the following changes to
the ba_,eline system: T
i. An addition of I,820 ib of shielding material must be made to the
basic structure to attenuate the increased radiation to an acceptable
dose level. "_
2. One tracking site (probably at Guaymas) must be added to the two
baseline sites at Cape Kennedy and Corpus Christi in order to pro- -_.
vide the navigation accuracy required, l
3. Launch from Cape Kennedy, with the attendant range safety restric-
tions, reduces the orbit payload to such a value that a S_turn V
launch vehicle is required for the polar mission. 1
The MORL should not be committed to the synchronous mission until further -_
studies are completed. At present, it-appears that the current MORL can- i !
not accommodate the synchronous mission because of the large amount of
radiation shielding required. However, the many uncertainties in this anal-
ysis deem that certain studies (discussed in subsequent ,paragraphs) be com-
pleted prior to a firm deci.sion. When the nominal i_tensity of the electron iI
environment at this altitude (as defined by .r.¢eference 1) is used, the required
:J
I}
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shield material that rn:st be added to MORL in order to attenuate the dose
received to an acceptable level, is approximately 20 tons. However,
because of the _bove menL1oned uncertainties in the magnitude of the radia-
tion environment at this altitude, the corresponding variation it,required
shieldwei_'ht is from 4,400 to Ii0, 000 lb. The max:irlumweight allowance
that c _uld be allotted to radiation shielding on the laboratory launch is
approximately 30, 000 Ib (when zero discretionary payload is assumed). J
Even if the material could be resupplied the addition of this thick material
(10-in. thick for 40, 000 Ib) seems out of the question.
The increase in shield weight required over previous analysis results can be
attributed to refined assessment of the _ollowing four factors: __
i. The differential energy sDectrurrl of the incident electron radiation
was expanded to include the flux at low energy le'vels.
Z. The bremsstrahlung flux-to-dose conversion factor were n_odified
in the low energy reglon.
3. The electron-transmission calculations were slightly n_odifi(d.
4. The bremsstrahhmg dose buildup factors were modified.
These changes were the result of improved and updated techniques of calcu-
lation which were :mplen_ented to be consistent with current theory. Sim-
plifications, made in the initial developn-_nt of these computer techniques,
Were replaced as more exacting analyses became feasible,
Prior to a decision which would commit the MORL to the synchronous mis-
sion, the :ollowing areas of study should be pursued:
i. The _ynchronous mission must be defined so that the minimum
acceptable laboratory volume can be determined. The present
MORL was designed to operate in a moderate radiation environ-
ment. Therefore, the radiation environment was not a strong
influencing factor on the design. Future configuration studies may
result in a reduction of shielded area and thus in a proportionate
reduction in the weight of shielding material.
2. The shielding effectiveness of on-board materials such as water
and propellant should be d_termined. This solution would be par-
ticularly effective if the livable volume could be significantly
reduced.
7 I
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3. Personal portablt "_hields should be evaluated to determine weight
savi1_gs as well as possible operational restrict'ons.
4. The use of laminated shield materials should be evaluated to take
' advantagc of the p_operties of various materials.
I 5. The phys'.cal task attaching to -
of thick shield rnaceria] the
i laboratory on Earth or iN orbit, must be examined to determine
tb.e restriction and interactions with other subsystems and
experiments.
6. The allowable dose critericn should be reviewed to determine if
it could be relaxed for the synchrorous mission.
7. The electro_ flux at synchronous a!ti_t:de_,z_,ustbe bettcr defined.
! In addition to the restrictive shield weight required fo_° the synchronou,i
: mission, the following three changes to the baseline MORL are ,'equired: :
; i. The EC/LS radiator must be reduced to account for the reduced
heat influx at this altitude. This can be accomplished by removing --
13 of the 4i circumferential radiator tubes.
I 2. The communications system must incox-porate an S-band syste._-n,
similar to the Apollo unified S-band system to accoun_ for the addi- T
i tional 25 dB space loss a_ this altitude. |
', 3. A Saturn V launch vehicle is required.
|,,
!
ii
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!Section 2
PURPOSE
The Phase IIb oerti,,n of the MORL study consisted of a series of five
v sequentially phased tasks.
Task I _as primarily concerned w'itia identiiication of areas of orbital e.':peri-
mentation with a high utiliz,.tic.n potential, that is, areas which could be
recolnmended to NASA as offering the highest scientific and technological
returns. The scope of Task I was not limited to the identification of,NiORl,
_. miss:ons a tv,._.
Task If addressed -he ploblcm of achievmg and implementing the orbital
objectives identified by Task I analyses. Once again, it was attempted to
t_tke a comprehensive overview of the problem by developing a 15-year
Missiov Plan, in which the re._pective roles of the Apolio Application Plan
" (AAP), MOR-._, advanced logistics systems, and operations in a!teenate polar
and synchronous orbits were derived and identified. As seemed appropriate
wi:hin the framework of the Mission Plan, experiments were suggested for
the AAPand the MORL concepts. The experiments a]located to the MORL
were then timehned to yield the Experiment Plan. The Experiment Plan
constitutes the best currently available description of orbital experiments and
tasks to be accomphshed by the MORL in its initial 3 to 5 years of operation.
Ta._k [/i attempted to assess the responsiveness of the MORL concept specified
at the end of the Phase IIa study to the Mission Plan derived in Task II.
Assessment of concept responsiveness extended to a study of the MORL's
ability to accommodate experiments in the Experiment Plan, as well as the
MORL's ability to operate in polar and sychror.ous orbits. Also, appropriate }
recomrnendations were to be made to improve MORL responsiveness to the
Mission Plan in general, and MORI., accommodation of the Experiment Plan
in particular.
9
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PTask IV incorporated all design and tradeoff studies necessary to determine
the best way of implementing the conclusions and recommendations of
Task I!l. Ivlodification of the F'hase IIa concept to include these new features
was to conclude Task I\-.
Task V was concerned with the evolutic:n of a MORI, development and cost
plan incorporating the concept revisions carried out in Tazk IV. Sys:em
research and technolGgy items necessary to implement these plans in a
timely and economical manner were also defined and incorporated into an
_verall plan.
Thus, Task III _s seen to be th,'.connecting link between the two ends of a
complete spectrum of analyses des:.gned to reline the IvlORL mission defini-
tion and its responsiveness to that n_[ssion. Tasks i and II were grouped on
one end of the spectrum; they represent overall requirements and planning
analyses in which the MORL is only one of a series of space systems and
1
missions. Tasks IV and V are grouped on the other end of the spectrum;
they are designed to improve the MORL's responsiveness to its assigned |
role within an overall framework of space systems and missions reconamended
for NASA consideration.
_a.
To establish the link between the two ends of the above spectrum, the scope
of Task III includes (1) a restatement of mission requirements derived from -'.,.
!
the overalt analyses, (Z) a comparison of the performance capabilities of
the Phase IIa MORL concept to these requirements, and {3} recommendations -.
derived from this comparison to improve the responsiveness and mission I
a'ccommodation potential of the MORL.
2. 1 MORL MISSION AND EXPERIMENTS REQUIREMENTS
The purpose of the Task Area III report is to assess the responsiveness of !
the MORLto its assigned missions. Therefore, it is appropriate to restate
and summarize the missions and requirements imposed on the MORL. ._
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,I As derived and jus[ified in the Task i and II reports, the -MORL is to have the
i dual capabilit',- of supporting either ,on_ of the ._11( a.:._ progran_s:
1. A broad based sc;.entific and technological research program
designed to develop the basic information, data, and techntqucs
T necessary to ill_.,_lement subsequent, highly objective-oriented
experimental programs.
E. A highly objective-.or-ented experi;nentai p7o_oram designed to f,;1 .y
implement one or more clearly defined scientlf_c, technological, or
commercial applications of space stalions.
It appears that a bread-based research program can be completed in a low-
altitude, low-inclination (30 to 60 ° ) orbit. Sub,_equent, objecti_ e-oriented
programs may require operations in pola'_" and synchroneus orbits, using one
or several MORL modules. Therefore, the capability to operate in polar
F and synchronous orbits, either singly or simultaneously with other modules,
is a design requirement on the ,MORL.
The initial mission of the MORL is defined as the accomplishment of a broad-
based research program in a 50 ° inclination orbit. The specific experiments
comprising this program are those contained in the Experiment Plan.
Subsequent, objective-oriented experimental programs cannot be equally
defined at this time.
These MORL mission requirements arc closely coordinated with the AAP and
the availability of an advanced 6- to 12_-mem logistics spacecraft to sapport
the simultaneous operation of several space stations or the operation of single
stations in polar and synchronous orbits.
2.2 APPROACH AND SCOPE
Assessment of MORL responsiveness to the above mission requirements
presents a number of conflicting problems. On one hand, the ability of the
MORL to accommodate a given group of experiments cannot be conclusively
affirmed or denied until integration of the experiment has been attempted
by (1) cletailed layout drawings, (Z) study of specific instrument-subsystem
interface and installation problems, and {3) careful time-line analyses of
associated crew activities. On the other hand,, detailed assessment of a
11
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limited time period in the life of the MORL cannot be proj_--cted over the ..
entire 3 to 5 year initial MORL mission to guarantee integration of the
entire experimental program with the laboratory. Of course, a detailed
integration efl'ort, as practiced in the planning of relatively short Mercury-
Gen_ini missions, appears to be neither practical nor necessarily desirable
for semipermanent space stations such as the MORL. The effort required
is too large, and the results would be continuously invalidated by the neces-
sarily unpredictable course of the experi_nental program.
For semipermanent space stations, such as the MORL, the most realistic
approach to exuerimental program planning appears to consist of a judicious
combination of computer-based experiment integration, with detailed, con-
ventional planning and integration activities limited to small, carefully
se!ected representative portions of the entire mission.
The rapid turnaround capability of the computerized experiment-integration T
1procedure a]iows expedient repianning of an entire MORL mission in response
to changing laboratory conditions and adjustments required by new experi-
mental results. The conventional hand-integration procedure not only spot- 1
checks and verifies the computer results, but points to problems which can
, be discovered only by use of human judgement and experience. From the
point of view of developing an experiment integration methodology for the
MORL, it is interesting to note that the limited application of hand-integration
is highly useful in developing, and then calibrating, a computer-I'ased
exFe riment-integ ration tool.
The responsiveness of the MORL to the Experimental Plan has been
assessed using the above dual approach. The results of the two approaches
are described in Books 1 and 2 of the Task Area III report. Thus, Book 1
considers the responsiveness of the MORL over the entire Experiment Plan _'
and a mission duration of 3 to 5 years; Book g examines in more detail the
happenings hi and around the laboratory during a typical 48-hour period. _!.
_! I i Ill _ m i i Jil I i I I I i i i J i I ! _ I J J_ I I I
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I Book I contains the results obtained frol_,_the computer runs made with the
I
Systems Planning and Effectlveness Evaluation Device (SPEED). These runs
assess the responsiveness of the MORL to its initial broad-based, R&D
mission, as well as th..responsiveness of the MOKL to an objective-oriented
experimental program selected for illustrative purposes only. The respon-
siveness of the MORL to these experimental programs is discussed in terms
of the following: (1) tb_e extent of the utilization of laboratory resources,
including the crew; (2) the extent to which resources are critical; (3) the
length of time requ_.rCd to complete the experimental program; (4) the
mo.uaentary mix of active experiments on the laboratory; {5) the impact of
subsystem failures and repairs.
To further ensure the ability of MORL subsystems to accommodate experi-
ments, the computer-based study of the subsystem-experiment interface was
augmented by a direct comparison of experimental requirements and per-
formance capabilities of subsystems most closely affected by experiments.
These subsystems were the (1) Stabilization and Control System (SCS), {2)
Environmental Control and Life Su.pport System (ECLS), (3) the Communi-
cation System (CS), and (4) the structure and configuration of the MORL.
These analyses attempted t_ assess the ability of tl-.e MORL to support R&D,
as well as objective-oriented experimental programs. However, as specified
in Section Z. i, the capability to operate in alternate orbits is also a design
requirern.ent on the MORL. Therefore, the remainder nf Book I is concerned
with the impact of the polar and synchronous orbital environment on the MOI_L
and its subsystems, including the logistics system. Special emphasis waa
placed on the study of potential radiation and shielding problems to be
encountered in these orbits.
13
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Section 3
ASSESSMENT OF MORL SYSTEM RESPONSIVENESS
TO COMPLETE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS
The purpose of this section is to assess the responsiveness of the MORL to
t_o different experimental program types. The first type is a basic research
program oriented toward the development of techniques and instruments
which will form a scientific and technological foundation for the second type,
a highly objective oriented expe-;mental program.
The Experiment Plan, a definition of the initial experiments recommended
for the first 2 to 3 years of MORL operations, is an example of the first
program. The Experiment Plan must be largely completed before one or
more objective-oriented missions can be selected for implementation. This
is because, ina sense, this broad-based, R&D program is also a feasibility
testing program for key sections of promising objective-oriented programs.
However, for an illustrative and p,'eliminary assessment of MORL respon- -_
siveness to an objective-oriented mission, a series of 66 experiments,
.4designed-to evolve the ways and means of giving operational assistance to -_
Fisheries Production, was selected.
For both experimental program types, MORL responsiveness was assessed
: over the entire mission and for the entire MORL system. This may be con-
trasted to assessment of MORL responsiveness to a few selected days of the
entire mission and the responsiveness of individual subsystems. A typical
48-hour portion of the Experiment Plan was analyzed in depth to prov_ide in-
sight into the problems arising in the implementation and mechanics of an
experiment program. This analysis is:discussed in Book 2 (SM-48814) of
this report. The detailed responsiveness of the subsystems to the individual
experiment requlrements is analyzed in Section 5.
r
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Perhaps the most significant result of the compater-based portion of NIORL
I
responsiveness analysis is the general conclusion that a six-man orbiting
research laboratory is adequate in size to carry out a broad-based, R&D
program. Particularizing this general conclusion to the MORL concept, the
following conclusions c_n be made:
J
I. The MORL facility is being used in the most efficient manner possi-
ble, that is, the MORL is close to 100% utilization in all its majcr
parameter s.
2. The availability of experiment support resources is correctly
proportioned. For instance, available experimental crewtime and
power are in the correct proportions to each other.
3. The experiment program is being completed in the most expeditious
manner possible, that is, no excessive delays and slippages occur
in carrying out experiments. --
4. Subsystem failures and repairs do not have a signiflcaDt imapct on --
the experimental program. However, additional analysis is _
required to determine the impact of experimental equipment "_
failures.
5. The availability of resources, such as experimental crev_ime and I
po_er, appears to be correctly matched to the demands of a R&D
oriented mi ssion.
"o"
6. The ability of the MORL to accommodate larger experimental pro- 1
grams is largely dependent on increasing the crew size from 6 to 9
men. This increase n_ay be particularly important to accommodate
the emphasis on specialized skills that appear to be a feature of
objective-oriented experimental programs. - !
In general, availability of adequate crewtinae and crew skills appear to be i
the crucial factors in experiment and mission planning for a semipermanent
orbiting research laboratory. Partially because of their close association i )
with crew activities, distribution and installation of experimental equipment
and the internal configuration of the laboratory appear .to play an equally _ t!
important role. Availability of electrical power, experimental equipment,
and similar resources is, of course, essential bht can be assured readily
-T1
" enough to make these resources of secondary importance in mission plan-
ning. The following discussion will elaborate on these conclusions. ":
:t!
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I 3. 1 RESPONSIVENESS OF THE MORL TO THE EXPERIMENT PLAN
! -3.1.1 The Experiment Plan
i The MDRL Experiment Plan is derived and described in detail by the Task IIreport. The Experiment Plan represents the best currently available defini-
tion of the specific experin_ents to be performed by the MORL in its initial
I 3-1/2 years of operation. The experiments comprising the Experiment Plan
have been derived from two sources, the Data Bank and the Applica'aions
Plan.
The Data Bank is a collation of a11 experiments identified by the MORL,
I Ex_ended Apollo, AES, and OSSS studies. The Applications Plan was devel-
oped as part of the current Phase Ilb MORL study and represents an in-depth
planning effort to define an oceanographic and meteorological experimental
program for space stations.
_-,-e Experiment Plan contains only those Data Bank and Applications Plan
experiments which were thought to be fundamental to a number of objectives
in space and to be contributing to the creation of a broad scientific and tech-
nological ase for future efforts. For in:_tance, only those Applications Plan
experiments concerned with the development and testing of basic instruments
and techniques were included in the Experiment Plan. Although these exper-
iments were evolved as part of an oceanographically and meteorologically _ _
oriented experimental program, it has been shown that instruments and
techniques evolved by them are in fact common to many other h_arth-centered
, scientific and _echnological objectives. _
The Experiment Plan takes maximum advantage of this commonality and
emphasizes inclusion of those experiments which appear to-benefit several
space objectives at one time. The Experimen,t Plan is, therefore, a reflec-
tion of the long-standing view of the MC.RL as a broad-based orbital R&D
• facility. Figure 3-1 summarizes some pertinent facts about the Experiment
. Plan. -.
:
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iAs indicated, the Experiment Plan consists of 251 experirnents, requiring
a total of about 53, 000 orbital man-bouts for completion. These experi-
I ments were input te the SPEED program, to be timelined and scheduled,
subject to the performance capabilities of the MORL, including interruptions ---
l •caused by random breakdown and repair of subs? stems. A description of the
: operation of the SPEED program and a statement of input data used is given
.! in Appendix A of this report.
i The discussion below will describe the responsiveness of the MORL, as
| determined by SPEED, to the broad-based, R&D oriented Experimeut Plan.
The following criteria will be used to evaluate MORL responsiveness:
i. Efficient utilization of laboratory resources.
2. Timely and rapid completion of the experimental program.
F
! 3. The distribution of experimental effort between experiment areas as
a function of time, that is, the extent to which a balanced experi-
mental program can be consistently maintained.T
4. The effect of laboratory reliability and maintainability on the
experimental program.
5. Identification of laboratory resources and subsystenls which
adversely affect the efficient and timely complet_ on of a balanced
expe rimental program.
'" 3. 1.2 Utilization of Laboratory Resources
The measure of design responsiveness of a system must be appropriate to
" the intended purpose and mission of that system. Thus, in designing
- delivery systems, such as airplanes, orbitai carriers, and launch vehicles,
it is quite appropriate tomeasure the quality of the design by a figure of
merit, such as dollars per pound or dollars per ton-mile;
However, an orbital research laboratory {OR.L) is not a deli_very vehicle, but
a facility designed to support orbital experimentation. As is the case with
any other facility, its design effectiveness is customarily .'xleasured by the
%
achieved utilization of its major resources.
Inthe case of the MORL, the most important resources are (1) crewtime,
(Z) crew skills, (3) electrical power, (4) experimental equipment, and (5)
logistics systems delive-ry capability° Many others can, of course, be also
! ,. 19__
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named. Experience has shown that the percent utilization a_hieved of these
resoarces (to be called iacilJty load factors) is an excellent measure of the
responsiveness cl the }/iORZ design to a parzxcular experimental program.
Facility load factors are calculated b,_ experimental program simulation or
scheduling tools, such as SPEED. In essence, SPEED ccmpares the avail-
ability of crew time to the crew time denlanded by the next experiment eligi-
ble to be put on the line. If availability of crew time and all other resources
match or exceed the demands of the candidate experiment, the _xperirnent
is scheduled.
Very often, however, it will be found that, although mo_,t resources are
available in adequate amounts, one parti_ ular resource is fully utilized. In
that case, even though most of the facility resources are under-utilized, no
new experinaents can be scheduled until an experiment using the one fully
utilized resource is completed and taken off the line. For instance, if all -
crewmen are fully occupied with experiments requiring littlepower, the
power load factor will remain low as long as the crew time load f_ci.or is not
reduced, that is, one or more crewlnen becorne available 1:operform experi- 'IT
ments which may require mere power.
The colmputer simulation continues in this znanner until all experiments have
been completed or a preset time (mission duration) has elapsed. An auto-
matic record is kept of the magnitude and timin ; of changes in the utilization
of each resource; that ie, the utilization of the r_source is calculated as a
function oi time (utilization profile). By averagiug the utilization -)rofile
over the entire mission, an average facility load ._actor may be determined
for each resource, Suitable measures of deviation from the average are, of
cour_e, also calculated.
iClearly, unequal and unbalanced facility load factors on crew time, power,
and other rescurces reflect a very undesirable situation. For instance, a
consistently high crew-time load factor and a consistently low power load _i
factor would indicate that experimental den_and conflicts tend to occur pre-
_ dominantly becau.se of inadequate availability-of crew time. On the other- _-!
_. hand, it would also be apparent that relative to available crew time and the -,
: ?
-_:
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type o _ experiments assigned to tLe laF_ratory, the power system would be
too large. For an ORL, this problem may be particularly undesirable in
view of the implied additional complexity a_d weight. Last but not least, an
unbalanced design, as indicated by unbalanced facility load factors, implies1 -that by increa._ing performance capabilities of over-utilized resources, the
nurrlber of experiments delayed by conflicting demands can be reduced and
I -the completion of the ex_c=r imental program hastened. In view of the fact
that MORL oper,_tlng costs are $350 to $400 million annually, rapid com-
pletinn of tho experirr_..entalpr_grarr_ is of ...... importance..... u¢.li_l_raole
Thus, approxirr.ately equal and near 100% facility load factors carry theV
,_ following connotations :
1. The availability of r_scurces (MORL performance parametezs) is
correctly proportioned relative to each other.
2. The experiment prograr, a is being colrlpleted as rapidly as is
possible with _he given size facility.
3. The availability of resources is optimally matched to the general
characteristics of the Jr.tended experimental program.
It is very irxlportant to note the latter condition. Thus, the correct pro-
portion of crew time, power, and other resource availabilities is a function
of the type of experimental program to be performed. For instance, in a
purely biomedically oriented ORL, the proportion of crew time avai!able
for experimentation to electrical power availability sh- uld be much higher
than in an ORL specialized to experiments in communications.
Maximizing the responsiveness of an ORL involves, therefore, the itera-
tive readjustment o[ resource availabilities (that is, total crew size, •
electrical power output, pressurizable volume, and so forth) until all _.
facility load factors are apFroximately equal and near 100%. ._
MORL resource availabilities (that is, general perzormauce characteris-
tics) are matched to a broad-based, R&D oriented experimental prcgran_.
The statistical _haracteristics of such an experimental program are well
by data presented in the Task I reFo"t. Idescribed
I-
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G 1in .,eneral, the g'xFeriment l_la:,scheduled into the MORL facility consists o£
R&D oriel:ted experixrents. The facility load factors indicated in Figure:;
3-2 reflect the high degiee of integration achieved between the MORL facility
parameters, on one hanoi, and the MORL Experiment Plan, on the othe_
hand. These load lactors were selected for study because pre_-'.ous MORL
studies have isclated Lhem as the most significant from the systems poinl of
_-2ew. P_rticular aspects of these resources relative to the Experiment
" Plan will be discassed in detail below.
3. 1.2. I E!ectrical Power
The data shown in Figure 3-? are based on an 1l-kW Brayton cycle is._tope
power system, and the assumption that of the 1 1-kW total output 2. 55 kW I[:
are always available for experilnentation. An exception is the lo._s of power
caused bytbe failure of the electrical power system, or excessive: power
demands imposed by t:_e fMlure and repair of another subsystem. I_
The SPEED simula:i_n results showed that the arerage electrical power con- 1[.-
l'-sumption by experin'ents was only 91 W, or about 3°2o of the power allocated
to experiments. It skould be noted that a peak-power consumption of
2, 205 W, or 86% capacity, was experienced during the simulated mission.
"a
Th_s high peak power requires that the power aIlocation for experimenCs
should not be reduced. !fthe housekeeping electrical load of 8, 450 W is
- included in the utilization calculations, then the average overall utilization
is 78%, with a peak consumption of 97% of the available 11 kW.
"_ The allocation of 2.55 kW to experimentation is further supporte,a by the
occurrence of secondary power peaks at various times during the mission.
These power peaks may be identified in .Figure 3-3, showing the instantane-
ous consumpt:on of electrical power at the beginning of each month. The
frequency o£ these snapshot status reports was limited to 1/month, since
publication limitations preciude more detailed utilization profiles. The cal-
culatxon of average load f_ctors, however, is based on an infinitely fine
time incrementation permitted by the utilization of special simulation tech-
niquest built into the SPEED program.
"7
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Figure3-3. Experir._ent- ElectricalPowerConsumption
3. I. 2.2 Shipping Weight and Volume I
Shipping weight and volume measure the cargo delivery capability of the
SaturnIB/Apolio logistics system. This logistics system is described in
detail in Section 4. 3 of this report. In summary, however, the system can
deiiver a net cargo of 10, 000 lb, occupying 1, 000 cu ft/flight. Except for
the two additional flighzs required to man the MORL during its first opera-
tional year, four such tlights are schedu!ed annually.
Total annual housekeeping (crew consumables, orbit keeping propellant,
spares, and so forth) are estimated to be 22, 000 lb. The experiments
required the delivery of 18, 400 lb over the full 3.65-year mission duration.
The resulting average shipping weight and volume load factors are 65% and
67%, respectively.
Maximum utilization of logistics delivery capability occurred on the first
three logistics launches. The reason for this is that most of the experimen-
tal weight had to be delivered at this time. In this worst case condition,
weight and volume utilization were 99% and 98%, respectively.
• 24 _j
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Thus, shipping weight and vclume load factors are noted for their moderate
I average utilization, particl_larlv when compared to th _ high power and cre',_
utilization ackieved. The 1 gistic__ systero_ load factors can be primarily
i ascribed to the fact that t:_.e qight irequency is not set by cargo requireraents,but by biomvc_ical ,:onsiderations limiting atiowable crew stay tin_.es on rhe
MOR L-
i
It is currently thought that the average _our of duty should not exceed i8C
days. To rotate a 6-man crew using a 3-seat vehicle (Apollo), 4 flights/year are necessary. These 4 flights represent an annual cargo delivery
T capability e_-_ _00 ib, of which only about 50% can be utilized.
_4. secondary, but perbap-z no less important, reasoz_ for the 90-day Iogist.!cs
flight frequency is the flexi:zility afforded to the experimental program.
Thus, it appears very probable that potential increases in allowable crew
stay times would be translated into a !arger crew size rather than a reduced
flight frequency. For instance, an extension of crew stay times _o 270 days
would allow a nine-man crew and maintain the 4 flights/year.
For purposes of system and subsystem tradeoffs, it is very important to
contrast the moderate logistics load factors to the completely- utilized
'" capability of the Saturn IB to iaunch the unmanned laboratory medule itself.
T In terms of tradeoff penalties, exceeding the capabilities of the Saturn IB
l would mean that the MORL would have to b _ launched by a Saturn V. On the
other hand, additional cargo delivery requirements imposed o:,the logisticsT
! system in no way penalize the total MORL system. If, therefore, a choice
can be made which results in the reduction of weight to be lauzched with the
laboratory or the logistics system, the choice should always be made in
favor of the initiaI iaboratory launch.
.I
' 3. 1.2.3 Crewmen and Crew Skills
: I As indicated in Figure 3-2, about 90% of each crewman's day appears to be
"" occupied with experimentation, housekeeping, rest, recreation, exercise,
or other activities. The remaining 10°/0 of the 24-hour day representsavailable, but prac%cally unutilizable time. For instance, the 10% may
i
.-
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include the time spe-.t by a crewman in an inactive status because the other
five men have co, npletely utilized all available power, and there is no experi-
ment eligible to start which does not require sor:le power. Many detailed
examplez of such forced i_activity are given in Book 2 of the Task ILl report.
It appears that the approximately 90% load factor evolved for each member
of the crew is the maximum practical. The crew, therefore, can be said to
be utilized to the fullest extent possible. However, in previous MORL
studies: the avai!abi!i.ry of crew skills has been found to be of equal if not
greater importance than gross crev_tirne.
Therefore, the responsiveness of the cL,rrent MORL crew skill mix to the
Experiment Flan has been studied with particular concern. The skills
currently specified for each of the six crewmen are shown in Figure 3-2.
As can be seen, several men may possess the same skill, that is, all men
can be general workers. I
The availabihty of skills and their utilization are shown in Figure 3-4. As
indicated, there are six men possessing the skill called general workers, l
On an average, 5.3 men with this skill are seen to be occupied. It is to be
noted that this does not imply that on an average 5.3 men are actually "[
exercising the skill of a general worker. For 3nstance, one of these men
may be functioning as an astronomer. Because, however, a man is assumed "
to be capable of working or. only one task at a time, his ass._gnment to an
astronomer's tasks effectively implies that his skill as general worker is
also utilized, that is, unavailable.
Because of tl_is peculiar]y interdependent =amre of the resources called
crc.w skills, it is perhaps more rneaningfu], to study that fraction of total
crew skill availability which is left unutilized. Returning to the above
, example, it may be seen that on an average 0. 7 men with the skill of a
general worker are unoccupied and unutili:;ed. For maximum MORL crew
efficiency, the nonutilization factor shoulU of course be small. Figure 3-4 _,
certainly indicates this to be the case. J
]
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With the montl_y snapshot teckmique employed to indicate peak po,ver loads,
similar snapshots were taken of crew skill utilization as a function of time.
The availability (that is, nonutilization) of each skill is shown in Figure 3-5.
As indicated, _ll skills tend to be heavily utilized in the first half of the pro-
granl. As will be shown belox_, the second half of the program consists of
experiments which tend to emphasize the general skills (observer, subject,
general worker and so forth) and tend to de-emphasize the utilization of
more specialized skills. The utilization of skills as a function of time
agrees, therefore, with the changing complexion of the experimc_.ta!
program.
3. 1. 3 Time Required to Complete t_e_ Experiment Plan
The MORL Experiment Plan is cot _ _rised of 251 experiments, totalling
about 53, 000 man-hours. Becaus_ _ six_.:_an MORL makes available 16, 700 -"
experimental man-hours/year, wi_h a pez;-.: : "' -[,0 utilization of crew time,
I the Experiment Plan reouires a minimum of 3. 16 years to complete. Figure i
3-6 indicates that experiments are being actuaiiy completed at a nearly con- v
stant rate of about 100/year. I
At about 20 to Zl,000 hours of lapsed time (that is, somewhat over 2 years),
T
this rate drops off significantly. The reason is that at tlMs time essentially -"
all but the biomedical-behavioral experiments are completed. At the end of
3.65 years {3Z, 000-hours of lapsed time), 10 of these extremely long dura-
tion experime_ats were still incomplete. All of the other 241 experiments,
however, have been completed.
Reference to the Experiment Plan contained in the jacket of this report
indicates that conflicting demands placed by experiments on laboratory
resources can be resolved with only minor slippages and experimental
delays. The extent to which this has been achieved is indicated by the tri-
angular mark on each horizontal bar showing an active experiment. The tri-
angular mark denotes the position of the middle cycle of a multicycle experi-
ment. (Publication limitations precluded the identification of each individual
cycle of a multicycle experiment; the solid bar should, therelore, be inter-
preted as an experiment on board, but not nececsarily continuously on-line. )
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.u An inspection of the Experiment Plan indicates that the middle-cycle tends to
i be positioned in the geometric center of each of the bars. This, of course,indicates that cyclic experiments are perforrrzed regularly. However, some
experiments (Experiment 233, for instance) could be schedtfled at the timel -shown only by performing some experiment cycles at irregular intervals. In
no case does this influence the quality of data returned from _.heexperiment.
-I It may be concluded, therefore, that a six-man MORL can implement a R&D
oriented experimental program in a timely manner.l
!
3. 1.4 The Composition of the Experiment Plan as a Function of Time
_ One of the most significantconclusions allowed by this computer-based study
of MORL responsiveness to the Experiment Plan is that a si_z-man laboratory
7 has adequate capability to neaintain at all t_mes a balanced, broad-based
R&D program. This is made apparent by _. cting th¢ Experiment Plan
i and noting that within a few weeks after laboratory launch, experiments in
every one of the major experiment areas are in progress. Furthermore, a
: balanced program can be maintained throughout the rnission untilthe list of
experiments to be performed begins to be exhausted.
Table 3-1 and Figure 3-7 indicate the momentary composition of the pro-
gram ,vithtime. Only approximately 25% of all experiments active at the
beginning of the program are biomedically and behaviorally oriented. It
should _e noted, however, tk_t all experiments inthi3 caregory are started
soon after laL_oratorylaunch. The relatively small fraction of biomedically
and behaviorally oriented experiments in the early portions of the Experi-
ment Plan does r:ot,therefore, indicate that thi.,experimental category is
not emphasized, ]zutrather that a strong effortis being made to ensure an
early start of as many ozher typcs of experiments as possible.
This was achieved by an experiment scheduling philosophy built into SPEED,
which places heavy emphasis on maximum utilization of MORL resources.
In general, resources were allocated to experiments in order of priority.
This order of priority is indicated by the order in which basic experimental
.. areas are listed On the Experiment Plan. Thus, life-support monitoring
_ 31
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_xperiments have the highest Izrior!ty, biomedical the second highest, and
fundamental research experiments the lowest. No priority distinctions are
t
made within each experiment area. On the other hand, a high priority rating
merely ensures an experiment first call on currently available resources; it
does not iorce scheduling over lower priority experiments. "_
For instance, consider Experiments A, B, and C with power requirements
•; of 3, 1, and 0. SkW, respectively. Furthermore, assumethatAhas a higher
priority rating than B, and that B has a higher priority that., C. In this
example, the SPEED computer program stores all three experiments in a
set of experiments called "experiments waiting for power". There are as
man?" such sets as there are resources, although some of :hese sets may, of ._,
course, be empty. Whenever an experiment is completed, the resources
used by that experiment are correspondingly increased. When that happens,
the sets of experiments waiting for resources are searched for experiments
that could be started. Returning to ti_e above examp assume that an i
experiment I as just been completed and the available power has gone up to
!. 5 I<W. As soon as the power increase has been noted, the set of experi- l
ments waiting for power is searched for experiments that could be started.
Because.k has the highest priority rating, it has first call on resources. --
• However, it vcill not be scheduled because it requires 3 kW, when only
1. 5 kW are available. Next, because Experiment B has the second highest
priority, an attempt will be made to _chedule it. Because the 1. 5 kW is
adequate to cover its requirements of 1 kW, the attempt will be successful.
The po_ver then reinaining available is 0. 5 kV¢, so that Experiment C cannot
be scheduled. Thus, at the end of the transaction, the set of experiments
waiting for power includes Experiments A and C.
For a complete understanding of the Fxperiment Plan, it is therefore impor- .,_
taut to note that priority ratings are actually only preference ratings and that _[
a low-priority experiment can start before a high-priority experiment.
There are many examples of the results of this schea,',fling philosophy on the !
Experiment Plan. tks will be shown below, the malt. advantage of following
this philosophy is that the laboratory is utilized to the fullest extent possible. !
1
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There are cases when this scheduling philosophy must be overridden and one
experiment must be forced to start before another. An example of such a
sit,.ation is given by Experiments 1501 and 501. Experiment 1501 is the s_,up
acid calibration task that must precede the start of Experiment 50i. By use of .-
suitable inputs, this logical and sequential relationship can be enforced over
all other considerations pertaining to the start of experiments, including
resource availabilities and preference ratings.
" l'he combined use of the latter type of inputs and of the prior:.ty and prefer-
ence ratings has, in fact, been sufficient ,'o ensure the balanced and logical
sequen_ uf _xperiments shown on the Experiment Plan. Thus, early start of
! such experiments essential to crew safety as life support, bicmedical, and
behavioral experiments is combined with the near-simultaneous start of
experiments in other areas of investigation. On the other hand, the earl,/
start of these experiments and their generally short duration combine to
increase the percentage of active expel ime_ts devoted to biomedical and
biological research as the Experiment Plan advances toward the 3-year mark.
Thus, the gradual completion of alI but a few' very long-duration (primarily
biomedical) experiments can be observed.
3.1.5 Effect of Subsysten_ Failures
As ,described in Appendix A, Section i, to this report, the mathematical
model incorporated into the SPEED program had provisions to reflect the
"' effect of random, subsystem failures on the Experiment Plan.
In g.ener_l, the high reiiabilitv and maintainability incorporated into the
'. MORL design appears to have resulted in an experimental program essentially
undisturbed by subsystem failures, tks indicated in Table 3-2, there were a
total of 21 subsystem failures in the 3.65 years of simtflated time. The total
do_.ntime on the failed subsystems was only 327.9 heurs. In all, there were
123 experiment inter luptions during the simulated mission.
It.is to be noted that three subsystems (ElectricaI Power, RCS, and Struc-
ture) had mean time between failures (MTBP"s) large enough to avoid failures
' 35
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_ntirely. A reevaluation of these MTBF's ._ay, therefore, alter the above .--
[ conclusions somewhat through Lhe introduction of lower MTI_F_s and, there- 1_
_" fore, more failures.
r_
it is also to be kept in mind that the a.bove results refer only to subsystem
associated e.x_periment interruptions. Thus, failures of the cxperin_ental
I equipment itself were not considered. Therefore, the above results should
' only b_ interpreted as an order-of-magnitude assessment of _he realibility-
| experimentation interface_ The tool for a colrlplete assessment is now exist-
ing in the f_rm of the SPEED program. Generation of suitable input data, a
major effort, remains the sole obstacle.
3. 1.6 Assessment of MORL-Experilnent Interface Limitations
From a conlput¢r-based (SPEED) assessment of MORE responsiveness to the
Experiment Plan, the major limitation on the capability of MORE to perform
experiments resides in tl-edifficulty of making available a crewman with the
required skills at the time the demand for it occurs.
Figure 3-8 shows major h/_ORL resources (equipment, crewmen, crew skills,
. subsystems, and so forth) which at one time or another during the simulated .
mission caused experiments to be delayed. Other resources which never
caused a delay are not shown.
f
!
| Reference to Figure 3-_, indicates that crew skill shortages are the pre-
dominant cause of experirnents waiting. Thus, an average of 5.6 experi-
ments were waiting for a man with the skills of an electromechanical
technician to become available. By contrast, only 0. 75 experiments could
be classed as waiting for electrical power before they could get scheduled.
In addition to the skills of an electromechanical technician, medical
technician, meteorologist, and observer seelrl to be in short supply. For
these, the latter skill ks particularily indicative of the limitations of a six-
man crew.
•_ Within the context of this analysis, the observer skill does rot imply a parti-
cularly well trained observer, merely somebody to observe or watch a
simple and uncomplicated instrument or phenomenon. Thus, all six crewmen
37 !
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have the skills cf an observe:'. Therefore, the shortage of this particular
, 1" skill is an indic_.tion ot an cccasional shortage <_fcrew_rl_n or gross crew|
time available for e_peri_,_entation.
Figure 3-c/further confirms the lin-litingeffect of crew skills. Th_s figure
shows the final d_lays caused by a given resource summed over all experi-
me.nts which were delayed by that resource. For instance, if Experiment.&
' is delayed twice, once for 1 hour and once for 2 hours, by a shortage of
power, a_d Experiment B is delayed once for i0 hours. Figure 3-9 would
show a total delay of l- I + I. 2 + l- i0 = 13 experiment-hours chargeable to
power shortage. The unit of experiment-hours of delay is silniiar to n_.an-
hours al.d has been found to be a significant, although artilicial measure of
the extent of delays caused by resource shortages.
It is interesting to note that the four crew skills mentioned above are once
again found to be the major contributors to experiment delays. It is also
important to note that one-kalf of the tetal experiment-hours of delay charge-
.- able to the shortage of a ir_en wit!, the electromechanical technician skill can
be ascribed to five experiments--No. 1243, 1247, 1619, 1634, and 2005.
I This observation brings up the point that, in actuality, the M.ORL and its
" Experiment Plan form a single systenl. Construction and optimization of this
system is one way of looking at the well-,_nown experiment integration
I problem. However, recognition of this will also n_ake it ver_/ clear that it is
not possible to talk about the limitations of MORL w ixhout tail<ing about the
I of the Plan.
limitations Experiment
For instance, inspection of the experirnent briefs describing the above experi-
-- ments will indica*e that the requirement for the electro.,nechanical technician
skill is not an absolutely necessary one but is, in fact, somewhat arbitraryF
" I and artificial. The limitation indicated by the results shown in Figure 3-9
may, therefore, be more properly assigned to the experiments rather than
the MORL. Conversely, the limitation may be best removed by experiment
redesign and not by alterations of the laboratory design. This is, of course,
[ not an irffrequent case in experiment integration. It is useful to note, however,
that SPEED-type programs _can readily pinpoint such experlments before their
" redesig,1 becomes a difficult and expensive _effort.
i I
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| The identification of critical paths through the Experiment Plan is a further
example of limitations arising out of experiment design. Portions of the
I Experiment Plan (those derived from the Applications Plan) have a PERT-
type network structure indicating logical predecessors and successors to
r each experiment. This network (Figure 3-i0) has been input to SPEED and
has been timelined without violation of the implied logical relationships.
i As computed by the SPEED program, the critical path through the Appll-
cations Plan (that i_, networked) portions of the Experiment Plan is defined
by the sequence of Experiments 1501, 501, 1601, 601, 1719, 719, and 769.
This sequence is concerned with the determination of space effects on IR and
UV detectors, their cooling problen_s, and their eventual use in cameras. A
number of other experiment chains of nearly equal length exist. Rela_'ation
of certain requirements contained in the e_:periment briefs could, therefore,
possibly be used to shorten the logical minimum duration of this portion of
the experimental program by several thovsand hours of lapsed time.
i
3. 2 P.ESPONSIVENESS OF THE MORL TO AN OBJECTIVE-ORIENTED
- EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
As stated in Section 2. i, the MORL must be capable of supporting a high.]y
objective.-orientedas well as a broad-based R&D oriented experimental
program. Until the initial R&D mission is completed, it is not feasible to
select objective-oriented experimental prcgrams for the MORL, except for
illustrative purposes.
To assess the responsiveness of the MORL to an objective-oriented experi-
_mntal program, it was assumed that the objective selected would be the
'," evolution of all necessary techniques and instruments necessary to bring to
operational status a program of routine assistance to Fisheries Production.
It is to be noted that this objective definition carries the following connotatiens:
t
" 1. Only those experiments with a direct bearing on the stated objective
will be performed, that is, experiments with _o clear relationship '
to the objective Will be excluded from the experimental program.
2. The exp,zrimental program, is limited in scope to the evolution of the
means and naethods for giving operational assistance te Fisheries
Production. Although this may include prototype operations with
1967020568-054
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!| breadboard equipment, actual operational use of*he mzans and
methods evolved by the orbiting research laboratory would be
implemented by either manned or unmanned space stations, as
I deemed appropria,_e at the right time.
_ll' Both of the above points may be taken as complements:> definitions of ,.
1 d_objective-oriented experimental program. ,--
1, An experimental program oriented toward the objective of _ssistance to
Fisherie:; Production has been defined within the (.ceanography portion of the
,p
I Applications Plan discussed in Reference 2. ?'he program consists of66 _-_oerin:ents, all of which were relataa in the PERT-type _,_edecessor-
d
succossor relationship shown in Figure 3-11. The experiment tasklevels
proceeded from the necessary applied research, through developn_ent tests
_. of components and techniques, and their integration and design evaluation, to
an operational capability in the area of Fisheries Production.
To assess MORL responsiveness to an objective-oriented experimental pro-
gram, the entire network ,,_ 66 experiments was input to the SPEND program, ,._
The following evaluation criteria were used:
zt
1. Efficient utilization of laboratory resources.
- 2. Timely and rapid completion of the experimental proTram.
3. Identification of laboratory resources which adversely affect the ,efficient and ti: aely cornpletion of the experimer_t_l pIogrann.
._- The laboratory resource definitions were identical to those used to study the
Experimental PJan. However, a crew complement of nine men (providing
_" 60.3 experimental man-hours day as compared to 46 man-hours/da}-from
a six-man crew) was assumed to pzovide more latitude in post,..Llating skAi
mixes for parametric study purposes. ?
1
'1- As m the case of the broad-based R&D oriented Experimental Plan, the most i
important laboratory resource was gross crew tlme and the crew skill rrnx. _
:_- Threeabl 3-3.c°mputer runs were made to study the skill combinations shown in !_ 1
t
u-- I_"
t?!
1
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I Table 3- 3
,| SKILL CO.MBIXATIONS FOR THE FISHERIES PRODUC TION ORLET<'FED
E XPERIME >,'TAL PROGRAM
M,-n With Men With .Men
Run Oceanographer Skills bfeteo:ologis t Skills With Other Skills
(.".o. , (No. _ _Xo. I (No.)
i 2 3 4
2 3 2 4
3 4 1 4
The first skill combination _as selected on an intuitive basis by inspection of
the experiments comprising the Fisheries Production Experin-mnt Plan. Thei
other two combinations were selected by iterative review of SPEED outputs,
and evaluated by means of the three criteria stated above. The following
observatiens can be made as a result of the three SPEED runs.
3.2. I Utilization of Laboratory Resources
Figures 3-12 to 3-14 show facility load factors for the three con\_uter runs
simulating an experiment plan oriented toward development of operational
assistance to Fisheries Production. These figures are good indicators of the
complexity of the laboratory/experiment interface.
The utilization of the crewmen appears to follow the principle of equalizing
the workload on all the individuals. This is very desirable and is ccnsistent
with the view that a well designed fac_ity must be equally utilized in all of its
major parameters. Specifically, this condition is shown by examining the
utilizations of PhysicM Scientists A and D (both oceanographers). In the first
run they exhibit utilizations of 85 and 82%, respectively, as seen in
Figure 3-12. As the skill of Physical Scientist C is changed from that of
meteorologist to that of oceanographer in Run 2 (Figure 3-13), the utilization
of Physical Scientist A remains unchanged while that of Physical Scientist D
only reduces to 77%. Thus, the addition of another oceanographer did not
' reduce the work of the two original oceanographers greatly. In fact, the
utilization of the additional oceanographer was 77% in Run 2.. This means
that replacing the meteorologist skill with that of an oceanographer resulted
in mare oceanography tasks being accomplished earlier, rather than in a
45
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reduction in the utilization _f the original two oceanogral_h_rs. A sig._:ificant
reduction (12_) in the time required to complete the experimental program
:.',asachieved, as pointed out in Section 3. 2. 2.
As ,i-
.... ,e ratio of oceanographers to meteorologists is shifted still farther, the
relative utilizations of all _he crewmen become better balanced (see
Fig_ire 3-14.)
The s _ills of the crew in this latter run were therefore more con,_istent with
the needs of the Fisheries Production Program. The role of the meteorolo-
gist was simply overemphasized in the crew skill mix used for Run 2. The
results of the SPEED scheduling philosophy easily pointed out this error and
indicated the mea:.s of cerreztir, g it.
_igures 3-15 to 3-17 illustrate the t.ffectcf varying the number of oceano-
graphers in the crew on the average utilization of specific skills rather than
crewmen. As _ight be expected, the average number of nonutilized nlen
with the skill of an oceanographer increases as the number of oceanographers
in the crew increases. This, of course, indicates a decreasing shortage of
oceanographers• Figures 3-15 to 3-17 also indicate the reason for the
observed lack of variation ,n the utilization of crewmen without oceanography
skills as the availability of this skill is increased. This reason is ,'hatthe
only cross-coupling between Physical Scientists A to E and other crew mem-
bers is in the skills of observer and general worker, thac is, these are ti_e
only skills oceanographers (physical scientists) share with other crewmen.
On the other hand, the average number of nonu_ilized men with thc observer
and general worker skills is very high (about 2. !) and constant, regardless of
th_ number of oceanographers on board, indicating a surplus rather than a
shcrtagc of these skiii_. Therefore, as more oceanographers are added,
there is no reason to use them in the obcerver and the general worker mode.
Instead, they are used almost exclusivel7 as oceanographers.
It is interesting to note that this would necessarily change if the availabilitl
of observer and general worker skills is reduced in any way. One of these
ways is, of course, a decrease in the crew size from nine to six men.
Another way the availability of the above two skills would be reduced is to
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treat the r_onscientificmembers of the crew as spccialist_;devoted primarily
, to station operations and maintenance. Yor this somewhat unor'chodox vie,s, ."
I the nonscientific cemp]enaent of the crew v,raIdnot necessarily be assigned j
the skills of observer and _enera.!worker. As a com_equence, jobs not
_. ' requiring special training would be carried out by the scientist in the crew.
• Figures 3-18 to 3-20 co:mlude the __tudyof MORL resource utilizationin an
, _ experinmntal progra_n to assis_ Fisheries Pro Juc_ion. l"hese figures show
" _ inonthly spikes of po_er utiliza,_1on.It is to be noted that, although the
average pov_er utilizationdid not change with an increase in the nulnber of
oceanographers on board, the tinAng of the power peaks did. This is to be
expected as a result of the increased availabilityof oceanographers, which
allows the earlier start of some experiments. I
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I 3 2. _ Pro_ra__m_puration
Ta,_._e _ _hows the variation of program duration as a function of crew skil!
nlixes.
i TaLl e 3- 4
EFFECT OF V_-RYING CREW SKILL MIXES ON PROGRAM DURATION
I Crew Program Duration
]?.un O_anographer s _ eteorolog'_t_ (hours)
i
1 2 3 40, 290
2 3 2 35, 314
3 4 l 34, 702
As indicated, the increase from two to three oceanographers resulted in
speeding up the completion of the 66 ex._,eriinents by nearly half a year. An
increase from three to four oceanographers did not result in significant
reductions in program duration.
Perhaps an e_-en more significan_ measure of the in_provements achieved is a
comparison of actual prograln duration to ideal program duration. Ideal
plogram duration may be defined as the time required to complete all 66
experiments, provided that the experimental program is constrained only by
, the PERT-type logical network of Figure 3-11, that is, if it is performed in
an orbital laboratory with infinitely large resources.
The ideal program duration was calculated for the three major subobjectives
necessary to render operational assistance to _;sheries Production. These
s_,bobjectives _.re the ability to predict plankton concentration, plant con-
centration, and fish stock distribution.
As shown in Figure 3-21, actual program duration is only about one third
more than the ideal programdurat:ion. In a sense, therefore, the MORL can
be considered to be about 75% as efficient in completing the 66 experiments
ms an infinitely large orbiting research laboratory.
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I 3. 2. 3 Assessment of MORL/E-periment Interface Limitations
For the figure of merit of experimeP, t-hours of delay developed in Section
3. 1.6, the relative comribution of va=-ious MORL resources to delays in
i completing the 66 experiments was studied. The results of this study _tresummarized in Figures 2-22 to 3-24. As indicated above, the shortage of
oceanographers is the predominant cause of the delays.
As the skills of meteorologist were transferred to those of oceanog:'apher
t progressively in Rans a to c (Figures 3-22 through 3-24) the hours of delay
in 1he performance of experiments, attributed to an unavailabiiity of oceano-i
I
graphers, ar'e _ig'nfflcantiy reduced. The delays caused by the absence of a
meteorologist are not greatly increased even when the number of crewmen
.. with that skill is reduced to one. The skill mix used in Figure 3-24 is se,_n
to be most corr_patible with the requirements of the Fisheries Production '-
Program. Thus, as previously mentioned, the crew skill mix is very sensi-
tire in its effects upon program duration and experiment-hours of delay.
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Section 4
SUBSYSTEM ACCOMMODATION OF MISSION REQUIREMENTS
4. ! _.NTRODUCTION
The purpose of the analyses presented in this s¢ction is to determine the
degree tc which the baseline MORL system can accommodate those mission
requirements developed in Task Ii. The baseline MORE is defined in this
report as that design current at the end of the Phase IIa study. The mission
requirements consist ef satisfactorily operating in a 200-nmi altitude, 53 °
inclination orbit; a 200-nmi altitude, 90 ° inclination orbit; and a 19,350-nmi,
g8.3 ° inclination orbit.
4.1. l 50 ° Inclination Mission
The subsystem modifications that must be made to the baseline MORE in
order to accomznodate the low altitude missions are shown in Table 4-1. The
50° inclination n_ission requirements can be met by adding 165 lb of radiation
shield, material to the top dome of the laboratory. This could be done by
increasing the effective alaminum thickness by 0.02 in., thus providing
adequate shielding for an exposure of 1 year, including the dose received from
two major solar flare events.
4.1.2 Polar Mission
To accommodate the polar mission, three changes must be made to the
baseline MORE system as shown in Table 4-1: 1) The increased radiation
enwronment at this inclination requires an additional 1,820 lb of shielding
material. This is necessary to attenuate the dose received from a major
solar flare event to a value below tile single dose allowed to the lens of the
eye and the crewmen's skin. The solar flare Proton radiation is higher at
this inclination than at 53 ° because the shielding effect of the electromagnetic
field around the earth is minimal at 90 ° inclination. The 1,820 lb of shielding
1967020568-075
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i could be provided by adding 0. Z1, 0.39, ,and 0.06 i_. of polyethylene to the
laboratory bottom, cylindrical, sides, and dome tcp respectively. 2) In order
I to meet the navigation accuracy requirements at least one tracking opportun-
ity per orbit for three successive orbits, followed by a command opportunity
I on succeeding necessary, two ground tracking
the orbit is The baseline sites
at Cape Kennedy and Corpus Christi cannot provide this capability for the
.I polar mission. A third ground tracking networks, probably at Guaylnas, must
be added which would not only satisfy the once per orbit tracking for three
i successive orbit criteria out would also provide an addition 25% (7 rain.) in
the average daily contact time. 3) The payload loss incurred by launcP.ing
from Cape Kennedy with the attendant range safety restrictions reduces the
payload capability cf the Saturn IB and rnake._ a Saturn V lau_.ch vehicle
necessary for this mission.
4. 1.3 Synchronous Mission
Further analysis is required before the baseline MORL could be specified for
use on a synchronous mission. The radiation shield weight required for this
mission is higher than previously reported. Variation in weight due to un-
certainties in the electron flux level at this altitude, is from 4,400 to
If0,000 lb. The increase is caused by improvements in the calculation
" techniques used here over those used in Phase IIa. These changes are
discussed in detail in Section q of this report. The larger weight require-
ment may surpass the amount that could be considered on a Saturn V launch
(about 30,000 ]b) and the thick material may cause installation and inter-
ference problems that must be ascertained. Several areas of study are
recommended to alleviate this problem and are also discussed in Section 6.
In addition to the foregoing conclusions concerning radiation shielding, three
other portions of the MORE system must be modified in order to accommodate
the synchro_.:ous mission:
1. The EC/LS radiator size must be reduced to account for the
reduced heat influx encounte:'ed at this altitude. This modification
could be easily accomplished by removing 13. of the 41 circum-
ferential radiator tubes. Failure to remove these tubes would
result in very cold fluid temFeratures in the radiator tubes; this
would increase the pumping power required to an excessive value.
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2. The communications systez_n must account for a 25-dB additional
space loss of the transmission signal magnitude at this great dista_ce.
To provide the rec,uired transmission bandwidth of this rni,;sioa, an
:'-band system must be added to the MORE baselir._. This S-band
system w uld be sir_dlar to the Apo._lo unified S- band _yste.t_-_.
3. The Saturn V launch vehicle is req1_ired to, and can, place the __ORL
into a synchronous mission without radiation protection. However,
the large radiation shield weight required surpasses the Saturn V
capability, and othc:r radiation shield measures as mentioned must
be taken.
Table 4-1 indicates that, except for the prohibitive radiation shield require-
ments for the synchronous mission.. MORE sabsystezn modifications necessary
%
to accommodate the three specified missions are relatively minor. This
conclusion was not unexpected because cf the original design requirements
imposed upon MORE. To meet the requir(_rnents of eacnportion of the
er!ginal mission a high degree of inhere!_c flexibility was essential. Conse- w
qL_ently, when new mission requiremenzs -,ere imposed on the bascline
design, as defined in Phase IIa, it was found that the large majority of these ||
capabilities were already .oresent; and the remainder could be achieved by
m_nor rnod fications to existing designs.
i
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t 4.2 h;i_SION DESCRIPTION _'
l Missio.', requiren_ents are discussed in Section 2 c.f this report. In order to
satisfy these requirements and determine the adequacy of MORL to respond
to more ambitious requirements, three Earth orbits were ;nvestigated.These included 50 ° and 90 ° inclination orbits in the lo altitude range
(200 nmi) and a synchronous orbit at 19, 350 nmi altitude and 28.3 ° inclina-
l tion. The methods and vehicJe chosen to achieve these orbits were identical
to those discussed in Reference 3 and are summarized in the following
i paragraphs:
1. The Saturn IB i,_ adequate0tPv place th_ MORL or its logistics vehicleinto a Z00 nmi altitude, 5 inclination orbit.T
* 2. The Satu-n V will be used to place the MORL or its logistics veh._cle
into a 200 nmi altitude polar orbit. The orbit piano, rotation tech-
• - nique is recommended since it will result in adequate payload with-
out infringing cm _-ange safety boundaries. The southern launch I.
method is recommended for future study, however, because of the
high payload capability.
3. The Saturn V will place the MORL or its logistics vehicle into the
_O
24-hour synchronous orbit at 28. a inclination dependent upon a
solution to the radiation shield problem.
A summary of the sequence of events for the MORL and logistics vehicle
f
launches are shown i1_ Tables 4-2 and 4-3, respectively.
"" 4. Z. 1 50 ° Inclination Orbit
4.2. 1. 1 Laboratory Launch
The laboratory will be launched unmanned by a Saturn IB launch vehicle from
the Eastern Test Range at an inertial azimuth of-%4.go--fr-om true North.
Figure 4-1 shows the instanta:Jeous impact point fIIP) trace of a Saturn IB
vehicie launched at this azimuth and flown without dog!egging. A Saturn V
will cover the same general path; however, the time history and staging
points will vary slightly. The Saturn IB IIP will cross an inhablted land
, mass (France) approximately 10 sec prior to orbital injection. {The total
<
time to cross the European land mass will be betwe¢:n 3 atld 4 sec of burning:)
" Therefore, State Departn%ent waivers will be required before this trajectory
,- ± ,
- , 'j ,: . •
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can actually be flewn. The Saturn V will experience the same difficulties in
t[ obtaining range approval. It should be pointed out that the high!y reliable
! Delta vehicle has pr _.vicusly obtained range and State Department approval
to make similar flights.]
The first stage impact points for the Saturn IB and Saturn V launch vehicles
I are in the broad ocean area. Tracking _rom Bermuda will yield complete
• cove,-_:ge of the injection point. Therefore, aside from the range safety
" ° Jv! waivers, this trajectory presents no _roblem in ach_o,,,,,g the required _o
t inclination.
Because it possesses sufficient payload capability, the Saturn IB is the
recommended laboratory launch vehicle. It must be used in the elliptic
-- injection mode tc place the laboratory and a minimum amount of consumables
into a 200 nmi or?it. A laboratory propel:ant expenditure of 650 lb (Iab i =
sp
285 sec) is required for the apogee injection impuIse. The launch profile
wiii be as follows:
1. The Saturn IB will rise verticaIly for 25 sec during which time the
( ..... _ . _O
veh:cle w:al be rolled to an :nertla. az:muth of 44._ measured from
true north.
2. After 25 sec, a pitch rate will be commanded for 10 sec following
which the vehicle will attempt to fly a zero angle of attack, gravity
turn trajectory.
" 3. At S-IVB burnout (approximately 620 sec from liftoff), the payload
[ :viii be at perigee (100 nmi} of an elliptic orbit having an apogee of
g00 nmi. (Note: The perigee altitude of the laboratory has not been
_ optimized for this study. ) The expended S-IVB is separated and
retrofired away from the payload; the payload will then coast to
apogee.
' 4. After a oproximately 43 min. of coast, the laboratory reaction control
system is ignited and fires for 5. 15 rain. to circularize the orbit at
: 200 nmi.
4.2. 1.2 Rendezvous Profile
- Although still utilizing the Gemini parallel plane technique, rendezvous
philosophy will be modified from that determined for the low inclination orbit
because of the signiiicantly larger out-of-plane angles encountered. The
restriction of rendezvous within 24 hours after launch will be waived to keep
69
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the rendezvous propellant requirements within reasonable bounds. Figure
4-2 shows the out-of-plane angle and the corresponding instantaneous launch
azimuth required as a function of launch time for the parallel plane launch
technique, i:_arthoblateness effects were not considered during the study for
two reasons: (1) the short duration of the study did not permit the inclusion of
s_ccnd order effects, and(2) launch azimuth biasing techniques discussed in
Reference 3 can be appli('d to eliminate thi_ problem.
The launch azin_u_.h boundaries assun-_ed for ETR are -t0 ° and !08 ° measured
from true North. From Figure 4-Z it is obvious that range safety considera-
tions preclude a split ]aunchwindow, therefore, all rendezvous launches will
utilize northerly azimuths. In addition, to obtain an appreciable launch
window, large out-of-plane corrections are required. It is recommended
that the rendezvous launch window be restricted to that minimum time
commensurate with launch pad capabilities.
Figure 4-3 illustrates the large payload penalties associc.ted with long- i
duration launch windows. It shows the fraction of vehlcle payload required
as propellant to accomplish the rendezvous maneuvers as a function of launch
window. The zero launch window represents a coplanar situation, the only
rendezvous maneuvers requiring propellant expenditure are orLit circulari-
p
zation, braking, and docking. The launch profile consists of a parallel plane
launch into an elliptic orbit with perigee at 87 nmi and apogee at 200 nmi,
followed by circ_larizatian and rotation of the orbit and, finally, docking
with the laboratory. These sequences are more thoroughly described in
Reference 4. After the initial injection into orbit, all impulses will be
provided by the rendezvous propulsion system. The following is a break-
down of the velocity components required:
Kequiremen _. Velocity (fps)
Impulsive orbit circularization 194
Mechanization error pad 240
Docking impulse 50
Impulsive plane rotation f (Launch window)
Error pad for plane rotation K If(Launch window)] ¢
*In Figure 4-3, K factors of 0. 1 and 0.01 are shown. --
t
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The summation of these components represents an estimate of the overall
rendezvous system impulse requirer_v:it. Figure 4-3 represents this impulse
in terms of payload fraction. _
• Figure 4-3 shows that a 10-rain. launch window requires about 10%0 of the
Saturn launch vehicle payload in the initial elliptic orbit be in the form of
rendezvous propellant. To achieve the 2-hour launch window available
in the low inclination orbit, approximately 40% of the payload must be in the
form of rendezvous propellant. From these arguments, it is apparent that
the determining factor in arriving at a design launch window is to achieve a
sl,_ffic_entlyhigh probability of having a launch rather than providing for a
minimum time to rendezvous. This is the major deviation in rendezvous
" philosophy from the low inclination mission. It is no longer possible to
b
guarantee a rendezvous within 24 hours after launch. From Figure 4-4 the
synodic period of a Z00-nmi circular orbit and an 87/200 nmi elliptic orbit
can be determined as 2.5 days. Further, because some adjustments in the
catch-up orbit must be made before a full 360 ° of relative orbital travel, the
rendezvous vehicle will have to sustain itself in its various catch-up orbits
for about Z. 75 days.
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It should be noted that orbital regression resulting from Earth oblateness
affects the time _f target plane passage through the launch site, causing it to
occur slightly earlier each day. The period of this motion is 59 days, result-
ing in rendezvous launch opportunities occurring for approximately 29 days
11in daylight fo_ owed by equal period of night-time passages (Day-night refers
to two equal 12-hour periods without regard to seasonal variations. )
4.2. 1.3 Abort Considerations
As stated earlier, the rendezvous launches must be along the northerly azi-
. muths because of range safety restrictions. This naturally mea_s that impact
points will be possible in the North Atlantic in the event of an abort during
the boost phase. Thls is a very severe enviromHent, particularly during
the winter months, and detailed operational planshavebee_rstablishedtoper-
mit rapid, reliable recovery of downed crewmen. Operational plans are discussed
in Reference 2.
Figure 4-1 shows that the vehicle IIP crosses the European continent. The
rendezvous propulsion system can generate more than enough impulse to inject
J
the Apollo into a low altitude orbit thatwill perlnit recovery at scme preselec-
ted site under controlled conditions and preclude inadvertant impacts on land.
4. 2. 2 Polar Orbit
4.2. 2. i Launch
Several Saturn boost profiles were investigated in an attempt to achieve a
polar orbit with a Cape Kennedy launch. These methods were as follows:
I. A two-dimensional, no dogleg, launch trajectory, thatis, launching
the vehicle at the proper azimuth to achieve polar orbit at burnout.
2. A launch at 44.5 ° azimuth and commencing a northerly dogleg at
, second stage ignition.
3. A launch at 44.5 ° azimath and beginning the northerly dogleg when
the vehicle inertial velocity reached 18,000 fps.
4, L ranching into a low altitude orbit at 50 ° inclination (launch azimuth
= 4.4. 5 °) and rotating the orbit plane at some subsequent nodal ,,
crossing.
5. Launch at an azimuth of 146 ° and dogleg to the West after second
stage ignition, and then an easterly dogleg to bring the vehicle into
polar ._.nclination.
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I Figure 4-5 shows the percent of payload remaining as a function of orbit
inclination for the five "eclmiques described above. It is immediately obvious
J
I thatmethod No, 3 cannotplace any payload intoa polar orbit andmustbe elim-inated from further consideration.
! 'Utilizing the two-dimensiona] launchtrajectorydescribedin method No. i, the
vehicle mustbe launcherl at an azilnuth of 18" °or 358 °, measured from true
T no_h. IN either case, the launcb vehicle will overfly populated areas shortly
!
afterliftoff, an unacceptable violation of range saf-'tyregulations. This condi-
tion canbe alleviated by shiftin_ the launch site to WRT, wherp thp I£2 ° azimuth ....flightpathisoverwater. _arringthis contingency, method No. lis unacceptable.
T In method No. Z, IIP traceofavehic!e launched at a 44. 5° azimuthandbegin-
ning the dogleg maneuver to thenorth at second stage ignition is over densely
_. populated areas in the United States and Canada duringa targeportion of the
powered flightphase. As shownbyFigure 4-6, the orbit inclinationacl_ievedby
the trace was only73. 5°, but the range safety problems appearedsoprohibi-
tire that this technique wa c dropped from further consideration.
I
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Figure :l-to also ._hows a pol;,r _:rblt s_ ....... 1 _race obtained by launching at an
azimuth o- 14o ° and doglegging to the west at second stage ignition, At first
inspection, it would appear that this trajectory is unacceptable froP._ a r._nge
safety standp_int- however, it should be noted that this i._: raerely a nominal
case ,_nd does not represent the best trajectory possible. Techniques z_lch as
5ubranging and Jogleg delays can shift the impact point trace so that only
Cuba and Panama l_e under the vehicle flight path. Launch trajectories of
this t;_pe have been flown b}" Thor vehicles (Courier and Tiros Programs),
and -.-_r..ge _--*;" waivers were v_,L_n_d bul never exercised by the _ransit
prograrr, The favorabie payload trade shown in Figure 4-J by using this
techr, ique shou.l.d not be hurriedly dismissed at this time. .:t sho,lld be noted
that Lhis repre-_;¢.nts a nominal and not a. design trade factor. Performing
soxne of the lnore exotic maneuvers will cause the payload :-'actor to
decrease; however, it sl_ould still provide greater payload capability than
tl-.e orbit ylane rotation technique.
!
The last method investigated consisted of a launch into a low altitude circular
orbit Lnclined at 50 ° and then rotating the orbit plane in the vicinity of a nodal
crossing. Figure 4-6 also shows the trace generated by this mission profile.
F
The fourLh descending node was selected for the orbit plane rotation maneuver
to permit monitoring _f the injection point by the Ascension Isl._nd radar.
Because of the absence of signiiicant range s_fety problems, this method of
achieving polar orbit from Cape Ker_nedy was selected as the primary mode
of oper._tion. It is strongly urged that continu:_d effort be applied toward
minimizing the overfly and .TIP pzoblems associated with the 146 ° azimuth
trajectory because of the inc_-eased pafloaJ capabilities ._ssociated with that
launch mode.
The recommended mission prcfile consists of launching a fully-loaded, three-
stage Saturn V and ozier, tin B the vehicle pitch plane at a 44. 5 ° azimuth. After
completely burning th- propellants in the S-IC and S-II stages and after
approximately 95 sec of burnimg on the S-IVB stage, the payload and the
partially loaded S-IVB .:;Ii be in a 100 nmi circular orbit inclined 50 ° to the
equator. The S-IV.r_ bu_-ns at suborbital velocities _or 170 sec during the
nominal kmar mission. The 75-sec reduction in burn time in the polar
78
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mission profile should not impos-' an', -nodification requirements on he stage
I or its subsys*ems. Therefore, this mission profile w'l: not present any
niajor launch vehicle problems.
I 'After about 4. 75 hours of coast in the 100 nmi parking orbit, tbe S-IVB engine
will be _'_ 'resta..ec and burned for an additional 370 sec During th_.sthrust
I phase, _l.eorbit plane wlll be rotated to 90 ° inclination and the laboratcry|
placed in an elliptic orbit with apogee at 200 nmi. After a 43-rain. coast to
I apogee, the laboratory reaction contrcl s_,stem will circularize the orbit.ihis falter maneuver can be 1_onitored from Kwaialein as indicated in _igure 4-6.
4.2.2.2 Rendezvous Profile
_. The planar launch window for rendezvous in a polar orbit is solely a function
of the time of arrival of the rendezvous spacecraft at the fourth descending
4:4
node of the low al._ude parking orbit. This assumes that the rendezvous
spacecraft launch profile will closely parallel that of the laboratory. If the
launch and orbit profile of th_ r-'adezvou,_ spacecraft is exactly identical to
that described by the laboratory, the two orbit planes will be coplanar. Early
or late arrivals of the rendezvous spacecraft will produce planar separations,
_- but the final inclination of both orbits will be the same. Note that this differs
'. from the parallel plane launch technique where v_riations in the inclination,
__ in other words, different launch azimuths, of the rendezvous orbit were
j used to reduce the total out-of-plane angle. Figure 4-7 shows the out-of-
plane as a function of launch window achieved when only the Earth's rotation
relative to target orbit plane is considered. Once the chase vehicle has been
injected into its polar elliptic catch-up orbit, there are no relative regression
,W effects to be considered.
The phasing portion of the rendezvous scheme will be identical to that
described for the 50 ° rendezvous profile. This enables the preparatio2_ of a
tabular input to determine the rendezvous velocity requirement.
]
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Requirement Velocity (fps)
Impulsive orbit circularization 194
Mechanization error pad 240
Docking impulse 50
Impulsive plane rotation f(Launch window)
Error pad for plane rotation K [f(Launch window)]
The summation of these quantities for each different value of launch window
represents the total rendezvous velocity requirement. Figure 4-8 shows the
percentage payload required for rendezvous propellant as a function of launch
window. Two K values are shown, 0. 1 and 0.01. Note that for a 10-rain.
launch window, approximately 13% of the Saturn payload must be in the form
of re-dezvous propellant. To obtain a launch window of 1 hour requires that
about 40% of the payload be in the form of propellant. As in the case of the
50 ° orbit inclination, the rendezvous launch window must be selected on the
basis of reliability of achieving a launch rather than other trajectory
" 8O
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- mechanics considerations. Time did not pernlit an analysis of the time-line
sequencing of the rendezvous mission and a description o.[ the tracking
, requirements and capabilities.
t
4.2.3 Synchronous Orbit
4.2. 3. I Launch
The laboratory launch into a synchronous orbit inclined at E8. 3° to the
equator will be accomplished by a fully loaded three-stage Saturn V. The
vehicle will be launched unmanned at an azimuth of 90 ° from true North from
ETR. Following 129 sec of burning time on the S-IVB stage, the partially
expended stage and the payload are injected into a 100 nr__i circular parking
orbit.
After approximately 54 min. of coast in this orbit, the S-IVB is reigmted and
injects the spacecraft into an elliptic orbit with ap_je¢, at 19, 3.=0 nmi. The
L,
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coast tirae was selected to position the laboratory on a meridian Fassing
through sou:h Texas (98 ° west in this example). The coast time can be
varied to position the orbit around any desired lonottUue. Figure 4-9 shows
the coast time required in the parking orbit to achieve anydesired longitudinal
position from an east launch from the ETR. Approximately 115,000 lb of
propellant are required for this impulse. Upon reaching the vicinity of apogee,
following 5. Z5 hours of coast in the elliptic orbit, the J-Z engine on the S-IVB
i
is started again and circularizes the orbit at synchronous altitude; 41,300 lb
of propel!_,nt are required fGr this nlaneuver. The Earth trace of this launch
profile is _hown in Figure 4-i0.
The initial S-IVB propellant loading includes that required for all burns,
propellant vented ovezbeard resulting from boil-off effects, and 5_ contingency
for flight performance reserves, propellant utilization, and trapped and
residual plopellants. The latter is a conservative estimate, ar:d ;_ftera cer-
tain amoun_ o r flight experience with thP Saturn V, a 3% contingency factor is "i-
more likely,. This will result in a payload increase of about 3,2C0 lb.
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Figure4-9. Effe:t of CoastTime in 100nmiParkingOrbiton Final PositionofSynchronousSatellite
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The mission profile described herein requires two restarts of the J-2 engine
on the S-IVB. The current lunar mission requires only one restart. This
additional operational capability is well within the limitations of the hardware:
however, tankage in,_reases in the ullage system will be necessary to handle
the additional propellant settling operation. This should prove to be a minor
modification, and the greatly superior cutoff at:curacies obtained through
S-IVB versus S-II orbital injection will be of tremendous benefit in controlling
- the final orbital position of the laboratory and subsequent rendezvous missions.
An alternate mission profile requiring crLtv one restart of the S-IVB can aiso
be utilized to achieve a synchronous orbit. Detailed trajectory analyses
required to determine the payload, trades that may exist were not performed;
however, the final amounts of pa" :oad in synchronous orbit should be com-
parable. A Saturn V with ar o;. Jaded S-IVB is launched due east from ETR.
At burnout of the S-II stage, the partially !c: "_"d S-IVB and the payload are in
a circular orbit at 100-nmi aiti:ude incline_ at 2_. 3° .o the equator. From
this point on, the two mission profiles are identical.
4.2. 3.2 Rendezvous
After the laboratory is positioned in the synchronous orbit with all systems
J
operational, another Saturn V will be launched with a manned Apollo payload
capable of rendezvous with the laboratory. The nominal launch trajectory
for the rendezvous vehicle should be identical to that of the laboratory.
Because the laboratory is in a synchronous orbit relative to a point on Earth
(and the ]aunch site), the nominal laanch time (time of the day) for the
re_ldezvous vehicle will be tI'e same as that of the laboratory.
The rendezvous module will correct all the errors incurred during the three
near-Earth powered flight phases: ground launch, boost into parking orbit,
and injection into transfer orbit. For this mission, the major error sources
are: (1) ground launch initiation time, (2) phasing orbit initiation time, that is,
• variation in powered flight duration, and (3) ignition and burning time during
injection from the circular phasing orbit to the elliptic transfer orbit. A
sumraary of the probable timing dewations for the Saturn V vehicle and the
84
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resulting phase angle and out-of-plane angle deviations are shown in Table 4-4.
I From this table, the effect of Earth oblateness is seen to be insignificant. Inthe range of interest, the phase and out-of-plane angle errors are linear func-
tions of the timing errors. Therefore, a ground launch window of 2 rain., an
l orbit injection variation of J:l sec, and a total transfer time variation of ±8 sec
o
results in a final orbit that is inclined approximately 0. 12 to the laboratory's
I. orbit with the chaser either in front or behind the laboratory about 0.68 ° . To
eliminate the possibility that the chaser will lead the laboratory at synchronous
l orbit attainment, the l ransfer orbit injection will be initiated approximately
,I
10 sec earlier than normal. ' his biased launch sequence results in the Apollo
• spacecraft lagging the laboratory by as much as 1. 74 ° .
Because of the phase angle error, the rendezvous vehicle will thrust u__tilits
velocity is approximately 20 fps short of circular orbit velocity at syn-
chronous altitude for each degree of phase angle lag. After one revolution
{about l day) in this catch-up orbit, the phase lag has been corrected and a
braking and docking maneuver is initiated.
' The out-of-plane angle error is corrected after the rendezvous craft transfers
to the catch-up orbit. This correction may be performed when the vehicle is --.
near a geometric latitude of either plus or minus 28. 5 ° . A correction in the
Northern Hemisphere is recommended to provide extra time for the ground
facilities to establish an accurate catch-up orbit ephemeris. This correctioni
requires a velocity expenditure of about 180 fps/degree out-of-pi_,ne angle.
Table 4-4
SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT LAUNCH ERROR SUMMARY
Error Source (sec) Sensitivity (deg/sec) Error (deg)
6_) 6i
6t 6t zx0 zxi
Ground launch: 60 0,0003 0.002 0.018 0,12
Orbit initiation: l 0.062 0.001 0.062 0,001
Burning time: 8 0.075 0.000125 0.60 0,001
Total 0.68 0. IZ
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1When the spacecraft reaches perigee of _.hecatch-up orbit, a thrusting rnaneu- _--
ver is performed to adjust the a;_ogee altitude. Assupfing that the integrating
accelero1_.eters provide a velocity cutoff accuracy of 0. I% for transfer from
the circular pha,;ing orbit, an apogee altitude error of ±80 nmi is possible.
At perigee of the_.catch-up orbit, the apogee altitudeis corrected with a
velocity expenditure of 0. Ii fps/nmi of apogee altitude error.
' After completing one revolution in the catch-up orbit, the Apollo spacecraft
is coplanar with the laboratory and at th_ same altitude. The two vehicles,
separated by no more than 100 nmi, are in radar contact. A braking
maneuver is then performed reducing the separation distance to l0 nmi and
the relative velocity to i0 fps. At completion of this operation, a docking
maneuver under visual control of the crew is performed. A summary of the
impulses pertinent to the rendezvous profile described are listed in Table 4-5.
The totalvelocity expenditure is 202 fps.
This rendezvous maneuver features the use of the S-IVB stage as the prinle [
propulsion unit during rendezvous, thereby utilizing to the utmost the superior
performance it affords. It should also be .Loted that a guidance mechanization
scheme had not been mentioned until the separation distance was reduced to
100 nmi. It was assumed that greund tracking and computer facilities will
provide all the inputs necessary to that point, and the internal guidance sys-
tem will accept these inputs in flying the vehicle.
Table 4-5
RENDEZVOUS VELOCITY REQUIRED FOR SYNCHRONOUS MISSION
Error Impulse (fps)
1. Fine adjustment into catchup orbit 20
2. Out-of-plane angle 22
* 3. Apogee altitude adjustment i0
4. Braking maneuver 100
5. Docking maneuver 50
Total 2 02
i
i
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4. 3 SUDSYSTEM ANALYSIS
| ,,
4. 3. 1 Environmental C_,ntrol and Life Support System (EC/LS)
The alternate zrfissions have a major effect on the thermal balance of the
EC/LS System, This balance is affected by changes in heat received and
[ rejected by the EC,/LS radiator at alternate orbit conditions. The primary
-,| effect is caused by changes in the heat influx to the radiator.
1: The baseline EC_/T__,u_ System was found adequate to handle changes in heat
influx encountered on the 50 ° and 90 ° low altitude missions. The influx
T reduction encountered on the synchronous mission requires that the radiator
area be reducea to retain proper heat balance. This can be accomplished
-- simply by removing 13 of the 41 circumferential radiator tubes.
4. 3. t. ! Description of the Baseline System
The EC/LS subsystem is composed of the following operational groups of
equiprne nL:
1. Atmospheric supply,
-- 2. Atmospheric purification.
,, 3. Water management.
4. Waste management.
5. Compartment conditioning.
6. Cooling circuit.
7. Heating circuit.
8. Heat transport circuit.
: 9. Pumpdown circuit.
The total system function _s to provide a proper atmosphere, adequate heat
! and _entilation, potable drinking water, efficient management of waste mate-i
rial, and the means to remove and conserve the atmosphere from portions
{ of the laboratory. The EC/LS system was designed nominally for a crew of
'i
six, however, it can accommodate nine men with a negligible degradation in
performance.
i
f-
!
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4. 3. 1.2 Mission Requirements--Orbital Considerations
The primary function of the EC/LS system is to provide a habitable environ-
rnent for the crew so that they can accompiisl-=the sophisticated experimental
programs required by the mission. A secondary function i_ =o maintain a
suitable environment for the operation and experimental equipment contained
within the laboratory, These functions are assumed not to change for the
three orbits considered; therefore, the system changes required to accom-
, modate the di[ferent rr_issionscan be e_xpec[ed to be minimal.
4. 3. 1.3 Subsystem Capabilities and Potential Changes
The baseline EC/LS system has the capability to accomplish the expanded
mission-required functions since these functions are assumed the sarP,e for
three orbi_.s. The only equipr_ent change required concerns the space radia-
tor for _.hesynckronous mission. The _ .inezadiator must be designed to
{ reject the total heat generated within the laboratory plus the heat influx it _-
i receives from the sun and the Earth. Average heat ir_fluxes for the three _
J
missions are shown in Figure 4-11. The average indicates that the influx _
distribution over the radiator surface was averaged to provide tile to_:al influx.
The heat influx encountered on the low altitude orbits is close to the radiator
design ,_oint of 58.5 Btu/hour-sq ft, and no change is required. The average
,
influx for the synchronous mis:_ion is seen to be 27. 5 Btu/hour-sq ft. This
large reductio_ must be accommodated by a change in the radiator area to
avoid excessively low radiator fluid temperatures. The radiator area can be
reduced to the value required for _he synchronous mission by removing 13 of |
the 4J circumferential tubes. The radiator parameters required for the ._ r
three missions are shown below:
]
I
Characteristic 50 ° and 90 ° Orbit Synchronous Orbit
Number of circumferential tubes 41 28
Tube spacing 2.9 in. 2.9 in.
Tube diameter 0.20 in. 0.20 in. i
Radiator length 10. 0 ft 6.7 ft
Radiator weight (tubes + fluid) 317 lb 216 lb i/]
{
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|,,_ T_ble .'--6SOLAR CELL/BATTERY SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS .
I Type orEquipment or Characteristic Magnitude
System
I Average power 6.6 kW
Overload power (l hour/day) 9.9 k_¢
I Solar Cell Panel
. Type Oriented flat plate
[ Solar cell type (and efficiency) Silicon N on P (11.25 %)• Power rating (4 panels) 15.3 kW
Area l, 870 sq ft
Battery
_a__-.a silver cadmiumTvDe o _ -J &
__ Replacement period I yearDepth of discharge 35 % nominal
Weight (lb)
*
Solar cell panel 1,216
Batteries 774
Deployment mechanism 48 C,
Power conversion equipment 337
Miscellaneous 340
-- Total 3, 137
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4. 23.2 Electrica.' Power System
The solar cell battery baseline system is the power system discussed in this
se,=tion. This sv-st,_mwas changed to an Isotope Bra:,_on cycle system mid-
way-nthe stud/, and the effects of this change will be discussed in the Task
IV report. It should be pointed o-ut, however, that the analyses of the experi-
n],;nt loads required in this section and in Section 5.2 were not greatly
affected by the oower system supplied.
4. 3.2. i Baseline Power System Description
Characteristics of the baseline solar ceil/battery power systems are sum-
marized in Table 4-6. The system consists of four electrically independent
solar cell panels, each of which can be switched to operate with any of the
four battery/battery charger combinatiors. Any three solar cell panels and
any three 0atteries can fail, and _._.. . system car, still provide the manned
emergency power requirement, fJ
The inverters voltage regulators, and battery chargers are all conventional
devices. A! 1 of the essential buses are redundant for maximum reliability. _ _
Extensive displays and controls are provided for the crew to permit failure
analysis and alternate modes to bypass failed components.
The design requirements imposed upon the baseline MORL power source for
raw elect. "cal power {24 to 31 Vdc} may be summarized as follows:
Function _Power (kW} i
' Housekeeping 3.77 -]
Experiments 2.00
Subtotal 5.77
Reserve 0. 83
Total 6.6 G 1
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Part of this raw power is used iirect!y: the ga!ance is converted to eiti_er
regulated dc (28 + 0. 5 V), _r 430-cycl,- _ ac. Housekeeping loads or_ defined
to include all vehicle loads except __xperiment and incluc2es about 790 W for
maintaining the ferry vehicles on standby.
The power requirement is 5. "?7 kW. T._e power source is rated at 6.6 kV./
and provides a reserve of 0. 81 kW for growth and contingencies, ibe power
output can be reduced to 1. 7£ kW and still permit continued manned occupancy
of MORL. This is defined as the minimum manned emergoncv power require-
k'-n8 nt.
Some of the experiments may require peak loads above the 6.6 kW average;
a representative power requirement during peak periods has been established 1_
at q. 9 kW/for 1 hour once a day. A standby or emergency power source is It.-
not required with the sc.lar cell/battery primary power source because of the
inherent multiple redundancy and good partial power capability.
4.3.2.2 High Inclination Missions
Mission Requirements
. The functions and requirements of the electrical power system were assumed
to be the same as delined in MORL Phase IIa Report (Volume XVII, Electrical
Power). Briefly summarized, the function of the system is to generate, regu-
iate, and distr:bute electricaI power to the various MORL subsystems, the
docked terry vehicles, and experiments. These requirements are given in
Section 4. 3.2. 1.
The housekeeping functions are defined to include all vehicle functions except
the experiments. There is presently no requirement for the 0.83 kW reserve,
which is included for contingencies and growth of the housekeeping and experi-
merit loads. The high inclination missions are assumed to have the same load
profile as the baseline system, which is shown in Figure 4-12.
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Subsystem Capability
P
The solar ceil/battery system as defined above is suitable for the 50° and 90°
inclination missions with virtually no changes. The solar cell panel area
weight and the b_ttery weight, which make up the bulk of the power system
weight, are unchanged.
, Solar flux and trapped electrons and protons increase in intensity at higher
orbit inclinations. For 30- to 50-day missions, the total integrated flux
fronl these particles has a negligible effect on the solar cell output. The
degradation of the solar cell output for even more extended periods is not a
serious problem. In a 5-year period, the solar ceils will degrade 3. 5% and
4.0% due to radiation tor 50 ° and 90 ° inclinations, respectively. The degra-
dations, as wel! as temperature degradation at the higher inclinatiors, were
considered in the rystem design. i
J
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4. 3. 2. 3 Synchronous Mission
!
MissioI_ Requirements
I The _-vnchrcnous orblt is characterized favorable for
by light/darka cycle
a solar cell power system. For the ,9, 350-nmi altitude Z8. 3° inclination
! orbit, the laboratory is in continuous sunlight except for two (8-day periods/
year. E'/en in these unfavorable periods the laborator_, is in darkness only
i 1.2 hours/orbit and in light 22. 8 hours/orbit.|
!
_Ihe electrical power requirements between launch and synchronous orbit
injection would require a severe drain on the existing battery system because
of the 7-hour duration. Tile solar cell panel will not be deployed until orbit
- injection because of the large g forces experienced during orbit injection.
The power demand during the transfer orbit wil! require approximately
100 ib of silver-zinc batteries.
Subsystem Capability
While in the dark period, the battery system has a power capability of
._ 3. 3 kW at a 35% depth of discharge. The solar cell output during the light
portion of the orbit is 15. 3 kW. Of this, 3. 77 kW are required for house-
keeping loads, and 0.35 kW are required for charging the battery. The
I power capability is then 14. 3 kW. The during the dark portion
average power
- of the orbit could be increased by aDowing a higher depth of discharge on the
_'" battery system. This would not have any deleterious effects because of the
low number of charge/discharge cycles per day (1 compared to 16 for the low
,- orbit missions). Solar flares and trapped electrons at a 19, 350-nmi altitude
will cause a negligible solar cell degradation for this mission.
._
4. 3. 3 Stabilization and Control System
L
The baseline Stabilization and Control System {SCS) is adequate to provide the
attitude control and orbit keeping functions necessary to accommodate the
three MORL missions of interest. The propellant consumption requirements
and control moment gyro [CMG) size requirements for the 90 ° inclination and
sy_zchronous missions are less than for the 50 ° mission; thus, adequate
capacity is retained with the baseline SCS.
- 93 :
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4. 3. 3. I SCS Description
The stabilization and control s:¢ste:_ is ,-esponsible for placing and maintaining
the laboratory in the orientation required by each event or phase in the mission
profile. A set of rate integrating gyros, aligned with the fecal vertical by an
Earth horizun scanner, supplies the basic attitude error ir.foxmation. Control
torques, needed to n]aneuver the laboratory or coLmteract dynamic distarb-
ances, are supplied by a set of four control moment gyres (CMG's). A
" bipropellant reaction control system (RCS) is used to periodically dump
momentum stored by the CMG's and to act as a backup attitude control actuator
in the event the CMG's are inoperative. This propulsion system is also used
to supply the energy needed to maintain altitude in the presence of aerodynamic
drag.
The major require_,T_ents imposed en the SCS in the zero-g mode are associated
with these events or functions:
7
i. Injection into orbit, i
2. Orbit keeping or orbit altitude maintenance.
3. Kendezvous and docking. |L
4. Minimizing effects of external disturbances (aerodynamic drag and
and gravity torques). --
* 5. Solar cell panel orientation.
6. Counteracting the centrifuge torque.
7. Supporting experiment requirements.
4 3. 3.2 Orientation
For the first three mission events listed, the Belly Down orientation is used.
Tais holds for all three mission trajectories. In the Belly Down orientation, i
the laboratory yaw axis is aligned with the local vertical, and the low gitudinal
or roll axis is aligned in the orbit plane. For the fourth function, mizaimizing
effects of external disturbances, this orientation is again the best, at least for
the low altitade orbits. L_
_'or the synchronous orbit, aerodynamic and gravity gradient forces are reduced
to a negligible amount; orientation does nct have an irrxportant effect on dynamic
di_ turbance s.
, 94 °"
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Orientation requirements imposed by solar panels generally conflict with
other functional requirements, particularly experiments. While the solar
panels must obviously be pointed toward the Sun, the experiments may require
different pointing in any orientation. G, nerally, however, pointing toward
Earth surface objectives is required. The use of gimbals on the solar panal
,nechanism allows both requirements to be satisfied with the laboratory in the
, Belly Down orientation. However, during long periods in which no Earth-
- pointing experiments are scheduled, it is recommended _hat the Roll Solar
orientation be used. in tLls orientation, the -X (roll) axis is pointed toward
the sun, and the yaw axis is constrained to lie in the orbit plane. This per-
mits the solar panels to remain fixed, eliminates solar panel shadowing, and
reduces the impingement af RCS exhaust products on the solar panels.
4. 3. 3.3 Propellar.t and Control Moment Gyro Sizing
The effects of orientation on propellant consumption and GMC size are of
primary importance since these itz,ns constitute the major weight element:_
in the SGS. Propellant consumption requirements may arise from both orbit
keeping and at:itude control functions. However, with the Belly Down orienta-
tion, it is possible to apply the attitude control torque° so that the RGS engines
thrust along the velocity vector direction and subtract trom the orbit keapmg
impulse requirement. These torques are needed when the GMG's reach the
limit of their momentum storage capability.
The orbit-keeping propellant requirement is a function of atmospheric density
which varies with the solar cycle, the altitude, and he laboratory position in
orbit relative to the diurnal bulge. Solar-cycle activity has the most important
qffect. Table 4-7 shows the propellant and momentum storage requirements
for a typical configuration in a 50 ° inclination, 200 lmi altitude orbit and
illustrates the effect of atmospheric density variation as a function of time.
4.3.3.4 Performance Requirements
As previously noted, the experiments impose the most difficult requirements
on the SGS. The laboratory acts essentially as an experiment mounting plat-
form and can provide various levels of control depending on the operating mode.
This is discussed fully in Section 5.3.2. "'
95 1
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It can be concluded that the current SCS concept, which provides a basic
stabilization platform and requires precision experiments to supply their
own stabilized gimbal n_ounts (and, in some extreme cases, their own atti-
I tude and rate sensing as shown in Section 5. 3), is adequate to meet perform-
ance requirements impos._,i by alternete missions. The major impact of
alternate n_issions is dependent on the number an:i types of experiments
, | chosen for the mission.
1,
For pitch and yaw attitude control, only the aft firing pitch and yaw thrusters
are used. This method provides the addition of linear and angular impulse.
- Thus, by activating one aft firing pitch engine, _he pitch CMG can be desatura-
ted and, with no additional propellant requi_ed, all or a portion of the orbit-
-_ keeping impulse ,-_an be applied. If this pinlosophy can be znaintained, the
total propc]iant required is equal*o the larger of the two requirements, that
is, either orbit keeping or attitude control. For the baseline configuration,
the attitude control requirements are greatea -. If they are satisfied, ade%Lare
orbit-keeping capability is inherent. Orbit-keeping propellant for a baseline
laboratory in a 90 ° orbit would be about 10% less than that shown in Table 4-7
because of decreased time in the diurnal-bulge region.
At synchronous altitudes, aerodynamic drag effects are negligible. Orbit-
keeping (station-keeping) propeilant requirements arise from orbit perturba-
tions due to _he and Earth. Those from the Earth
sun, moon, emana[ing are
due to the triaxiality of the Earth mass and would result in an oscillatory east-
west drift of the satellite of up to 90 ° with a period of from 1 to 5 years if not
corrected. The propellant required to negate this disturbing force is estimated
"-- to be 0. 5 lb per day. The Sun and Moon cause precession of the laboratory
orbit plane because the Iaboratory is not in an ecliptic orbit. If precise station
-_- keeping is required, approximately 12 lb of propellant per day are needed to
._ counteract this effect. If it is hot counteracted, the resulting change in orbit
inclination is about _'° per year. For synchronous altitudes, the SCS is over-
r_
i sized in terms of momentum storage capability because of reduced external
disturbance torques. P.,.¢ever, the use of a momentum storage system of
r approximately the san_e size is recommended to eliminate the propell: nt
requirement that would otherw:se be needed for attitude control limit cycling
, and maneuvering.
i
t I
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4. 3.4 CornmunJcatioDs System
The mission requirements imposed on the communications system will be
examined in thi¢;section. The experiment requirer_mnts will be discussed
in Section 5.4. The baseline comJnunications system was found to be ade-
quate to support the 50° inclination miszion req_iren__ents without change.
To accommodate the 90 ° inclination mission, a tracking site, probably at _
Guaymas. must be added to the Laseline system (Cape Kennedy and Corpus
Christi) to provide ground-tracking capability for three consecutive orbits.
This requirement must be fulfilled to meet the requisite navigation accuracies.
The synchronous miss=on can be accommodated with the additio_ of an S-band
rf system. This change is to provide proper bandwidth capability with the
additional 25 dB space loss encountered at this t_ansmission distance.
4. 3.4. 1 System Description
The communications/telemetry and ground support systems consist of three
major functional groups:
i. Data Management Subsystem Group which performs the necessary
' data collection, storage, and processing operations, This group is
composed of the following subsystems: T/M Data Acquisition, Tape
iZecording, Facsimile, File, Central Data Processing, and Data
' Adapter. The characteristics of the T/M Data Acquisition, _l_pe
Recorder, and Computer Subsystems are listed in Tables 4-8, 4-9,
and 4-10, respectively.
2. RF Subsystems Group which implements the various information
exchange links (both grounJ and space terminals). This group is
made up of the following subsystems: Telemetry, Voice Colvmaunica-
tions, Television, Tracking Aid, Digital Command, A_enna, and . .i
Film Proiection/Scamaer. _he characteristics of these subsystems
are sumn,arized in Table 4-11. l
3. Ground Network whi_:h considers the location and number of ground
terminals. The baselin_ l.ctw,_rk is composed of the Cape Kennedy
and Corpus Christi sites l,_cated _t the foliowing coordinates: i
A. Cape Kennedy: Latitude,28028 min. ; Longitude (E) 279025 rain. I i
B Corpus Christi: Latitude 27039 min. ; Longitude (E) 262027 rain.
:i/For the 50 ° inclination, 200 nmi mission, the baseline network results in the
5-day duty cycle given in Table 4-12. i--I _!
i •
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I Table 4-8
MORL BASELINE DATA ACQUISITION CP_ANNEI_ CIqARACTERISTICS
i
Total Spare Sample 2otal SpareRate
I Channels Channels (Sa_nple s/Min. ) Bits/See Bits/Sec
I
Low- Rate Digita] Channel
i 240 88 1 32 12
90 37 I0 120 49
-- 121 41 60 968 328
32 0 300 l,280 0
. 483 166 2,400 389
Medium-Rate Digital Channel--Mode A
lZ 7 2,400 3,840 2,240
16 3 7, Z00 15, 360 Z,880
38 10 19,200 5, 120
Medium-Rate Digital Channel--Mode B
;_ 12 9 2,400 3,840 Z, 580
16 4 7, Z00 15,360 3,840
. 28 !3 19, Z00 6,420
L
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Table 4-9
BASELINE DIGITAl_, TAPE RECORDER CHAP_ACTERISTICS
L ow-Rat e Me dium-Rat e
Recorder Recorder
Mode C ontinuou s Intermittent
Tape width l/2 in. l/2 in.
Number of heads 8 8
Input rate 300 words/sec 2,400 words/sec
Record speed 15/32 in./sec 3.75 in./sec
Readback speed 15 in./sec 15 in. /sec
Playback _o record speed ratzo 32 to 1 4 to ]
Tape length 2,400 ft 2, 40,)ft
Maximum record time 17. l hours 128 rain.
; Bit density 640 bpi 640 blzi
! Output rate 76,800 bits/sec 76,800 bits/sec --
! Full tape playback time 32 rain. 32 rain.
4. 3.4. Z Mission Requirements and Accommodations Analysis
Data 1_ _nagement Subsystem Group _-
The collection, storage, and processing of data necessary for the mission
objectives has not significantly changed from the Phase IIa analysis. These
requirements are listed in Table 4-13. The requirements imposed on this
subsystem group by experiments will be discussed in Section 5.4. }
P.F Subsystems Group -;
The important mission requirerr, ents imposed in the RF Subsystems Group
are relate,l to the influence of orbital altitt ',. on z._ link gain margins. For , =
_ the 50 ° inclination and 90 ° inclination missions, the orbital altitude is 200
nmi, which is the same as considered in Phase IIa for baseline systems )
_!esign. Therefore, no change in requirements is imposed. However, for 1 _
the synchronoas mission, the additional communications distance (19, 3 _-0
nmi as compared to 1, lO0-nmi maximum range for the 200-nmi missioz) I
100
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Table 4 -!0
BASELINE COMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS -_
I ,Cquipment T yp e --or or :.
Characteristic Magnitude
|- .Computer Stored program, gene,'_.i purpose, 'serial fixed point, bi.__-v;
"_ Operating speed Add-subtract and multiply-divide
... simultaneous ] y --
12, 000 equivalent add-type operation3/
-- second,
Add tin.e, accuracy 84 M sec, 26 bit,
[
Multiply time, 336 Ix sec, 24 bit,
- - accuracy
Divide time, 672 _ sec, 24 bit.
' accui-a_.y
Clock 500,000 bp_, 35.7 kc memory
cycl_ rate i----
m
• -- Storage Capacity 8, 192 twenty-six-bit words ""
(expandable xn 4, 09o=word sections
i to 32,768 words total).
Input-output Ext erna I-comput e r programme d
I/O control
:>" Packaging EJectrcnic page assemblies, two
4,096-word memory assemblies
:_.I
t
[
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Table 4- ! 1
:Y SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Sub s,, stem Cha racte ristic s
Telemetry Provides frequency division multiplexing ,
and transmis._icn to ...... .a
Voice communications Provide two-way voice communications
between MORL and ground or logistics
vehicle.
Television Provides on-board and external observation
with three cameras and three monitors.
Provides black and white pictures at 30
frames per sec, 525 scan lines per frame,
500 elements per line, and a 4. 3 aspect ratio.
Tracking: aid A UHF acquisition and beacon command 1
2 W transmitter in the 235-260 mc range.
A C-band transponder with peak output of
1,000 W which is compatible with FPQ-6, |
TPQ-18, FPS-16, and MSQ-Z6 radars.
Digital ce__arnand Receives ground commands by a dual re-
ceiver operating in the 406 to 450 mc region. __
Antenna Consists of VHF/UHF, S-band, and C-band
antennas.
Film projection/scanner Has the cxpability of in-flight fL'm projec-
tion and/or conversion to an analog signal, i
! f
5
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Table 4- ! 2 •
I EASELI.X-E GROUND XETWORK COVERAGE DUTYCYCLE (5 DAYS) (Da__e ! of Z)
I _Notes Orbit altitude = 200 nmiinclination angle = 50 _
Minin_um elevation angle = 5 °
Orbit No. i starts at orbital altitude with latitude 28 ° 48 rain.,
I Longitude 80 ° 58 min.
" 1, Cape Corpus Total Total
Kennedy Christi Redundant Nonredundant U sable
Day Orbit [Min. ) (Min.) (Min.) (Min.) (Min.)
I I 3. 84 2. 58 .... 6.42 6.42
2 .... 4. 9 .... 4. 90 4.90
I0 7. 35 ........ 7. 35 7.35
-- II 6. 25 7. 75 3.83 6.25 I0.08
12 .... 3.92 .... 3.92 3.92
15 5. 33 I.75 I.33 4.42 5.75
16 I.92* ........ I.92 I.92
Total 24. 69 20. 92 5. 16 35. 18 40.34
2 16 0.92 4. 25 0. 92 3.33 4. 25
17 5.08" 3.42* 3.42_ i.66 5.08
18 .... 3.00 .... 3.00 3.00
,.- 25 4. 92 ........ 4. 9Z 4.92
: 26 7. 58 7.00 4. 33 5.92 I0.25
-- 27 .... 6. qg .... 6.58 6.58
30 5. 58 ........ 5.58 5.58
I 31 3. 17 5.42 3. 17 2.Z5 5.42 --2 4 50_ I 25* 1 25_-" 3 2 4 50
-- Total 31.75 30. 92 13.09 36.49 49.58
3 32 .... 1.67 .... 1.67 1.67
_. 33 .... 5.Z5* .... 5.Z5 _.25
41 7.67 3.58 3.00 5.25 8.25
-- 42 5.25 7.67 3.17 6.58 9.75
43 .... 0.92 .... 0. 92 0.92
r- 45 1. 33 ........ 1.33 1.33
46 4. 75 4. 17 2.83 3. 25 6.08
47 2.83* 3. 58 .... 6.41 6.41
f- 48 I. 8m_.._33 2.42* 1.83 O. 5.9 2.42
Total 2_. 66 29.26 I0.83 3!. 25 4Z. 08
( *Continuation of preceding contact
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Table 4-12 (page 2 of 2)
Notes Orbit altitude = 200 nmi
Inclination angle = 50 °
Minimum elevation angle = 5°
Orbit No. 1 starts at orbital altitude with latltaade 28" 48 mira.,
Longitutde -80 ° 58 rain.
Cape Corpus .Total Total
Kennedy Christi Redundant Nonredundant Usable
Day Orbit (Min.) (Min,) (Min.) (Mira) (Mxn.)
4 48 2.33 I.75 I.75 0, 58 Z. 33
56 6,42 ........ 6.4Z 6.42
57 7. 17 7 50 4. 33 6.00 I0.33
58 .... 5.67 .... 5.67 5.67
61 6. 00 ........ 6. d0 6.00
6Z Z. Z5* 5.00 Z.25 Z. 75 5.00
63 4. 83 Z.33_ Z. 33 Z.50 4. 83
Total zg. 50 2Z. 25 I0.66 29. 9Z 40.58
5 63 .... O.42 .... O.42 O. 42 [
64 .... 5. 33* .... 5. 33 5.53
7Z 7. 83 5.67 4. O0 5. 50 9. 50
73 7. 33 3. 75 Z.08 6. 92 9.00 Ir
76 3. 9Z ........ 3. 9Z 3. 9Z I
77 4. 08 5.58 3.75 Z. 17 5. 92
78 3.675 Z. 83 .... 6. 50 6. 50
79 .... 3,08_ .... 3.08_ 3.08_ %
Total 26.83 26.66 9.83 33.84 43.67
;
Total: 136.43 129. "9 49. 57 166. 68 216. Z5
"1
*Con.tinuation of prcceding contact ._
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!imposes an additional 25 dB space loss. The ba_.eline system cannot
accor_a-nodate this additional loss.
Gr ounri Network
The basic, parameter on which ground network accommodation of on-orbit
operationai requirements is measured is the coverage duty cycle resulting
from the sites that comprise the network. The duty cycle characterizes the
opportunities and durations for tracking, con-m_and, telemetry, and voice
conununication. It therefore has a significant influence on the ground support
systems capability to satisfy requirements relative to ;hese factors. For the
i 50 ° inclination mission, the duty cycle factors resulting from the baseline
, network are as follows:
1. Average usable contact time per day: 43.25 min.
2. Average occultation period: 5 orbits.
3. Maximum occaltation period: % orbits. 1"
14. Average number of successive orbit contacts: 3 orbits.
5. Average contact duration: 5.67 rain.
L
For the polar mission the duty cycle factors are given in the _irst row
(baseline network) of Table 4-14. The requirements and the level of acco:_- _
modation are as follows:
T racking
Ground tracking i.q tb_ h_._s of th_ baseline navigation philosophy. The net-
work requirement associ _ted with tracking is defined in terms of the tracking -}
duty cycle necessary to support the navigation accuracy requirementn. The
various levels of operational navigation accuracy requirements were deter- }
mined in Phase IIa and are repeated in Table 4-15. No change has been
indicated in these requirements. To satisfy these accuracies, considering
the baseline tracking and prediction capabilities, the following tracking duty
cycle requirements were imposed: I
1, At least one trackin_ opportunity uer orbit for three succe_s_v_ orhit.q -_
2, A command opportunity on the succeeding orbit,
3, A succeeding occultation period of no greater than 13 orbits,
106 , :---
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Table 4- 15
NAVIGATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
(OPERATIONAL)
Mode Navigational
Ivlaneuver Accuracy Required (nmi}
Rendezvous l0
Orbit keeping 1
Cargo module deorbit 50
Laboratory deorbit 50
Data capsule deorbit 2
Ferry-craft deorbit 2
For tbe 50 ° inclination mission, the latter requirements are easily met if -_
both baseline sites are considered (this implies that the back-up tracking !
capability proposed in Phase IIa for Corpus Christi be upgraded to primary
status ). I
The first two requirements indicate the necessity for conLacts on four
1successive orbits. This precise requirement cannot be met by the baseline
network. However, contacts by both sites during a single orbit occur fre-
quently enough to insure three tracking opportunities during two successive
D ' -
orbits and a succeeding command opportunity. Additionally, because the
average navigation accuracy between ground up-dates primarily is a function
of prediction filter inaccuracies rather than tracking inaccuracies, it is con-
_._,_u L*_tL Lhu aoove method of insuring tracking opportunites will not reduce _"
the average x,_vigation accuracy, - -'-'-" '--' ..... _ ..... _'_*"- "
& ,,
for only an average of 5 orbits rather than the ]3 indicated in Phase fla. -_
Therefore, the baseline net_,ork is considered satisfactory relative to the
tracking requirements for operational purposes.
r
, Another network requirement is imposed by tracking, in other words a mini-
mum acceptable contact duration above 5° elevation. A minimum satisfactory
contact time is approximately 3 rain. As indicated previously, the average
contact time for the baseline network is approximately 6 rain. The individual
contact, times are shown xn Table ,_:- 12..
108 , i
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Exainination of Table 4-14 revealed that the baseline communications system
i cannot ft,!ly accornodate the polar mission requirements. The average num-ber of successive orbits in which tracking contacts can be made is only two,
one less _han the requirement. The maximum period of occultation is six
I orbits, which is satisfactory since 13 are _llowed.
T
j C ommand
From a Network point of view, thc primary tracking duty cycle considerations
also apply to responsiveness. For one operationally imposed
command of the
command responsibilities(inother words, orbit-keeping comm,,, ds) the toler-
ance on command opportunity is relatively broad and should eas,ly be satisfied
by the baseline network. Navigation up-date digitaldata impose additional
"- network command requirements. The baseline responsiveness to this require-
ment was discussed above.
Telemetry ,__
Telemetry dump opportunities sufficient to eliminate the possibility of PCM
tape overflow es! ablish the primary network requirements caused by telemetry.
For continous recording (low-rate channel) at the prescribed record rate of
15/32 in. per sec for 2,400 ft of tape, approximately 17 hours (i! orbits) of
recording time is possible. This establishes the maximum acceptable occu_l-
I tation period and is within the capability of the baseline network. Dump time
required for the 2,400 ft of tape, played back at a speed of 15 in. per sec, is
" _2 _rain. Thp_'_fr, v_. *he ,_* ..... _- re.us* #_1_,_+_ a + least 3 v **'***in.of duff, ping
"" time every 17 hours or 45 rain. per day.
i-
As shown previouslv, the average dump time per day for the 50 ° mis.'_ion
afforded by the baseline network is 43.25 rain. which, although close, is
_- not sufficient. For the polar case, the dump time per day is only 28 min. _
which, of course, cannot accommodate the above requirements.
T--
{.
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Voice Communication
The most important network factor relative to voice communication is the
number of contact opportunities available. No specific requirement has bee_
established. However, for emergency situatior, s it is desirable to have at
least one cont, act per orbit. This is not possible with the baseline network,
which facilitates a one contact per orbit situation for only an average of three
out of every eight orbits, Phase Ha prescribed an emergency nontracking
network composed of MSFN stations. A similar network was derived for the
50 ° inclination mission as follows:
.The orbits on which contact can be made for each MSFN ground station are
indicated by an X in Table 4-16. Those orbits covered by the baseline system
(Cape Xenredy and Corpus Christi) were assumed accounted for and
eliminated. These were orbits 1, 2, 10, 11, 12, 15 through 18, 25 26, 27, .i
and 30 through 33 as shown in Table 4-16. The remaining 21 orbits can be IN:-
covered by activating more ground stations as shown. The more important I
S
stations are lioted below .¢ith the orbit coverage for emergency
corr:munic ations. I
Number of
Orbits % of theGround Stations in Addition to Baseline Covered 21 Orbits
_Iawaii 11 53% " i[---
Canary Islands 8 38%
Iz.ano 9 43% -_
Hawaii + Canary Islands 18 86% t
Hawaii + Kano 16 76%
-)
J-_awaii + Canary islands + Kano 20 95% !
It is noted that r_latively few sites are required for emergency purposes, i
4.3.4.3 Syste=n Modifications )
As discussed earlier, no new mission requirements are imposed on the Data
Man_geir, ent Group. Therefore, no modifications are considered here. All
1
ii0 I
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Table 4- 16 ,
EMERGENCY VOICE STATIONS ORBIT COVERAGE
Legend X Voice contact
(_ Indicates opportunities for the most logical additional sites.
--
[] Single identifiedneed for Bermuda.
Cape Corpus Canary
Orbit Kennedy Christi Island Hawaii Kano Bermuda Gtlaymas Mucbea
] X X X
2 X X
4 _
5
9 []
10 X X X
11 X X X X X
iZ X X X
13 _._ X ,.
14 _._ X X
15 X X X X ,:
16 X X X X X
l 7 X X X :_
18 X X
19 :
20 ;_
23 (_ :__
25 X X X
26 X X X X
2.7 X X X Y I"B
29 _ X
30 X X X
31 x x x x
32 X X X |_I33 X X •
34 (_ X
35 _ _ _36
37 _ ,--
i
u ', _ --
.. k
........................... ,:.... ,,,,'_"_
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ch_nges Io the baseline Data Management Group are discussed in Section 5.4. ,_,
"-or the :f group, +he only required modification of the baseline system is _ r
the synchronous case. The synchronous mission is unique from the others
considered in izs implications on the communications/telemetry and ground I
supp¢ rt systems.
The ,ncreascd orbital altitude (!9,350 nmi as compared to 200 nmi) increases
th= rf propagation less by approximately 2_ dB, which ol,viates the use of
omi.idirectionai vehicle _nt_,,na. On the basis of integration and operational
complexity, the number of directionaI antennae which would be necessitated
by the baseline rf subsystem configuration indicates the need for a unified rf
carrier concept to permit a single antenna. A system operating at Ieast at
S-band is desirable both from the standpoint of antenna size and because NASA
ground terminals for the Apeilo unified S-band system exist. An adaptation
of this system (primarily modifications to the vehicIe system) is therefore
proposed for the MORL synchronous mission. I
Ground sites identifi, i for unified S-band systems are:
1. Cape Kennedy. 1
2. Antigua. "
3. Ascensio,, !__lands. "7 _..
4. Bermuda. T
5. Ce rnarvon. 1
6. Hawaii.
7. Guayma_:
8. Guam.
_r"
Although a large number of sites are available, only one site is required to !
support the on-orbit asp,:cts of the MORI. missxon because a single ground
site can prowde continuous coverage of a ';chicle at synchronous altitude
(assuming, of course, that the subsatellite point is reasonably stable and
properly oriented relative to the site). Aside from the advantages of
.requiring on!y one ground site, the implication of relative positional
stability on voice communications, telemetry, and tracking are obvious
particularly if the unified rf carrier concept is used. Time-sharing of the
112
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radio bandwidth for the various lir_ks, taken separately or in selected groups.
is KisIDle. Thus, for instance, the ralio bandwidth could be used entirely
for high _,z_; 'v rfV or the transmission of the analog representation of high
resolution pho, gra_'hs {assuming the necessary film scanner resolution is
ava_.!able). Alterr.atively, the same bandwidth could be used for extremely
high bit rate pulse code ._nodulation. This, however, assumes Lhe availability
of sufficient readou_ speeds for the TLM sterage device or frequently multi-.
plexing the outputs of a large n,m_ber of relat_cely slow readout storage
devices, like tape recorders, onto subcarriers. Continuous tracking over a
relatively long period of time with the at_.endant improvement in ephemeris
accuracy is possible, again within the same bandwidth.
The possible improvement in system responslveness is highlighted in the
following areas :
I. RF subsystems group.
2. Ground network.
3. Data storage.
Table 4-t7 indicates the duty cycle factors for several expanded networks
for the 50 ° inclination n_ssio_. It can be seen that the Ken-_lex-Haw network
(first.row) satisfies all of the operational requirements. For the polar
mission, this network is not satisfactory (see Table 4-14, row 2) and,
therefore, the further net_,ork expansion (for example, Guaymas) is necessary
for the accommodation of operational requirements. Further network
evaluation is necessary to result in an optimum cop.figuration.
4.3.5 Structures,/Confisuration System
The baseline structure was examined and found to be adequate to withstand
the loads prezent on all three missions. Some minor configuration changes
are required for the fAORL to be compatible with the polar and synchronous
missions. These changes are in the hangar section and are designed to make
the MORL compatible witb the logistics system attach method.
ll3 I
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tiKadiation shielding must be _dd_,d for all three missic_,_z. _he shleld require- ,i_
._ r_ents for the 50 ° " oainu 90 ,nciinaLion orbits can be accommodated by mcre_s-
:I ing the gage of the nlare.rlal in certain areas or by adding polyethylene to the
basic structure. The shield requirements for the synchronous mission are
rv- _Ir
i excessive (greater than Z0 tons) and cannot be accommodated with the present
MORL concept.
-F
!!
4.3. 5. 1 Configuration/Structures Description
Configuration
ila
7- The baseline laboratc.ry external and internal configuration was defined in
Phase IIa, Volurne XI, Laboratory Configuration and Interiors, Report No.
SM-4608Z, and is shown in Figure 4-13.
The configuration basica]ly consists of two floor2, and ahangar deck within the
pressure shell, l'he top floor is used as the living quarters, thebottom floor
for experimentatim, and vehicle operation, and the hangar deck for storage
and deployment of experimental equipment. The hangar also contains
an experimental airlocl: and other equipment necessary for space
expe rirnentation.
, Structure
The structure consists of thre_ principal elements as shown in Fi_u_c 4-14:
. (1) an external load-carrying shell that also s-pp!ics meteoroid penetration
protection, (Z) a pressure shell with common bulkhead that separates the
. laboratory i_t, two separate pressure areas, and (3) the internal support
structure that integrates the consoles, partitions, floors, and ceilings.
4.3.5.2 Configuration Analysis
- 50 ° Inclination, 200-nmi Mission
The launch and orbit configurations for the 50 ° inclination orbit missions are
shown in Figure 4-15. On the 50 ° inclination mission, the laboratory is
launched unmanned by an S-IB booster. A combination Apollo/cargo module
• |
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I logistics vehicle is used to man the MORL. The Apollo must be fittedwith a -
_ _....to _1ow d_rbzt and Earth return of the .qpollo. Three logistics
I craft are reqmred for a MORL crew of' nine men.
Polar Inclination, 200-nmi Orbit Mission
The launch and orbit configurations for the polar orbit mission are shown in
I Figare 4-16. On this mission the laboratory is launchcd unmam_ed by a
Saturn V. The logistics system necessary for the 50 ° inclination orbit is
l used to man the MORL ih polar orbit. The MORL orbit configuration may
l'.y Irange from three to nine men, depenm..g upon the mission requirements,
T without causing a change to the baseline MORL vehicle configuration.
... Synchronous Orbit, 28 ° InclinationMission
-. The launch and orbit configurations for the synchronous mission are shown in
. Figure 4-16. This mission also uses a Saturn V booster. It is launched
unmanned and is manned by an Apollo/service module logistics vehicle. The
Apollo service module is necessary to provide the thrust for deorbit and
return of the crew from synchronous aititude, l'he MORL docking, cargo
module stowage, and cargo handling systems must be revised to be compat-
- ible with the service module. The revisions will be restrictedApollo
primarily to the hangar region, where the cargo module stowage arms must
I be changed to support the service :module and the cargo pressure hatchesmust be revised. The method of delivering cargo to the MORL is similar to,
the baseline MORL system. With this system, changes to the MORL pressure
I hatches are minimized. The logistics system candidates are- discussed in
• Section 4.4.
I The internal configuration of the MORL is satisfactory for this mission. The
I increased altitude of a synchronous orbit will probably increase the size of' dividual sensors to achieve the same relat ve reso utions of alower
(200-nmi) altitude. This will require revisions to _he sensor installation
structure and thermal radiator locations.
r
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'_.5.5.3 Structure Analysis
Radia,fion F;,,I_ di_jfi_ :'.---
The requirements for radiation shielding are fully developed in Section 6. j_
The required shield thicknesses that must be added to the baseline structure
vary according to the selected mission dur_Lto_, source criteria considered,
and many other parameters The ranges ,Jrthicknesses of shield material
required (polyethylene) are summarized in Figure 4-17. Also shown are the _
' shield locations, including "hose fc,r a potential bioweil area The shieldi
it
thicknesses required for the two low altitude missions are moderate (less
than 0.67 in.) while those for the synchronous mission are quite large (1.4 ml
to greater than lO-in, thick). -IL
,-T2 ,,..,,._T6 BiOWELLSECTIONA-A ..
.A_...f._ /'T3
_-_ T7 r
T4 T5 "
T8
T . ._._-.,..L..._
. I
• A___J
RAD!ATIONSHIELD THICKNESS-IN.* B ]
ORBIT WT(LB) T_ T3 T5 T6 T7 T
50o 0 m3,800 0--0.1 0--0.3 0.03-- 0--0.18 0--0.4 0--0.16 0 0 _
200NMI 0.63 _i -=
90° 0-- 2,500 O- 0.17 0 - 0.27 0.03 - 0.18- 0.5- 0.1t"- 0 0
200 NMI 0.57 0.32 0.67 0.32
2g __
19,350NMI 4,400-110,000 1.4-4 2.3-7 6.6-1!i 2.8-6 3.6-7 0 0 0
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Structural changes would be required in the launch load carrying members
and the dome itself in order to support tile large weights required. This
thick material wou!u also cause interference problems with sensors, RCS
engines, eiectrical and otiler lines and fittings, and portals and optical
elements, in addition, certain functions such as leak detection and radiator
repair nia_: be hindere_,. The problems incurred by adding large shield
thick_.esses appear to be formidable; howe'.'er, when taken one at a time, they
can probably oe surmounted. Prior to this effort, however, the shielding
philosophy must he better defined. Other ,,_cans must be considered to
reduce tile large shield weights required for the resuItant problems identified;
then a more meaning:ul assessment of the structures design can be made.
Meteoroid Shielding
The bas_-line structure system ,,eill provide adequate meteoroid protection for
the three missions. This protection is provided by the structural material
T
surrounding the pressure vessel and by the shielding effects of the Earth 1
itseIf. For a l-year exposure, the probability of receiving zero punctures
was determined to be 0. 9949 for the two low altitude missions and 0. 9921 I
.L
for the synchronoas miss_o
The penetration flux defined by NASA was
40 = 4 x 10-10 t -3 penetrations/sq It-dayP
where t = effective thickness in in.
In Reference 5, this flux was determined for each major portion of the labora-
tory structure and then integrated over the entire structure; the average
3
value of penetrations per year,, , was foun[ to be 5. 14 x 10- .
The Poisson distribution was used to relate the probability of receiving r
punctures to the average amount of punctures as follows:
r -E
_-tJr_'r'_ _ e
- "-'W-.
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I where r = number of penetrations
I
i c = average number of penetrations per year
Evaluating tl-,isequation [or r --0 and _ : 5. 14 x 10 -3 yielda a probability of
I .9949 of receiving zero punctures in a 1-year exposure at the 200-nmi
i
a'Aitude.
l For synchronous altitude the shielding ,,f th ,_ Earth is reduced as shown in
Figure 4-!8. The Earth-shielding factor (SF) i, defined as
i + cos @
_ SF = 2
where @is as shown in Figure 4-18
-1 R
0= sin
R+b
and R : Earth radius
h = satellite altitude
The resultant shielding factor is 0.65 for 200-nmi and 0.999 for 19,350-nmi
(synchronous) altitude. The average amount of penetrations, _ , must be
3
modified by this factor; thus, _ for a synchronous mission is 7.91 x 10-
7- S
' penetrations per year average. The probability of receiving zero punctures
in 1 year on the synchronous misslonis then, P (o) = e-7.91 x 10 .3
I = 0. 9921. The baseline structure will provide adequate meteoroid shielding
for all three missions.
I
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Figure4-18. EarthShieldingfromStreamandOmnidirectionalMeteoroids
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4.4 LOGISTICS SYSTEM
Several loo_istics s:;'stenn cxndidates were exat_ined for each of the three
MORL missions. The following are recommepded-
1. 50 ° Inclination Mission--S-IB launched Apollo command module,
service pack, and multin-.,isslon module.
2. Polar Miss!on .... _ !auncned Apollo (Apollo command moduie,
service i ack, and multirnission module).
3. Svnchronvas Mission--S-V launched Modified Apollo (Apollo com-
mand and service module, and muitimission modulel.
All were chosen for their superior cargo-carrying capability. Table 4-18
presents a summary comparison of those systems examined.
4.4. ! Logistics System Requirements
The mission requirements that must be satisfied by the logistics system are
(1) to support the six-man MORL on a 90-d_-resupply schedule (Z) the
crew must be :otated to ensure an average tour of duty of 180 days, and
(3) the cargo capability,__.:ust be about 10,000 lb/flight. This was determined
by examining the experiment requirements dictated by the Experiment Plan
plus the other co,_stumables needed, such as crew requirements, RCS/SCS
. propellant, spares and so forth. The experiment weight requirements for
the 50 ° mission, obtained directly from the Experiment Plan, are shown in
Figure 4-19. A large initial block of experiment weight must be lifted,
about 15,000 lb during the 1st month, and then a very modest amountm:,nthly
thereafter. The monthly consumable requirements for allthree missions
are shown in Figure 4-20, The requirement for the 50 ° inclination mission
is 1,850 !b/month.
The manning concept retained from Phase Ha requires that three 3-man
Apollo flights be made in the first45-day period. The first launch is to
' activate and check out the laboratory; the next two, about 45 says later, are
to rotate the checkout crew and fully man the laboratory. Crew rotatmn and
resupply follows at regular 90-day intervals. The total logistics weight
required on these flights, including the requirements for 150-days' house-
keeping supplies, approximately 1,500 lb of initial spares, and the
125
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| eyperimental gear required in the first C0-days is 26, 000 lb. Less than
9, 000 Ib/flight v.illbe required for the 50 ° inclination mission.!
Tile cargo requirements for the remainder of the flights for the 50 ° inclina-
I tion mission are less (about 6, 000 !b), but I0, 000 ib will be used as the
design number to allow for growth. The experiment cargo requirements for
l the polar arid synchronous missions are not so self-evident since experimentrequirement:_ for these missions have not beer_ developed. The consumable
requirernents for these latter missions are shown in Figure 4-20. They are
i l 850 Ib/mon1:h and l, 580 Ib/month for the polar and synchronous missions
respectively. In the absence of the experiment weight required for these
two missions, the same requirement as determined for the 50 ° inclination
mission will be used, namely i0, 000 lb/flight.
4.4. 2 Logistics System Candidates
As shown in Figure 4-21, four basic configurations were evolved during the
study:
i. _kES-Derived Logistics Vehicle--Apollo Extension Systems
comrnand and service modules modified for the logistics mission.
2. _pollo CSM-Der_ved Logistics Vehicle--Block II Apollo command
and service modules utilizing Modified Apollo Logistics Spacecraft
' (MODAP) n_odific tions, with service propulsion system removed.
_ 3. Baseline Apollo Logistics Vehicle--MORL Phase IIa logistics
! vehicle (Apollo command module, service pack, and multimission
module) modified as required for the new laboratory missions.
-_ 4. Modified Apollo Logistics V_h._cle--Block II Apollo command and
service modules (with minimal modifications for the logistics
mission) plus a MORL multimission module suspended from the
aft end of the service module.
7"
The particular combinations of logistics vehicle, launch vehicle, and launch
" azimuth studied for each mission are shown in Table 4-i 9.
I
As i=.dicated, the synchronous orbit logistics vehicle utilizes the Saturn V
i launch vehicle Apollo service module. The latter is required toand the
deorbitthe command module. Therefore, cargo must be carried ina separate
I
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Kcargo module, such as the rnultimission module (MMM) configured in
Phase IIa. The k!MM is, in this case, housed within the LEM fairing.
Rendezvous ,_ azcomplished by use of the MMM RCS and the Apollo SM RCS.
The polar-orbit logistics vehicle could be identical to the synchrenous-orbit
logistics vehicle. An alternative apprG_ch would utilize the service pack (SP)
evolved during Phase IIa as the functional equivalent of _he service module. [
In this case, the MMM would be located between the SP and a fairing on the _ :
Satur,, launch vehicle. -_ __
Additional candidates for the polar logistics mission are afforded by the
introduction of two-stage Saturn V' s into the st_Ldy. However, because no "
'i other missions could be identified for these configurations, they are not
favored at this time. It is interesting to note that the MORL baseline logistics
system (the Saturn IB-launched Apollo CM/SP/MMM spacecraft) offers
adequate capability to serve as a crew-carrier into polar orbit. It may be
' advantageous to use it in combination -with a Saturn V laLmched logistics
vehicle to reduce the usage of the latter.
i
As a first step in the selection of a logistics system, several logistics
vehicle concepts were configured for the three laboratory missions. The i
main limitations on concept selection were as follows:
1. Only Saturn IB, S-IC/S-1I, and Saturn V launch vehicles were
considered.
2. Only combined ferry/resupply logistics missions were considered.
(Potential alternatives could have been separate systems for -_
laboratory consumable resupply and for ferrying crew members, l
and combined ferry/resupply systems supplemented by pure ferry
systems. )
3. Use of ApoiloandApollo-derivativeAESsystemswas emphasized. :!
4. Modifications to Apollo systems were held to a minimum commen-
surate with the mission.
5. Only three-man Apollo command modules were considered.
6. In order to provide return capability at all times for the entire
crew, two Apollo command modules must always be preser, t on the
laboratory and stowed in a manner so as to leave the hanger/test
area clear for c'_her uses.
132
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l 4.4.3 The 50° InclinationMission
o
I 4.4.3. i Mission Profile Effects
Yhe mission profile requires that the logistics ve'_icleprovide _iI impulses
I after the Saturn 113 injects the spacecraft m+_ the o7-nmi x Z00-nmi transfer "
orbit. Thus, the logistics vehicle propulsion systems must furnish orbit __
i circularization, rendezvous, and docking ,'eloc_ty.
The exact velocity required for thc plane rotation maneuver during rendez-
• O
I vous was desc_ed '_n Scction 4 as a function of the launch window. For
two of the specific logistics vehicles configured, the effect of prolonging
the launch window on cargo capability is graphically demonstrated by
' Figure 4-22. From knowledge of the Saturn IB launch operation_ capability
-- and the above data, the maximurr launch window was set at 5 mi..
RENOEZVOUSWIT._I.; 3 q A200NMI- 50° INCLINATIONORBIT
I ,_u,r:.: I l
I 10%ERRORINPLANEROTATION
o_ I VELOCITYCOMPONENTASSU,-.I L ! I
_ 8 _ _ SIBLAUNCHED
/ gASELINEAPOLLO
T '%' i
._ "n / LOGISICSVEHICLE
=o 4 r///'_ I _SIBLAUNCHED
/ AESDERIVED
r.J
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Figure4-22.CargoPena,,yasaFunctionof LaunchWindow _.
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As pointed out in Section 4, 2, rendezvous may trke almost 3 days, instead
ot the previous Phase IIa guarantee of less than 2_4 hours. This impcses new
requirements for the logistics vehicle's electrical power and environmental
control/life support systems.
Tbe command module must be given roughly a 550-fps deorbit impulse to
return the crew to Earth. This impulse wiil be imparted by either the _r
servi_ moduie main propulsion unit or by a solid prope!lan': retropack. Any
unrnanred n'1, clules must be furnisheG 190-fps deorblt impulse for destructive
re- ent_ y
4.4.3.2 S-IB/AgS-Derived Logistics Vehicle
This concept makes maximum usage of the components and subsystems of
the Apollo Extension-Systems (also referred to as Extended Apoiio Systems
or Apollo X) as defined by Reference 6, and utilizes these AES subsystems
with an absolute rnimmun_ of modification. Therefore, some of the sub- I"
!
systems retained as defined for the AES 3-map, 45-day Earth-orbit mission
have more capacity and/or are over-designe_ fo.- the 3-man, 3-day logistics T
!
mission. For example, the life support system is designed for 135 man-
days of orbital operations with a two-gas (02, NZ) atrnosph_.re. Plumbing ..
and tankage changes in the service moduJe alone result ;n more than 300 ib
of changes over the Block II system. The logistics vekicle requires only
nine man-days of a one-gas atmosphere, a requirement much closer to the
Block I! system than to the AES.
This configuration retains the 21, 900-Ib thrust service propulsion system
, (SPS) for macrorendezvous and deorbit irnpulse, The SM lO0-1b thrust RCS
engines provide microrendezvous and docking impulse.
A potential configuration is shown in Figure 4-_3. Jt utiliz, s a three-man
Apollo Block II command and service module {CSlvl) modified for the AES
mission and then remodified for the logistics mission. A LEM adapter is
used as a fairing from the S-IVB to the service moduie, The fairing clam-
shells open and the logistics vehicle thrusts away from it and the expended
S-IVB at the first rendezvous maneuver,
134
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The major changes in the Block II Apollo for conversion to a three-man,
45-day Earth-orbiting AES space station are given Leiow (Reference 6.
Volume 2, page 6):
1. Add a two-gas atmosphere and trace contaminant control.
2. Add 2 fuel cells and 45-day reactant storage '.n the service module.
3. Add environmental control system and !35 man-day cryogenic
storage in the servme module.
4. Add two C-band transponders to the communications system for
ground tracking.
..... _,.,_,._ _,_- service n_odule main propulsion tanks with small tanks.
6. Add redundanc__es to meet 45-day Earth mission reliability goals.
A logistics version of the AES can make do with iaost oi these modifications
even though they may be redundant or excessive for the mission. One
medification tb.at cannot ge used is the addition of fuel cells since the fuel-
ceil system must be replaced by batteries. Cryogenic reactant storage for r
up to 6-rnonths staytime in space appears impractical. Also, e:pergency !
t
evacuation of MORL requires a power source with a short reaction time, '"
which is difficult to achieve with fuel ceils. 1[f
Several additional modifications are necessary to adapt the AES to the
logistics mission. 7he modifications shown in Reference 9, (pages I01 and
102) appear to be the minimum required to adapt the AES command module
to the MORL iogistics mission.
With this concept, the service module must be modified to carry solid and
liquid cargo. Similar modifications were thoroughly examined and reported
in Reference 7. MODAP-type modifications that must be made to the ser.-
vice module include the following (Reference 17, page 58):
1. Structure--Add cargo doors, liquid storage bottles, and web
r einfo rc ements.
b
2. Electric power--Replace Apollo fuel cells with batteries for three-
day ascent and two-day descent mission phases (orbital storage
power furnished by MORL). Requires minor modification to power
distribution system.
136
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3. tgnvironmental control life support--Replace water-glycol -: rcuit
with water :anks anti add oxygen supply tankc (water and oxygen
I previously furnished by fuel-cell systern_.
4. Propulsion--Replace service module mare propulsion tanks with
smaller tanks and modi. plumbing and pressurization equipment
accordingly.
5. !nslrumentation--Remove I.EM monitoring instrumentation.
The MODAP solid-cargo transfer techniques that must be tlsed with a modi-
. fled service module are not compatible with MORL baseline design. Special
hendling arms and cargo hatches will have to be incorporated into the
labaratory .it. -n. In addition, solid cargo must be packaged in speciai,
hermotical!y oea!ed transfer containers because the cargo will be exposed to
space during the tra,nsfer process. This results in a net weight loss of 21%
-- of the avai!able cargo capability (Reference 7, page 84). Approximately
730 cu f[ of space is available for cargo sto:age in four of the six service
module sectors.
Apollo Block II weights as reported in Reference 8 (pages 171 to 181) are
u,,ed as the base for all logistics concept ext.'apolations. Based on this
information, the vehicIe configured above can carry 7,080 lb ofusefui cargo
- on the 50 ° inclination mission.
4.4.3.3 S-IB/Apollo CSM- De rived Logistics Vehicle
0
The approach taken for this concept is to "'uL_alze Block II (Lunar) Apollo
_ command and service module components and subsystems with as little
modification as seems reasonable. The main configural difference between
this and the AES-dericed concept is that the 21,900 thrust SPS engine is
removed completely, leaving more volume and weight available for cargo.
Rendezvous impulse is provided by existing SM RCS engines with enlarged
tankage. CM deorbit ix_npulse ia provided by a solid-pro::ollant retropackage, i
A potential configuration, shown in Figure 4-24, is made up of a minimally
: ; modified Block II Apollo three-man command module, a solid-propellant
retropack, an extensively modified service module, and a LEM adapter.
The deorbit ret,opack is the MODAP recommended system (Reference 7,
page 62).
11 1,,
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I The ser,rice module internal configuration is radically modified by (1) removal
of the whole service propulsion system, (g) changing the electrical power
source from fuel cells to batteries, (3) enlargement of reaction control
tankage (by replacing existing units with dual sets of LEM RCS tanks), and
(4) adding cargo provisions. With these modifications, more than 1,300cd ft
of the 1,670 cu ft internal vohme is available for cargo.
b
lr
! The LEM adapter is again utilized as a fairing from the S-IVB to the service
;" module and is separated f:om the logistics vehicle with the expended S-IVB
I stage.
"_ The command module must ha< essentially the same modifications as were
required for the baseline MORL logistics mission (Reference 9, pages 101
-- and !02). The only difference is that the eh:ctrical power and EC/LS systelns
must be sized for the slightly longer ascent and descent phases.
The service module must be modified for the logistic_ mission as follows:
1. Structure--Add cargo doors, liquid storage bottles, and appropriate
web reinforcements. Modify forward bulkhead to accommodate CM
retropack.
2. Electrical Power--Replace Apollo fuel ce!ls with batteries for
"" ascent and descent phases.
i. 3. Environmental Control/Life Support--Removal of fuel cell system
requires addition of water and oxygen supply.
i
4. Propulsion--Remove service propuIsion system. Replace existing
" RGS tanks with multiple sets of T,EM RCS tanks. Modify plumbing
and Fressurization equipment.
5. Subsystems--Modified as applicable to meet the requirement for
6-month orbital storage.
Minor modifications are also made to the electrical power distribution and
instrumentation systems. MODAP cargo transfer techniques would probably
be used with this concept, thus requiring special cargo containers, laboratory
cargo handling arms, and hatches with their associated penalties.
These modifications allow the Apollo CSM-derived configuration to carry
, 8, 140 lb of useful cargo for this mission.
L
V
1
.
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An alternate approach might be considered. Since the wh:le aft end of the
service module is available for cargo, it is conceivable that it could be made
into a pressurizable compartment with a docking _atch centrally located on
the aft bulkhead. The service/cargo module could then be docked to the
MORL hangar test area and solid cargo transferred manually in a shirt-sleeve
environment.
4.4.3.4 S-IB/Baseiine Apollo Logistics Vehicle
This..... content ,,_l_es_.._._ _-e_. _,_---_,_DTPhase ._"- baselille logistics vehicle
(Reference 9) essentially unmodl._e_,. This ,.onfiguration is shown in
Figure 4-25 and is made up of the !ollc_,ing:
1. A modified Apollo Biock II t_'ree-man command module.
2. A service pack to provide _; _.rbit propulsion, EC/LS, power and
SCS function to the comma..mod 'e.
3. A multimission module for either ca-- _" -xperiments, laboratory T
modification, or a laboratory excursiu_ ..... ! lp,o,.,j__!on system. A new
fairing from the S-IVB stage to the n,ai_imissionmodule zs utilized A
in place of the LEM adapter.
T
The only variance from Phase IIa baseline subsystem design results from "
the ascent phase of the iogistics mission tripling (approximately 3 days to
, rendezvous instead of less than 24 hours). This require_ enlarging the
service pack EC/I_S oxygen and water supplies and addi:._g EPS batteries.
This configuration can carry 10,480 lb of useful cargo to the laboratory in
the 50 ° inclination orbit.
t
4.4.3.5 Proposed Vehicle
The baseline Apollo (command module, service pack, multimission module)
is the logistics vehicle recommended for the 59 ° inclination mission on the
basis of the following:
1. Cargo capability (10,500 lb versus 8, 100 lb for the Apollo CSM-
derived veJlit:le).
2. Ease of cargo handling.
3. Mission flexibility.
140
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iThe AES-derived logistics vehicle is less desirable than the Block II Apollo
CSM-derived vehicle because the AES mission requires changes to the
Block II Apollo subsystems that degrade its logistic.=; capability.
4.4.4 The Polar Mission
4.4.4. 1 Mission Profile Effects I'
Polar mission profiles are described in some detail in Section 4,.2. Three
i"
launch vehicles are being considered: (1) the Saturn IB, (Z) the tx,o-stage
Saturn V or S-IC/S-II, an a (3) the three-stage Saturn V. Three launch
azimuths are also under consideration: 44.5 ° from ETR, 146 ° from ETR,
and 182 ° from W FR.
With each combination of launch azimuth and launch vehicle the rendezvous
requirements are essentially the same. After injection into an 87-nmi x
ve,z:cle propulsion system must furnish I200-nmi transfer orbit, the logistics ',"
orbit circularization, rendezvous, and docking velocity. Total rendezvous
requirements are again a function of launch window because of its effect on T
plane rotation ma.neuvers. For three of the logistics vehicles mentioned in &
the following paragraphs, the specific effect of prolonging the launch window _.
on cargo capability is shown in Figure 4-26. A 5-rain. launch window forP
the Saturn IB S-IC/S-II, and Saturn V was again picked as a design point.
Other polar mission requirements are assumed to be identical to the 59 °
inclination mission requirement. Particular combinations of launch profiles,
launch vehicles, and spac¢craft will now be considered individually. First,
those combinations using the baseline logistics spacecraft (command module,
' service pack, and multimissionmodule) will be discussed; this will be
followed by a discussion of configurations that use the command mo.'tule,
service module, and a multimission module. In this way, service-pack-
based and service-module-based logistics spacecraft will be distinguished.
J
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4.4.4. Service Pack-Based Logistics Vehicles
2
The spacecraft portion of this logistics vehicle (the command module,
. pack, module) essentially identical to the base-service and :nultimis sion is
line vehicle described for the 50 ° inclination mission. The only differences
l are caused by the slightly higher impulsive velocity requirements J'r polar
mission rendezvous and the weight of the x:ehicles being rendezvoueed.
r Changes are required, therefore, in the propellant, pressurant, and
_- associated tankage of the multimission module RCS. The only other change
Ii is to the fairing between the launch vehicle and the logistics spacecraft.The Saturn IB and V corafigurations use the 14z,. 5-in. long baszline adapter
[
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between the S-IVB s_age and the mul_imission module. An S-IC//S-II
logistics launch configuratlon might use a S-II-S-IVB adapter attached to an
S-IVB instrume1_t unit (rather than remount the flightcontrol units in an
adapter), which is attached to the baseline fairing. Flight separation occurs
at the aft end of the multimission module; all fairings go with the last expen-
ded '_tageafter transfer orbit injection.
Saturn - IB Launched at 146° from ETR
Because of the launch ,-ehicle'slow payload capability in this mission, this _
configuration is only of interest as a potential ferry craft.
As noted previously, the logistics spacecraft is almost identical to the vehicle
configured for the 50° inclinationmission. The only difference is the multi-
mission module RCS propellant. With = r-min, launch v'_ndow, the i
rendezvous impulsi.'e velocity requirem s 795 fps. rising an additional
190 fps for empty MMM deorbit and a 10% residual loss, the total propellant I
required is only 2, 140 lb. Rather than resize the RCS tanks, itwas assumed
the baseline tanks were simply off-loaded for this special case. Discretion- "_
ary payload is only i,620 lb.
• Saturn - IB Launched at 182 ° from WTR _--
This vehicle was configured to determine its cargo capability for use in a
potential tradeoff of new facility expense versus continued Saturn V launches
from ETR. The propellant weight was calculated as per the Saturn IB launch
from ETR and differed simply because it has a heavier payload to rendezvous i
and deorbit. Thie configuration can deliver A,060 lb of cargo to the polar
orbit.
Saturn - IC/S-II Launched at 146 ° from ETR
The S-IC/S-II launchcd at this azimuth into a polar orbit has capability far
in excess of that utilizable by the logistics 'vehicle. The cargo is only • I
l
limited by the volume available in the multimission module. Assuming an
average cargo density (liquidand solid) of 20 ib/cu ftand a volume of about :|
1,000 cu ft in the pressurized section, 20,000 lb is used as the maximum ._,|
J
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cargo for these excess capability configurations. The potential for heavier
cargos exists, however; a nuclear reactor experiment in the MMM could
I weigh over 30,000 lb. This logistics vehicle configuration with adapters is
shown in Figure 4-27.
The multlmissSon module RCS was sized for a logistics spacecraft carrying
fi0,000 ib e_ cargo. Rendezvous impulsive velocity is 70 fps higher for this lI| configuration because of potential second-stage thrust termination errors. |Since the propellant required is significartlydifferentfrom the baseline, the
I .... w_,_v,_._=._L_n_.__u pressurant system were resized. ."
"" Saturn - V Launched at 146° from ETR
This logistics vehicle configuration is similar to the S-IC/S-II-launched
Apollo baseline. Except';ons are the return to the one S-IVB/MMM adapter
and removal of _he S-II rendezvous penalty. The payload remains far in
excess of the 20,000 lb the configuration is capabie of carrying.
Saturn - V Launched at 44.5 ° from ETR
Since thi_ logistics vehicle is almost identical to the Saturn IB-launched
_- baseline Apollo for the 50 ° inclination mission it would be a natural choice
• . for the polar mission. The only difference is a ]0% increase of the MMM
I_CS requirements over the 53° inclinationmission. If orderly progression
,_rom 50 ° to polar missions were assured, the logistics vehicle MMM RCS
cou.d be sized for the polar mission to begin with. At a srcall penalty, less 4.
than 100 lb to the 50 ° inclination mission, the same logistics vehicle serves
both missions. This configuration can carry i0,220 lb of cargo tc the
, _ orbiting polar laboratory
._- 4.4.4.3 Service Module-Ba_ed Logistics Vehicle_ {_-"-
:" This concept was first explored for the s].:mhronous m;asion (Section 4.4, 5) i
!_ where there is need for a relatively lerge deorbi_ prop, dsion system, high I
! cargo capability, and logistics mission flexibility. As a result, a configura- [[- tion evolved that was simply an Apollo command and service module with a -<:
multimission module suspended from the aft end of the service module
: (inside a LEM adapter during boostphase)as shown in Figure 4-Z8. _Ii;
•. 2,"
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Because the polar mission does not require a large deorbit velocity, the less
corr_plex, lighter baseline confiRu_at_rn_. utilizing the service pack is a more
satisfactory approach. However, other mission plan considerations could
dictate the use of one logistics vehicle configuration for both the polar and
synchronous missions. For thi;_ reason, service module-based configurations
were evaluated with different launch vehicles for the polar mission.
Saturn-!C/S-II Launched at 146 ° from ETR
The l_,,__t;cs vehicle, --'_-- "...... , ........ _ launched in tnts mgn payload configuration,
utilizes Apollo command and service modules with minimum modifications
for the logistics mission.
Command module subsystem changes are the same as those discussed
previously under the S-IB/Apollo CSM-derived logistics vehicle for the 50 °
mission (Section 4.4.3.3).
Service module modifications for this mission include adapting applicable
subsystems to qualify for a 6-month orbital storage. Other -nandatory sub-
system modifications incIude the fuilowing:
I. Electrical power--Replace Apo!Io fuel celIs with batteries for the
3-day ascent and 1-day descent phases. Modify power distribution
system.
2. Environmental control/life support--Removal of fuel cell system
requires addition of water and oxygen supply.
3. Instrumentation--Remove LEM monitoring instrumentation.
Note that the service pr_,pulsion system is left intact, even though only about
1,000 lb of propellant is required (for CSM deorbit).
An attach structure is required between the service module and the multi-
mission module. This structure wiI1 probably be jettisoned after the
logi,_tics vehicle docks at the laboratory; the CSM and MMM wil! be handled
separateiy.
?
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The multimission module is used unmodified from the baselino concept
except for the resizing of the reaction control system for this IN ssion. _CS
propellant requirements were based on an assumption that about half the SM
9CS propellant is ava;lable for rendezvous and docking velocity, the rest is
l used t_ buck oa_ the off-cg thrust of the MMM RCS and to perform CSM-
unique maneuvers. Total rendezvous velocity requirements are 8_5 fps for
the S-IC/S-II-launched vehicle at a 5-rain. launch window. Cargo capability
• is limited by MMM volume to g0, 000 lb.
I Saturn-V Launched at 146 ° from ETR
This configuration is essentially the same as the S-/C/S-II-launched vehicle
jus ' discussed. The only differences are as foiiows:
1. Multimission module RCS is sized to a slightly different require-
ment: a rendezvous velocity of 795 fps at the 5-min. launch
window.
2. The only adapter required is the LEM fairing from the S-IVB
stage to the service module.
Cargo capability is again limited to 20, 000 lb.
-- Saturn-V Launched at 44.5 ° from ETR
This configuration requires, because of launch vehicle payload restrictions,
I extensive modification of the service module service propulsion system i:_
order to save weight. Also, because of the limited cargo that can be
carried, as well as the SM SPS reduction, the weight to be rendezvoused is
about 4,000 lb less than the previously discussed configurations. As a
result, the multlmissionmoduie reaction control system requires less p'o-
I pellant and can be resized downward from the baseline configuration. Th_
service module SPS weight is based on the AES minimum tankage syster.n of
| Reference 6.
.i
With these changes, this configuration can carry about 3,000 lb of cargo.T
Because the service propulsion system is only used for CSM deorbit, a
further attempt at weight reduction was made by substituting a MODAP-type
__ command module retrop.'ck for the SPS in the config_xration.
!
_n _ ! m I
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This allows the whole SPS to be deleted from the service module and the
CSM/MMM attach structure to be shortened. The MMM RCS increases
slightly because there is potentially more cargo to be deorbited with the
MMM. The changes allow a grand total of 4,960 Ib of car_o tc be carried to
the polar laboratory. A combination of Saturn V launch costs, extensive
Apollo servi_e module modifications, and low cargo capability make this
configuration a doubtful candidate.
1.
4.4.4.4 Prooosed Vehicle
The baseline Apollo logistics spacecraft taunched by a Saturn V at an azimuth
of 44.5 ° from ETR appears to be the best choice at this time for the following
reasons:
i. No significant range safety p__oblems,
Z_ Simple, flexible logistics vehicle configuration. " :
3. Adequate cargo capability (over 10,000 lb). 1
A second choice would be the modified Apollo (CSM + MMM) launched by a
Saturn V _L an azimuth of 146 ° frcm ETR. Though this concept offers more T
.=
cargo capability than the configuration is presently capable of handling, it
has the following two disadvantages:
1. The configuration is more complex, heavier, and more awkward to
handle (after docking at the laboratory) than the baseline Apollo.
2. The launch azimuth required may create range safety problems
because of overfly and IIP across Cuba and Panama.
4.4,5 Synchronous Mission
4.4.5. 1 Mission Profile Effects
Details of the mission prof:l_ are given in Section 4.2. The only launch
)
vehicle considered capable of delivering an adequate payload for this mission
is the Saturn V. The logistics spacecraft propulsion system is required to
furnish only 20Z fps of rendezvous and docking velocity if a 2-min. ground
• launch window can be met. Rendezvous will require between 2_ and 3 days.
150 J
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?i A major requirement for the logistics vehicle is that a high thrust system
must provide an impulsive velocity of 4,920 fps for command module deorbit.
I An unmanned module, such as a depleted multimission module, will not be
deo_bited _ecause of the weight and complexity penalties involved. They will
I sift, ply be thrust into a At near-synchronous altitudes,
different orbit. the
volume of space involved provides an effective disposal.
1
4.4. 5.2 Saturn-V/Apollo Logist;cs Vehicle
1[ The concept that evolved for this .n_.isslon is made up of a modified Block .rII
Apollo command and service modute with a I_iORL mulhmission module
- supported from the aft end of the service module. The MMM hangs inside a
LEM adapter during the launch phase. The adapter will clamshell open to
-- free the logistics spacecraft when it thrusts away from the burned out S-IVB '
stage dur; .g its first rendezvous maneuver. The configuration is r eariy
identical to the one rhown in Figure 4-28 for a polar mission.
The three-man lunar Apollo command module must receive essentially the
same modifications that were required for the baseline MORL logistics
mission (Reference 9, pages 101 and 102). Exceptions are that the
-.- command module may be exposed to space for up to 6 months and no retro-
, _ pack is needed for deorbit. The 4. 5 g/sq clan (average) shielding of the
command module structure and permanent equipment results in approximately
1 rad of radiation on transit through the radiation belts. It is thus deemed
more than adequate (Reference 10 pages 137 and 138).
T
, Modifications to the Apollo service module for the synchronous logisttcs
mission include the following:
I !. The serwce module systems must be adapted to a staytime in orbit
of up to 6 months.
I 2. The fuel cells must be replaced with batteries for Apollo CSM
ascent and descen! power requirements. This also forces modifi-
cations to the EC/LS system.
I' 3. EC/LS consumables must be furnished for a 3-day duration ascent
phase and a 2-day maximum duration descent phase.
[
[
p
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4. The service Dropuision system must be kept to provide deorbit
impulse. The propellant tanks could be resized to the ii,600 Ib of
propellant required for deorbit (the lunar mission requires about
37,000 ib of propellant). However, the expense of modification was
not considered worth the more than 1,000 ib of tank and pressurant
system weight that could be saved, and the SPS was left unmodified.
5. Some modification to the service module electronics because of the
new mission is also required.
An attach structure between the service module and the mu!timission module
1" is required. This logistics vehicle configuration will also require redesign
of the Phase IIa MORL handling arms.
The multimission module from the Phase II baseline configuration can be
used without modificatic, n. Reaction control system propellant requirements
were based on Z02 fps for rendezvous and 200 fps for MMM disposal. The
service module RCS was not assumed to furnish anv velocity fo _ rendezvous,
its thrust being used to buck off-cg MMM RCS thruzt and p_rform CSM T
unique maneuvers. These requirements result in a propellant weight which /
is about 40% less than baseline. However, since the baseline MMM RCS
appears adequate for the 50 ° inclination mission, the propellant is off-loaded t
for tile synchronous mission, and the RCS can remain unmodified.
The modified Apollo logistics vehicIe launched by an Saturn V appears quite
t
satisfactory for the mission since it furn shes about !9,000 lb of cargo
capability for the synch: unous mission.
4.4.6 Logistics System Inventory _ :
The baseline !ogistics system represents a sizable portion of the total MORL
system. The operating costs of MORL (estimated to be $365 million
per year) are largely incurred by the required logistics flights. The
current logistics flight schedule is based on a 180 day average stay time for
' each crewman which was imposed for biomedical reasons. With the three-
man Apollo, four flights per year are required to rotate the crew in i
accordance with this stay time. For 5 years of operation, ZZ logistics
vehicles are needed (4 per year plus the initial Z manning launches). ,'l :_:
1
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If the complete logistics vehicle inventory were purchased at the start of I
the 5-year program, a 0.95 probability of meeting all 2.2 appointments (with
a logistics system that has a launch, rendezvous and dock success probability
of 0.90) requires that at least 27 vehicles be available. This initial inventory
of Z7 vehicles is 5 more than required if all launche; are successful. As the
p:ogram progresses in time the nmnber of remaining appointments decreases
and the number of excess vehicles required to assure the rnis'_ion appointment
success probability of 0,95 also decreases. For instance, in the last year
o r operation there are only four appointrr, er, ts, and the inventory required for
a success probability of 0.95 is six. If all the launches were a success up to
that point there would be nine vehicles available -- tt_ree more than required.
This is sh,jwn graphically in Figure 4-29. The bottom stairstep gives the
number of appointments remaining as a func._ion of mission duration. The
next stairstep shows the total number of vehicles that must be in inventory
at any point in time to assure that the remainder of the .nlssion has a success
"r
probability of at least 0.¢_5. Because we are dealing with integer units |,
(whole logistics vehicles_ success probability is usually above 0.95 and the
required inventory can sometirnes drop two vehicles, when only one was _.
launched, and still maintain the 0.95 probability; e.g. at the end of Year I. --
-_ The final stairstep shows the potential excess inventory assuming all launches -}
, were successful.
The figure was based on the fc;!lowing analysis: For K appointments remain-
ing in the mission and using a logistics vehic_.e "with a probability of success,
1
PL' the number of vehicles (N) required to assure an overall mission
(appointment) success probability is generated as a byproduct cf the ma_he-
' matical solution to th_ g_.,neralized inventory-appointment problem. The - ;
generalized inventory-appointment problem is stated as the probability of {
meeting K appoirtvr_ents (i.e. mis.,,on success) with at most N vehicles, each
of which has success probability 'L' and with at most L attempts per i
appointment. An analytical expression for the solution to this problem is
il• given below" _
P = _ PL KQi'K (i-K J _[i-K-L }£ Z' i-K-ZL
s i=K . _ _ ._
. J
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11(K)(K-',)(K-Z) d-(n-l)L-I ,!I . ----F_/,_.... (K+ _-Z)u_K_(n_I)L -
where:
i Q = l-P L
z_ = the nun%oer of terms in the coefficient.ff
,I For any i, n must be such that (n-l) L + K_<i< nL + K
T This expression may be derived by generating functions to express the
probability ef success in a single appointment. The probability of IK success-
ful appointments n_ay then be expressed as the product of the probabilities
of each appointment.
- By evaluating this expression for iC appointments and L attempts per appoint- '
• ment (L is assun_ed large in Figure 4-28), an N can be found such that if the
probability of each successful launch is 0.90, the probability of mission
success is 0.95 or greater.
i Table 4-Z0 shows the probability of having in inventory, at the beginning of
!
each year, n vehicles more than is required to znaintain the mission success
I
- probability of 0.95. This excess is of course due to few or no failures in the
previous year, or years, of operation. For example, if in the 1st year of
operation all 6 logistics launches __re successful, the inventory at the end of
l that year is reduced to Zl, yet only 20 are needed to ensure a 0o 95 probability
of successfully completing the remaining 16 launches. The remaining
lbgistics vehicle is available for other purposes without compromising the
success o.+ the main mission.
|
These excess log_=tlcs vehicles could be ase9 to provide MORL with a nine _.
man crew for brief periods. The extra manhours zesulting could signific=ntly _
. increase the insDace capability of the MORL. The potential increase in man- h.
hours added to the MORL program is shown below.
i
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Experimental Man-Hours
Number of Vehicles Made Available •
l 4, 120
2 8,240
3 12,370
4 16,490
5 20, 6i0
" It should be pointed out that these extra manhours are provi-ted without
: additional logistics system vehicle purchases and without compromising the
overall mission success probabilLty.
An alternate use for these potentially excess logistics vehicIes ,. I ',_e to
increase the orbital life of the MORL beyond five years without add:_tlo_al
purchases. At the end of the 5 year program, the probability that there
would be three excess logistics vehicles is 0. 56, Three veh_,:les ,vould
, provide sufficient inventory for a 0. 95 probability of two more successful
! launches or six months more orbital stay time for MORL. 4[
Table 4-20 -v
i
PROBABILITY OF AVAILABILITY
Notes I. Mission appointment success probability is 0.95 or greater
, 2. Logistics appointment success proability = 0. 90
3. 180-day crew rotation assumed.
Years of Rern .ining Orbital Opera2":ms
Vehicle s* 4 3 2 1 0
5 0 0 0 0 0.10
: 4 0 0 O 0 0.32
3 O 0 0 0.15 0.56
2 0 0 0.23 0.4Z 0,76
I 0.53 0.35 0.55 0.63 0.89
eNumber of vehicles in i;_ventory(n)beyond that required for mission
success probability of O. 95.
t
t56
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Section 5 ----
SUBSYSTEM ACCOMMODATION OF EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS i
B_
This section desczlbes the ability of the MORL system to meet the require-
ment s of ''_L_,_experiments in the Experiment Plan plus certain additional
experirn?nts.
All sources of she experiments in this plan were reviewed to determine a
meaningful set of experiment performance requirements to be imposed on
the MORL and its subsystems. This review yielded a spectrum of require-
ments that can be acconxrnodated b_ the baseline MORL system with the
following reservations:
i. A separate EC/LS ternperature control and ventilating system
should be installed ' the hanga_ sect!,,n te provide adequate com-
fort and .ontrol during the increased occupancy of this section due
to the experim¢ t requirements. Tho system would be sirr,__larto
the main laboratory temperature control and ventilation system.
2. Experiments that require high slew rates or precise r_'.e stabiliza-
tion should be gimbal mounted. In addition, a rit,id common mount
should be provided for the precision attitude refe_ ence and those
experiment sensors requiring less than 0.5 ° attitude error.
• 3. The Baseline Data Management System capacity must be er_larged
in order to accommodate the experiment requiren_er.ts. The
following four areas should be investigated to determine their !
effectiveness in accomplishing this enlargement:
A. A single, programmable da;a acquisition and distribution
function that is central to all other subfu_ceions.
B. An all-rligitaldata distribution bus with local (signal source)
analog to digital conversion.
C. A single data channel telemetry function with interrupt
capability.
D. The capability ,:oreduce on-board operational and experirrlental
data.
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4_ In order to accorr.mcdate experir:_cnts perfor,'_:_,d in the hangar
section, a new console and operator panel should be installed. The
laboratory scientific console should a!so be enlarged to provide
adequate multiple experir,,ent control capability.
5. i ENVIRCNMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM (EC/LS)
_'--e ,.C/LSSystem was found to be adequate to accommo_late the require-
ments of the Experiment Plan. However, it is recommended that a separate
cooling and venti:at_en circuit be ,,,_ll_.d in the hangar to provide better
cor-trol and comfort .or the increased occupancy of this area because of the
experimental Frogram. The system would be similar to the one in:he main
laboratory.
5.1. 1 Experiment Requirements
The original experimental program that was considered for Phase Ha
influenced the design of the baseline EC/LS system. The specific changes [made to the original design concept are summarized below for reference.
5.1. 1. 1 Atmospheric Supply
The atmospheric losses due to equipment lock, man lock, and hangar
. decompressions for the experimental program are accounted i_r in the
sizing of the cryogenic O Z and N/. tanks. Additional 0 7 and N Z are
resupplied accordingly.
5. 1. 1. 2. Atmospheric Purification
The Biological/Liquids Laboratory was created for containment of danger-
ous liquids and contaminants within a single compartment. A separate puri- -_
fication circuit was added to this compartment, i -*
5. 1. 1. 3 Compartment Conditioning .i
The purification circuit in the Biological/Liquids Laboratory also provides
-!for temperature control and ventilation.
m 1 m
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l -_ 1. 1. 4 Wat(_r ManageI_._en;
The- excess water re, ov_. r;." (over and above normal crew requirements) isused for al_. experiments recuirinfi. ._ ",vat_.r. in addition. "'_:.:.s excess water
provides for ba_k-pack cotA!n,,. _. for exocriments req'4iriq'z extravehicular
I ope rat ions.
,I, 5. 1. I. 5 Waste }'_,anagement
The waste dehydration capacity nurmaily required for the crew wastes is
arbitrarily doubled by adding a duplicate set of dryers in the experimental
[
area to handle experimental wastes.
A Z-cu it, 0°F freezer was added to the laboratory equipment because of
experi:nental lo,v temperature storage requirements. The refrigeration
(40°F) capacity was doubled to a 3-cu ft volume.
When the expanded experimental program was examined for its impact upon
the EC/LS syslem, it was _ound that while the number of experiments to be
accomplished greatly expa._ded, the categories or types of experiments did
not. Therefore, if the EC/LS system could already accommodate all original
categories, the additional experiments could be expected to :mpose no pen-
alty. This trend is expected to continue as the experimental program
D._
changes. One change in laboratory operation is suggested, however, by the
expanded experimental program. The applications plan experiments indi-
cated that a greater number of experiments would require looking at the
Earth. Since these Earth-orier:ted experiments will generally be conducted
in the hangar, it appeared that the hangar's use ,:.s an experimental area
_ would greatly increase. There is a grea_er possibility that four or six n-,en
would be in the hangar at one time and that more than one experiment will be
conducted simultaneously.
!"
5. 1.2 Subsystem Capabilities and Potential Changes
r
It must be remembered that in the baseline EC/LS system the hangar
_1. a/mospheric purific _ion circuit is utilized to provide temperature control
and ventilation. Because this circuit is designed for the closed suit loop
lS9 r-I
I
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operating mode, its usefulness as a hangar conditioning circuit is limited.
With two men in the hangar the air temperature would remain at about 75°F.
However. v. ith four or six men, plus electrical heat dissipation, the hangar
air temperature could rea,.:h 80 ° to 85°F, wh.ich would be uncomfortable for
long-term occupancy. Therefore, it appears, that a separate cooling and
ventilation circuit similar to that in the n_ain laboratory is required for the
hangar this change is recommended for consideration in Task IV.
5. i ELECTRICAL POWER
The (lectrical power system supplies the required power to operate the
ext.., rimenta! program and to maintain the normal housekee,)ing loads. An
evamation of the electrica, :)ower required by the experiments was conducted.
The data used for this analysis were obtained from the SPEED computer
progranl and from detailed experimental load evaluation for the 48-hour
study. Results of the evaluation show that the electrical power system has
been designed to provide sufficient power for the operation of the experi- !
mental program.
The SPEED program that formed the Experiment Plan also periodically
displayed the status of the electrical power system. The amount of elec-
trical power being consumed by the experiments was examined once each
720 hours of time. The resultant data are shown in Figure 5-1. These data
provide an instantaneous snapshot of the power being consumed at the stated
intervals. The average experimental power consumption was also deter-
mined by SPEED; it is 91. 3 W, as is also shown in Figure 5-1. The peak
, experiment load displayed is 1, 000 W. The actual peak experiment p_wer
consumption measured during the Experiment Plan simulation was 2,205 W.
An allowance for an average power of 2,000 W was provided for experiments
in the design of the electrical power system. The electrical power system
also has the capability of providing 150% of rated power for periods up to
1 hour (see Figure 4-12) or smaller amounts of overloads for longer periods
of time. Therefore, all experimental power requirements are within the
provided design capability of the MORL electrical power system.
I
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Figure5-1. ElectricalPowerConsumptionExperiment
5. _, STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM (SCS)
The Stabilization and Control System can meet all pointing requirements of
• the experimental program, provided that a gimballed experiment mount is
furnishe:t for some of the experiments, that 8 of the 163 experiments
examined are supplied with their own er_'or sensors, and that a rigid sensor-
experiment beam is installed.
, 5.3. l Responsiveness Analysis
The MORL data ba_k of 163 experiments was examined to determine the
entire spectrum of requirements tha_ may be imposed on the Stabilization
and Control System by the experiments. _Each experiment was examined in
detail to determine the requirements _er vehicle orientation, pointing
accuracy, duty cycle, stabilization, slewing rates, and other pertinent
factors. It is assumed that the data bank list of experiments represents a
worst-case set of requiren_ents and thus -orms a better framework for evalu-
atingthe SCSthan would be provided by a more restricted list associated
with a specific mission.
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The data bank consists of 163 different expeclments derived from three major
study programs: the MORL phases Ha and Ilb, the Apollo extension, and the
Orbiting Space Station. The specific sources from which the data bank
experiments were generated are listed below:
1. Douglas MORL Program
A. Douglas Phase IIa studies.
B. C orm.,aunic ations - -IBM study.
C. Meteorology--Douglas in-house study.
D. Oceanography--Bisset-Berman and Marine Advisors study.
E. Geophysics--Douglas in-house study.
F. Cartography--Aero Service study.
, 2. Apollo Extension Program
A. North American Aviation Extended Apollo studies.
B. NASA, AES studies.
3. Orbiting Space Station Program |
' A. Douglas OSS studies.
B. General Electric OSS studies.
C. Space System Division OSS studies by Martin-Marietta. -"
Approximately 700 experiments contained in these so-rces were samrnarized
p
and categorized into the following nine major groups (these have since Leen
regrouped under four major headings):
No. of
Group Experiment s/Gr cup !!
I Biomedical 3
II Behavior al 9
Ill Biological 22-
IV Space Measurements and Astronomy 8
V Earth and Earth Surface 7
VI Materials Testing and Physics 26
VII Subsystem Testing 69
VIII Logistics/Space Operations 13
IX Spacecraft Environment 6
Total
i162 'i
i
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In many cases the reference source descriptions ior a particular experiment
varied widely in specified SGS requirements (in other words, many experi-
ment definition.- ,_..cked sufficient detail or conflicting rate and attitude hold
requirements for the same experiment, and many called for gimballing of
experiment packages without regard to vehicle capability). In general, when
the reference source descriptions specified different attitude or rate require-
ments for the same experiment, the most stringent specifications were used.
Table 5-1 is a sample data sheet containing summary SCS requirements
extracted from six unclassified experiment categories in the data bank.
This sample is included to show the format used and to indicate the quantity
of data involved in the accommodation assessment. Since many of the
experimenta are classified Secret or Confidential, the complete lists of
summary data have not been included in this report.
In Table 5-1, Experiment Definition refers to the experiment title and cat-
egory to which the experiment is assigned in the data bank.
Orientation is the vehicle or sensor attitude orientation required by the
experiment. In more cases where an Earth orientation is specified, it is
assumed that the belly-down orientation satisfies the requirement.
Pointing Accuracy refers to the alignment accuracy required between the
sensor and the selected attitude reference. The required accuracy may be
obtained by using the laboratory as a pointing platform or by gimballing the
experiment sensor relative to the laboratory.
Field of View is the angular coverage required by the experiment sensor.
Both instantaneous and total field of view requirements should be specified
for each pointing-type experiment.
The Rate column includes specifications for the maximum rate relative to
the selected attitude reference that is permitted during operation of the
experiment, and the specifications for slewing or rotating the sensor axis
relative to the selected attitude reference.
i
II_
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"[ The navigation requirements, specified in terms of position and time measure-
, ment accuracies, are listed in the next column. Although navigation is not
an SCS function, it is sometimes useful to know the allowable position error,
particularly when pointing accuracy or rate requirements are not specified
and must be estimated.
Duty Cyc]e refers to the operating/nonoperating time sequence. This is
useful in cases where attitude reference error is a function of time and the
drift during expcrimcnt operation must be determined.
Many of the experiment descriptions specify integral gimbals, x-Lich means
T that the experiment sensor n-_ay be rotated about one or rr_ore axc: relative
to the body of the laboratory. Specification of gimbals by the experimentor
presupposes limitations on the laboratory pointing capabilities. While this
is usually a valid assumption, it is nonetheless required that the basic
experiment requirements be checked against the laboratory capabilities
before specifying the need for a gimballed mount. ___
The last significantcolumn, Manual or Auto Control, is listed briefly to
indicate the role of man in experiment control. For most experiments,
- this division is not clearly defined.
In summary, itis noted that the experiments as currently defined do no_
spell out requirements for stabilizationand control in much detail and, con-
sequently, many of the control requirements must be estimated on the basis
of what information is given. While the da_i_,bank listof 163 experiments
may not represent any specific experimeul: program or plan, itdoes provide
a look at what may be considered the complete spectrum of requirements
and, as such, repre:_ents a good set of criteria against which the SCS
concept may be evaluated.
5.3.2 Requirements Accommodation i
In determing the degree of accommodation afforded experiments by the SCS,
primary attention is given to the attitt:de and rat _ requirements. Of the 1963
' Phase Ha data bank experiments examined, 102 impose some requirement
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on the Stabilization and Control System; i01 require pointing, attitude hold,
or knowledge of attitude history, 10l require a rate stabilization capability
and, of tl,ese, 43 also requir ,_a slewing capability in excess of l°/sec.
The clistribution of these requirement_ is shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-3,
respectively.
It was assumed that the laboratory/experimept interface would be simplified
if the experiment could utilize the laboratory itself as an orientation and
- stabilization olat[orm and not be required to provide its own control functions.
Therefore, the pcinting accuracy and rate requirements for a given experi-
ment are first compared with the laboratory's pointing accuracy and rate
i capabilities. In the horizon sensor/gyrocompass mode, the baseline SCS
i can maintain the laboratory's axes aligned to within I/2 ° of the belly-down
reference orientation. Body rates are la:gely a function of the transient
disturbances induced by crew and equipment motions. Although this dis- _:
t_rbance category has not been studied in depth, it is anticipated that vehicle -_
rates at least as high as 0, 06°/sec will be experienced due to crew motions. _!
By restricting crew activity somewhat, the vehicle rates may be reduced to -_
0. 01°/sec or even 0. 005°/sec. These attitude hold and rate capabilities of
the laboratory are also shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-3, respectively.
' Figure 5-2 shows that 54 experiments have pointing requirements within the
1/2 ° capability l_rovided oy the SCS horizon sensor/gyrocon_pass mode.
However, 41 of these 54 experiments, when located in Figure 5-2, have
stabilization tale or slewing requirements that exceed the baseline capability;
th_s, only 13 can be accomrrmdated by direct control by means of the labora- .!
tory SCS.
_Ihe p-'0Jcision attitude reference that consists of an inertial platform, star-
tracker, and computer can control the laboratory axes to within O. l°attitude
error. In order to _?rovide this pointing accuracy for a given expemmental
instrument_ the instrument and the star tracker must be mounted on a com-
mon rigid mount to avoid misalignment caused by structu: _1 flexure and
displacement. With this O. 1 ° capability, it is seen from Figure 5-2 tha_
the number of experiments that car, be accommodated is increased by 33
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,:ver that accommodated by the 0. 5 ° capability. However, when these 33
exper: :rants are examined in Figure 5- 3, the nur;-.ber that can be accom-
modated is re'_'zced to 10 since 23 exceed the slew rate capabilities of the
CMG's.
These 64 experiments that cannot be accommodated bcceuse of their stabili-
zation rate or high slew rate requirements com' b. gimbal mounted _nd con-
trolled or slewed at the requi--ed rates with re_ ,.c _.to the laboratory.
]?he high siew rate requirements also can be met by an increase in the size
of the control monlent gyro or by the use of the reaction control sl, stem
el.gines ,for slew control. In order to achie-.e the rates required, the CMG's
must be increased 100% in size to a total of about 300 lb. The propellant
requSred to slew the entire laboratory through the required rate profile is
about 10 ib per tracking event. If each of the 43 experimects requiring high
slew rate were performed only one time, the propellant required would be
about 500 lb. On the basis el this comparison of the two me,hods of slewing
_he laboratory, it is recommended that the experiment sensors be gimbal
nounted and the entire laboratory not be slewed. This applies to all other
ex,periments which have slewi'ag requirements in excess of 0.3 to 0.4°/sec,
whica is the baseline momentum storage system limit.
If the attitude control accuracy were further extended from 0. 1 to 0. 01 °,
the current measurement accuracy limit, eight additional experiments could
be accommodated as shown in Figure 5-2. Further examination of Fig-
ure 5-2 reveals that six of the eight experiments must also be gimbal mounted
in order to satisfy their high slew rate requirements.
It can be concluded that the baseline system with a 0. 1° pointing accuracy
and the use of gimbal n_ounts can accommodate the pointing requirements of
87 of the 101 experiments, or 86%. Increasing the accuracy to 0. 01 °
increases the number to 95 for a total of 94% (assuming these last eight are
gimbal mounted). The remaining six experiments are beyond the accuracy
capabilities provided by the baseline SCS. Fortunately, four of these pro-
vide their own control error signals. The remaining two use manual pointing,
although the ability to meet these requirements by manual pointing remains
to be proved.
169 '
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One experiment (I-2, Conditioning Devices and Techniques) of the 102
requires only rate control (no attituJe), and one experiment (Vl-II, Solar
Absorptivity and Thermal Emissivity _f Thermal Control Coating) requires
only attitude control (no rate).
The accommodation assessment may be summarized as follows:
otal experiments 163
SCS support required I02
Number requiring attitude control 101
Number requiring rate control 101
Number requiring gimbals 56
I. To meet slewing requirements 43
2. To meet attitude hold accuracy requirements 6
3. To meet rate hold accuracy requirements 7
Number accommodated by attitude hold of 0. 5 ° T
!1. No gimbals 41
2. Wit:_ gimbals 54
Number accommodated by attitude hold of 0. 1 °
1. No gimbals 53 -"
' 2. With gimbals 95
Number accommodated with rate disturbances of 0. 06°/sec
(no gimbals) 34
Number accommodated with rate disturbance of 0. 01°/sec !
(no gimba .s) 47
Number accommodated with rate disturbance of 0. 005°/bec ii
(no gimbals) 52
Number accommodated with rate sensing threshold
of 0. 0006°/sec (with gimbals) 99
i
Th,_ remaining experiments, six from the attitude chart and two from the i
rate chart, must provide tl,eir own error sensing and must be gimballed for
dynamic isolation or slewing purposes. The eight experiments, as defined, ! "
]
17o !
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l provide these functi,ms. From rhv'se results, it Is ,',.)nc ','.:ded that ali cxperi-
•nents can be accommodated frc,m the sfandpoints of attitude, rate, and
_ rientation requirement s.
I 5. 3. 3 Recomn_e_nd___ed_Baseli.nc Changes.
All experiments that req,fire a particular orientation ,:an be accommodate4
I by no change present systen-l necessary provide
the baseline, a,ld in the is to
the attitude capability. Since about 80% of the SCS experiments require an
Ea.rth-centered re_erence, the belly-down orientation is recommended for
!ong-term use.
As indicated in tL.e previous sectxon, for experiments requiring high slewing
rates (on the order of l°/sec or greater), large amounts of propellant will
be consumed if the, laboratory is driven at these rates (on the order ol 10 lb
per maneuver). Tl_erefore, it is recommended that these experiment
sensors be moun_ed on gimbals and the laboratr, ry held fixed in attitude.
The laboratory attitude hold or pointing accuracy need only be sufficient to
prevent gimbal angle overtravel, owing to disturbances while conducting the
experiment, or to position the object in the field of view of the sensor head.
_ With this approach, all 43 experiments requiring high slewing rates can be
accommodated with no change 1o the basic Stabilization and Control System.
O
I With all slewing-type experiments supported on gimbals, and with the 0. 1pointing accuracy provided by t:.e common sensor-instrument mount and
•r 0.0n5°/sec rate stabilization accuracy, only 13 of the total of 102 experi-
_. ments remain. Since either the pointing accuracy or rate requirements of
._, the_e experiments are beyond the baseline's capability, these equipments
must also be mounted on gimbals in order to provide adequate control. In
O
this mode of operations, the baseline SGS measurement accura...ies of 0. 01
I oatti:.ude and 0, 0006 /sec rate may be used to provide contro: signals te the
gimballed sensors. Even with this level of accuracy provider., by the SGS,
_" there are eight experiments that have attitude or rate measurements beyond
_'" the baseline's capabP.ities. ;3ince these eight experiments provide their own
r attitude and rate error sensing, there is no requirement to upgrade the
1 baseline SCS capability.
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On the basis of this analysis the following items are recommended as changes
to the baseline system: (i) provide a common rigid mount that can support
the star tracker and those experiment instruments requiring between 0. 1 and
0. 5° altitude error, and (2)provide a gimbal mount system for those experi-
ments requiring high slew rates or fine rate stabilization.
In addition, there are areas of study that should be pursued in order to
increase the confidence in meeting the aforeznentioned requirements:
,L, _ -' T_ abilityof the SGS to control the laboratory to an accuracy of
0. 5° in the horizon scanner/gyrocompass mode and 0. 1° with the
precision stellar-inertialreference should be subjected to further
analysis. Rudl.uaentary studies performed in this and prior phases
indicate that these requirements can be met. More complex
analyses covering all possible disturbance situations may reveal
cases in which these requirements cannot be met without modifying
the baseline SCS.
2. The estimates of crew motion-induced dynamic disturbances are
baccd on simplified assumptions. Further study, simulation, and
in-flighttesting are needed to establish a more realistic model of I"
the crew motion disturbance profile. H these disturbances are more I
severe than expected, major changes in the CMG torque and
momentum sizes will be required.
3. The abilityof the laboratory's precision attitude reference to pro-
vide attitude sensing accuracy to 0.01 ° and rate sensing accuracy
to 0.0006°/sec is estimated on the basis of the cx_rrent technology.
More sophisticated studies and simulations are needed to determine
whether these requirements can be met when realistic error sources
associated with the hardware mechanization are taken into account.
Such a performance analysis must encompass the navigational
errors, mechanical alignment errors, and errors in the experi-
mental equipment and other sources, since these all contribute to
the perforrrance capability of the system.
4. The feasibility of an inflight alignment and calibration method for
the atti_ude reference and experiment sensors should be determined.
5. This accomodation assessment has covered only the basic SCS
performance factors of attitude, rate, and orientation and, as noted
above, has not been substantiated by an "in-depth performance
analysis. St, ch analysis would be beyond the scope of the present
study. Additional factors related to the SCS, influence the feasi-
bility and operations involved in performing these experiments and
should be st_ldied further to determine whether changes to the
baseline SCS are required.
172
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5. _ COMMUNICATION SYSTEM EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS
Experimental demands on the data management subsystem, the rf subsystem,
and the ground network are presented below.
I 5.4. I Data Management Subsystems Group
"| The requirements derived from the Mission Development Plan are divided
I into two major data management system f,mctions. The first is the data
" collection and storage function mechanized in the baseline system by the data
acquisition, data,, adapter, and data recording systems for electrical informa-
tier: and the facsimile and [_le systems for certain hard-copy data. The
, second major classification is the central data processing and computing
function implemented in the baseline system by the IBM Saturn V computer.
The above separation is observed in the outline of the following paragraphs.
5.4.1.1 Data Collection and Storage Requirements
As indicated previously, the definitive instrumentation data necessary to a
rigorous derivation of data management system requirements are not available.
However, available information presents some details of 16 experiments
- (principally the oceanographic measurements and the meteorological experi-
ments) indicated in Table 5-2. While this information does not provide a
compreher.sive insight into the data storage loads and the time-line demandsT
!
I on the MOi<L data acquisition systems, it is useful for indicating gross
limits of tne data collection and storage requirements.
These experiments were obtained from the Applications Plan (Task II
"- Report). Specifically, they were the design evaluation and approval tests to
bc performed on the candidate instruments required for the oceanographic/
meteorologic oriented Apphcation Plan. As such, these task requirements
do not completely test the capabilities of the data management system to
respond to the Experiment Plan (Task II Report) requirements. Howec.'r, a
representa.tive set of requirements was thus obtained and examined. This
type of analysis, which was similar to the SCS analyses of Section 5.3, pro-
4
vided a better cress-section of experiment requirements than would have been
obtained by restricting the analyses to experiments in the Experiznent Plan.
1 ?'1 :
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If all meteorological measurements Listed in Table 5-2 were to be made
simultaneously, the total storage capacity required for measurements taken
duri:xg a single orbit vould be approximately 54 x 108 bits. Obviously, thi,_
is an excessive requirement. However, the instrumeat list (Table 5-2, left
column) indicates many redundancies. It is, therefore, more logical to con-
sider the meteorological package as a group of subexperiments, each embrac-
ing three to four measurements. This has been done to permit the establish-
ment of realistic requirements in the absence of a time-line analysis of the
experiment package.
The cloud cover mearurements, items 9 through 13, appear to represent a
worst-case instrument group. The maximum per orbit storag_ requirements
represented by this group is 84 x 103 frames of video data and 50.4 :=106 bits
3
of PCM. The 2.4 x l0 words/sec sample rate of the cloud-top temperature
measurement establishes the upper bound for the PCM multiplexer frequency
requirement among the meteorlogical instruments. The nine-bit cloud top T
!temperature word is among the longest of the digital words necessary to ure-
_erve the desired accuracies of the meteorological experiment parameters.
Further reduction of the instrument data presented in Table 5-2 indicates the
following distribution: r-
1. Word length: 50% consisting of 6 bits
50% consisting of 10 bits
2. Sample Rates: 50% at 1.75 samples/sec
50% at 0.1 - 2.4K samples/sec
i3. Storage: 30% at 40-500 K bits per orbit30°/o at 1-8 M bits per orbit
20% at 35-70 M bits per orbit
200]o at video data. l
In addition, the attitude of almost every one of the instruments listed in
Table 5-2 must be adjusted relative to some known coordinate reference,
' such as MORL coordinates, inertial space, and so forth. This necessitates
at least 3 command signals to each of the 40 instruments and an echo
reply to each command, for a total of 240 additional signals that mu_t be
i
stored with the sensed data. The accuracy of these signals, and therefore
the bits per word required to quantize the sisnalsj must correspond to the
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iaccuracy and resolution requirements of tilesensed data. Annther annotation
that must oe stored with the measured variables include date and time, labor-
, atory position, _rleasuremen.t number or series, and so on.
.I
- Information developed =s part of the 48-hour time line accommodation study
J (Gook II of this report) indicate the following distributions:
it
i. Word Length: 50% consisting of 1-10 bits
,, 50% consisting of li..18 bits
i 2. Sample Rate: 30% at l sample/sec
' 69%0 at 1-25 sample/sec ,,
I%0 at IK sample/sec
3. Storage: 50% consisting of 3K bits/orbit
50% consisting of 0.7-3M bits/orbit
i.
This analysis provides the fo1!owing general characteristics upon which the
baseline data acquisition and storage system responsiveness assessment can
be based:
i. Word lengths requized for sensor outpat quantization are fairly r."
evenly distributed over a range between 4 and 20 bits per word. '_
2. Data poirt sample rates, necessary to preserve the desired
resolution of the sensors, r,_r,ge uniforrnlv from 1 sample per
minute to 25, 000 samples per sec. ---
3. The upper and lower storage capac:ty limits, imposed by the
sensoxs listed, are 3 kilobits and 75 megabits per orbit, respec- ;
tively. The total storage requirement is the product of this single
orbit rr,emory requirement multiplied by the number of orbits of
occultation. _
•In addition to the requirements for electrical information handling, both the
oceanographic and meteorological experiments impose severe requirements I
for hardcopy experimental data storage. An estimate of the quantity of -_
photographs which can accumulate can be based on _he meteorological exper- !
iments. Items 37 through 39 (Table 5-2) require an infrared camera, i
A,.sun:ing a duty cycle of 40 rain. per orbit, indicated for other such meas- i
urements (for example, Items 9 through 13, Table 5-2), and a conservative i
% sample rate of approximately one photograph every !0 rain. duri.ag the day-
side measurement period, as many as 60 to 100 frames can accumulate i
lr--
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during a singl e occultation _eriod for th_s one measurement alone. I[ this
data is to be hard-copied to the ground, the nu.nber of photographs requiring
storage could reach 1, 500 within a resupp]y period (90 days) if the experi-
ment is conducted over the entire resupply period. A cursory review of the
additional experiments of the Experiment Plan indicate a nurr_ber of experi-
ments which lnvolve the generation of various types of ha:'d-copy data (for
example 2032, 2038, 2041, 2147, 2151, 21_3, and 2154). Hence, the
quantities derived above are quite conservative.
From Table 5-2 it can be cGncluded that much of the instrumentation wi]l
require assembly, disassembly, and extravehicular installation. This will
necessitate a consid__rable amount of briefing and library homework on the
part of the crew and, therefore, will affect the file and viewer subsystem,
and probably the up-iink facsimile function. Moreover, if the amount and
type of instrumentation indicated for these measurement areas can be
regarded as indicative of that which car be expected in the other experi-
/
ments, it i_ probab!e that the on-board file and up-link facsimile subsystem
requirements considered adequate for the baseline configuration will be -.
exceeded considerably by the Experiment Plan. This observation also
applies to the amount ancJ _ype of stored hard-copy information, up-link
instruction, and tile sk._ll types as well as skill levels of the crew. Since
the magnitude of the problem is entirely subjective at this time, no specific
requirement definition is possible.
5.4.1.2 Central Data Processing Requirements
The responsiveness of the computer is measured in terms oi the following:
1. Memory capacity.
2. Computational speed.
The requirements for each of the above are determined by the functions to
be performed by the computer, which include the following: i
1. Sensor Control--Certain sensors require an on/off type of com-
mand, while others such as radiometers, cameras, and telescopes,
need to be positioned to a point in space relati-te to the MORL-
centered coordinate systems. The coordinate transformations can
180
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be done either by analog or digital means, but for a large number
of sensors (10 or more) the central cr.mputer approach would
l probably save a significant amount of hardware.
2. Data Sampling--This is more of a data acquisition function than a
computer function. The conlputer, however, would be expected to
provide programmed control or selection of some of the sensors tobe interrogated.
3. Telemetry Storage Forecasting--Any transiation of data formats,
l for instance, telemetry code, woul_ be done by the computer.
4. Housekeeping--Normal checks on power supplies, air pressure,
" inventory, and so forth.
5. Orbit Navigation--Solution of the equations of MORL orbital motion,
the equations containing simplified expansions of the gravitational,
-_ and drag models.
6. Rendezvous, Docking--Computation required as backup !n rendez-
vous and docking of the logistics craft with MORL.
7. Simulated Exezcises--Rendezvous, re-entry, and docking simula-
ted exercises to nmintain proficiency of the crew in these areas.
8. Experiment Data Processing--Data processing associated with the
reduction, correlation, and analysis of experimental data.
The covnputational storage, an-d rate requirements established in Phase II-A
for the above functions are shown in Tables 5-3 and 5-4, respectively. The
requirements associated with Items 1 through 7, which essentially can be
considered operational functions, compe :'._ with similar requirements from
such programs as Titan, Ge_,-nim, OAO, aud Saturn, and, therefore, are
reasonably representative.
It is concluded that it would be inappropriate to attempt to hypothesize data
processing requirements for the experiments considered in this study for
the following reasons:
1. The level of the experiment detinition is not sufficient to facilitate
the derivation requirements of the individual experiment to any
acceptable degree of confidence.
_ 2. The degree to which data processing for the various experiments
should or must be done on board is not defined.
o-
T
3. The extreme sensitivity of processing requirements to coincident
"- proces._ing needs indicates t.he necessity for exper,_nent time-hne
_k specification, which is not available.
181
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PHASE II-A COMPUTATIONAL STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
(Eqmvalent 13-Pit Instruction Words)
Auxiliary u
Item Function Permanent Temp-_rary Memory
1 Navigation 700* 700
(rendezvous}, __, -._a,_,,,
2 Monitor 2,400 Z, 400
3 Checkout 3,000 47, 696 --
4 Simulation 750 750
5 Executive routine 425* 425
6 Computational 1, 175 :
subroutines I 175"
7 Insert/display 1, 000 1, 100 |
!8 Diagnostic 750 750
9 Tape routine 350* 350 T
10 Communications 300 300
11 Experiments 450 2_0,900**
_.
(concurrent} 4, 400
Total 9, 850 8, 600 78,300
* Stored redundantly (double number shown}
_-_ Total for experiements
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Table 5-4
PHASE ' T_.-A COMPUTATIONAL RATE
I
I E stir__.ated Add-Type
Item Function Rate Basis Operations per Min.
1 1. Naviga,ion One program
iteration/rain. 3, 450
f
, 2. Monitor 200 signa_./min. Z, 400
.. 3. Exp. B2 Function generation
at i0/sec 72, 000
4. Exp. J2 Two program
-- iterations/rain. 120, 000
5. Input/output I-O maximum r_.tes
DC8 5. 7 words/sec 3, 750
DAS 40 wcrds/sec 19, 200
-- Insert/display 2 characters/sec 9, 850
-- Typewriter 15.5 characters/sec 1,080
p_.
Tape 500 words/sec for
T maximum of I0 sec 55, 000
! Total 286, 730 Ops. /min.
or 4, 780 Ops./set.
+ 4, 780 Recommended
_ for growth
-" 9, 560 Ops. /sec
L -
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!5.4.2 RF Subs_ystems Group
There is a problem in deterrrAning the impact of the experiments on the RF
subsystems because, to a .large extent, these influences are filtered by the
data nzanagement tubsystems group. For in.,'tance, although a high volume
of stored PCM data. is indicated in Section 5.4. i, the PCM load problem can
not directly affect the telemetry transmission subsystem because the play-
back rate of the tape recorders is only 76..3 k:lobits per sec (Kbps). Simi-
lar considerations apply to the identified requirement for recorded voice
and recorded video, t{owever, if the baseline data management group is to
be modified to meet the new requirements, the extent and/or nature of the
modif'cations must be considered in conjunction with the baseline RF aub-
system._ capabilities. The following proble_ areas are identified:
1. Recorded Video--Recorded video can i:ave only a 2. 16 mc video
bandwidth (baseline real-time video bandwidth) to be compatibl_
with the radio bandwidth of the baseline video transmitter (10 me).
The video bandwidth is based or, _ video horizontal resolution T
_ equivalent to 375 T_f lines (number of elements in a horizontal line, !
500, divided by the aspect ratio, 4:3), 500 lines per frame, and a
frame rate of 15 frames per sec. Although the frame rate may be T
sufficient for many experin__ents, the resolution certainly is not
consistent with the ee03Arerp_en_s in solne cases (for example, I, 000
lines per frame: Experiment 76B of the meteorological group).
g. Film Scanning--The baseline film scanner can accommodate nega-
tives up to 9 by 9 in., which are the maximum dimensions indicated
in the experiments considered (for example, Experiment 255 of
oceanographic group). However, the resolution capability (Z, 048
lines/frame) falls f-tr short of the indicated requirements (for
example, 1,000 lineq per mm or approximately 2.25 x 105 lines
per frame). Additionally, no provision is made for :toting the
video information from the scanner system, i
3. Recorded Voice--The previously identified requirement for a high
bulk of recorded voice information woald indicate the necessity for
an analog channel of approximately 30 kc bandwidth. This is ba.,:ed
on the assumption that the recorder playback rate is speeded ap by
a factor of l0 to ensure playback within dump opportunities and,
thus, eliminate tape overflow. This channel couJd be handled by
the telemetry transmission system if time-sharing with certain of
the other T/M subcarriers (in other words, the two 76. 8 kbps
PCM, the 640 bps PCM, the 2..4kbps PCM, and the 1.0 and 2.0
kcps analog channels) were permitted. System modifications
would be required to facilitate time-sharing.
184 i
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The folluwing _.wo other items are worthy of discussion:
1. Because of tt,e c ,mplexity of the experiments, the necessary close
coordinatim_ of v,;dely separated crewmen, and the time ar, d incon-
venience related to moving from one section of MORL to another,
the application ot the closed-circuit television to other than behavi-
oral assessnmnt and extra-vehicular monitoring is deemed advisa-
ble. For instance, coupling the television monitor with an auto-
mated file system would greatly irnprove the utility of file data and
allow ,,imultaneous viewing of the data by widely separated crewmen.
Resolution problems must be canside_ed and additional monitors and
- cameras probably would be required.
2. Because of the long crew stay times in orbit, it may be beneficial to
provide off-duty ground-to-MORL radio communications on a non-
interference basis with the regular voice subsystem. This could
readily be provided at minimal cost via a ham syste. _..
5.4.3 Experimental Aspects of the Ground Network
Experiments i_npose the following three specific requirements on the ground
network:
1. Navigation accuracy (tracking).
2. Telemetry dump time.
3. Command (up-link).
• Navigation accuracy requirements imposed by various experiments are
identifiedin Table 5-5.
The telemetry dmnp requirement is quite severe. In the absence of a corn-
prehensive time-line of the experimental activities, it is not possible to
identify the exact impact on the ground network. However, recognizing that
the medi, um rate recorder can accommodate only 128 rain. of recording
(18. 432 x 106 words, of which only 3. 3792 x 106 words are available for
experimental purposes), the data storage rate (8. 3 x 106 words/orbit) asso-
ciated with the cloud-cover measurements of the meteorological experiment
group alone would require 32 r, nn. of dump time approximately every 0. 5
orbits. If a quasi-statistical approach is taken using the information given
in Section 5.4. 1. I, the result is as follows. The average of the weighted
average storage rates fo: the oceanographic and meteorological experiment
groups is 0. 8 x 106 words/orbit. Therefore, 32 rain. of dump time must be
accommodated by the ground network approximately every 4.25 orbits.
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For experimental purposes, sensor pointing angle commands, such as
required by the oceanographic experiments, rstablish command opportunity
requirements. However, the commands can and must be issued in conjunc-
tion with tracking. "! he refore, if the network satisfies the tracking require-
ment, it also satisfies th_ command requirement.
5. 5 EXPERIMENT ACCOMMODATION OF TBE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
5. 5. 1 Data Management Subsystem Group
In the foregoing sections the MORL baseline data management subsystems
capabi]ities were stated briefly and the results of a system requirements
analysis were presented. While the specific Ineasurement areas considered
-p
by no means approach the total postulated in the Experiment F'lan, they
establish requirements that, in some areas, tax the baseline systems to the
extent that their operation is, at best, marginal, and, in others, to anextent I
I
th_ * is well beyond baseline system capabilities.
Table 5-6 shows that the baseline system fails to meet the requirements, !
represented by the experiments investigated, in all important areas of the
Data Collection and Storage subsystem. This point is further illustrated in
the channel-by-channel comparison of requirements versus capability of
Table 5-7. Since no time-line analysis was available, the channel and stor-
age requirements for the various sample rates indicated represent a si_lple
summation of those listed in Table 5-2 and those drawn from the 48-hour -.
study. The storage and routing of a considerable quantity of up-link DSC
data imposes further burdens not included in the tabulation {Tables 5-6 and
5-7) on the data collec,:ion and storage subsystem. '
Information presented in Tables 5-6 ant: 5-7 indicate the extent of the effect
of the new requirements on the baseline data acquisition, tape recording,
and data adapter systems. Less obvious are the effects of hard-copy hand-
ling and storage requirements of the experiment packages investigated.
While little information is available for establishing firm req'3irements for
hard-copy data handling, the oceanographic and meteorological measurement
!
T
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'1 table 5-5
EXPERIMENT NAVIGATION REQUIREMFNTS
Experiment AppH cation:::-:-" Approximate Position
Number':: (A and/or B) Accuracy Reqaired (nmi),:-'-'::*
252 A/B 0. 33 ,
3
_. 255 A/B 0. 1}3
_ ' B 0. 2.3
258 B 0. 33
2,011 A 1 to ,!0
2, 013 A 1 to 10
- 2, 022 A 1 to 10
2, 146 A 1 to l0
2, 147 B 15
2, 148 B 3
2, 149 B 15
2, 150 B 15
2, 15" B 15
2, 15_ A i to I0
2, 155 ._ I to I0
_" 2, 156 A l to 10
2, 157 A 1 to 10
Z, 159 A i to I0
":-"Refer to Experiment Plan (Figure 3-2)
'1"_:'A--for correlation of experiment data w_th position.
B--for determination of sensor pcinting angles.
**",-"Requirements presented as equivalent spherical position accuracy.
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vTable 5-6
SUMMARY OF BASELINE DATA MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM
CAPABILITIES AND NEW MISSION REQUIREMENTS
Baseline System New Mission
Capability R equirem ents
Maximum sample rate 120 S/sec without 2..5 K S/sec
cross-strapping
I
PCM storage 2.2 x 10 8 in/or- 10.0 x IO 8
, mation bits information bits
Video storage None 84 x 103 frames
,' Audio storage None 1 tape channel
(minimum)
I
Hard-copy storage None indicated 500 to I 000
• photographs
!
areas suggest a possible photograph storage.' problem. The total number of
photographs which can accumulate over a 90-day resupply period can easily
exceed 1,000. One thousand photographs would require about 4 cuft of
storage volume, and co_l-J be easily accommodated aboard the MORL. I
However, the return of this material aboard the Apollo command module
may impose some problems. 1
5.5.2 Navigational Aspects of the Ground Network
' The navigation accuracy requirements imposed by various experiments were
identified in Table 5-5. It is seen that although the majority of the require-
ments are within the capability determined in Phase lla (Reference 4) 1
which was determined to be ±0.05 nmi. at the time ¢:f an orbital fix on a
ground site. The error Increases with time after the fix but is still within
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0.33 nmi after one orbit; therefore _he requlremen_s of Table 5-5 c .n be
satisfied bf tllebaseline retwork for the 50 ° case. Time phasing of experi-
ments to minimize the error growth owing to ephemeris prediction inaccur-
acies may offer a solution in some cases. St,If greater requirements would
necessitate either a more optimum tracking network (more sites, located
approximately 45 ° apart along the orbit) oi ar.ther navigation technique.
The dump time requirements (see Section 5.4.3) cannot be met by the base-
- line network for either the 50 ° mission or _he 90 ° mission. The synchro-
re)us mission is unique in that it offers continuous contact time. Therefore,
the navigation and dump requ_ren_ents could be met from a time point of
view.
5. 6 SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS
5.6. I Data Manasement Subsystems Group Modifications
Three principal approaches for the fulfillment of the experimental require-
ments are available, singly or in combination:
i. Requirements can be met by redefining the mission to remove
excessive system demands.
, 2. The baseline system can be upgraded by the addition of hardware
in some subsystems to expand system capabilities in the more
critical areas.
3. An entirely new system can be designed.
Evaluation of these approaches and tradeoffs among them must be con-
sidered in light of the facility with which each approach can be pursued, in
other words, dollar cost and technological risk, and the consequences of
each on total system capabilities.
5. 6. 1. 1 Mission Redefinition and Mission Compromise
Many of the experiments now defined for MORL could be redesigned to
enable the baseline system to support the e×periments at the cost of only a
& minor compromise in the experimental goals. _or example, _t is possible
to relax the requirements imposed on _ome of the iastrument_ in the
189
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Table 5- 7
BASELINE COLLECTION AND STO_{AGE CAPABILITY VERSUS
J
REQUIREMENTS (PER CHANNEL BASIS)
Sample Rate Channels Storage (bits/orbit)
(samples/second) Required Baseline Required Baseline
" 1/60 35 95 Not Available 9. 8 x 104 "--
l/6 N.I. 41 N.I. 4.3 x 105
l 14 46 73.6 x 103 2. 8 x l06
' 5 31 13 70.7 x 106 3.9 x 106
I0 6 None 6.0 x 104 None
20 15 None 0.9 x I06 None
25 25 None 7.5 x 104 None I
35 10 None 8.4 x 106 None "T
40 N.I. ll N.I. 3.3 x 106 ""
75 5 None 0.5 x 106 None i
120 N.I. None N.I. None
150 4 None 1.3 x 109 None
300 5 None 3.6 x 106 None -I
.4
1 x 103 1 None 2.6 x 106 None
2.4 x 103 z. None 1.4 x 10 7 None _i
meteorological measurement package, replace them with other less
demanding instruments, or omit some entirely without completely negating !
the purpose of the experiment.
I
!t
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I However, it appears that this approach _s not worthwhile since the baseline
system cannot accon_modate the requirements ol Table 5-5 and 5-6. These
| ---requirements cannot be significantly relaxed without cornpromJsing their
I experimental goals. I5. 6. !.2 Baseline System Upgrading
The _T_a_orbasel_ne system areas re(miring na_d_f_cation are the followiuj:
I. The hard-copy data handling function n_echanized by the file and
facsimile systems
[
2. The data acquisition and data adapter systems.
I 3. The central data processing system.
It has been shown that the parameters dictating _he extent of the file e_r,a
facsimile systems are insufficiently well defined to permit these systen_.s to
be sized at this time. However, an important capability that could be incor-
porated into an upgraded or reconfigured file and facsimile system can be __
identified. This is to he able, at any remote console, to call up centrally
: stored hard-copy and to have it displayed automatically at the console.
While the data acquisition systerz__conligured in Phases I and IIa allowed
for a growth contingency beyond the then defined telemetry requirements,
no provision was made, other than limited cross strapping, for sample
| rates in excess of 120 per sec, or word lengths _reater :han six-bits in
magnitude. Clearly (Table 5-6), these limits have been exceeded. More-
-- over, the s._mple provision of additional multiplexers (an 8 by 8 switching i%
matrix) and doubling or tripling the basic clock frequency is not sufficient
_, to meet the increased data sampling load either in terms of total sensors -:i--4
sampled or sample frequency. In short, the capability increases required, i
as determined by these analyses, are beyond those which can be attained by
simply adding to or enlarging the present system.
5.6. 1.3 System Redesign
A basic ground rule of the previous MORL studies required that the data liE
nanagement subsystem group be configured on the basis of current tech-
nology or off-the-shelf hardware. Technological advances since Phase IIa,
1967020568-207
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Figure5-4. MORLCommunicationandTelemetrySystem- AlternateConfiguration :
primaxily in microcircuitr¥, make possible a system cor.cept, illustrated in
Figure 5-4, that could overcome some of the baseline system problems
previously specified or implied.
The basis for this concept is the fact that information co]!ecting and format-
ting is common to all corr_munications and data n.anagement /unctions. It mE
is, therefore, proposed that all subsystem g;'oups share a single, common
iniormation collection and exchange unit central to the communication and
!
data management system. The central programmable data acquisition unit
provides all necessary multiplexers and buffer registers. Local analog-
digita)/digital-analog conversion, with an all-digital interz_al data distribu-
tion system, is proposed instead of central, t_me-shared conversion. This
is justified by projected developments in micro-integrated analog-digital i
converter s.
+
t
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_f, The baseline MO;{L system assumed tht, t operational data rates would be
relatively low and would require continu_:us monitoring while- experimental r
information rates _ould be higher and sampled on an int,_-r:nittent commar_d
basis. The data acquisition system that resulted used a triple channel con-
, cept, with Low, Medium, and High rate channels. Separation of the data
channels on a speed basis alone appears to impose severe cost penalti:..s in
unnecessary duplication of hardware. However, some justification exists
for considering separate channels for cont:nuous and intermittent data.
." Again, advanced technology, in tl'.is case, _mproved multiplexing techniques,
higher speed central encoders or local (signal .source) conversion, and
higher buffer memory (tape unit) speeds suggest the possibilit} of a single
telemetry data acquisition channel of sufficient bandwidth to faciiltote the
continuous monitoring of those information sources requiring it, as well as
permitting interruptions to accommodate intermittent data without exceed-
ing tolerable truncation error limits.
A single channel telemetry input can become attractive in the light of the
probabIe need to increase the down-link PCM bit rate to accommodate the
high volume of PCM data previously indicated. Items limiting this bit rate
are, of course, the telemetry transmitter itself, (for instance, bandwidth)
and the buffer memory read speed. Both areas require re-.-examination.
p
Of course, all subfunctions mechanized in the baseline system must bc
re-appraised with a view to improving their mechanization by incorporation.
of advanced techniques. The data management system is singled out because
of its broad system impact. An expanded computer capability will open the
possibility of on-board experimental data reduction and an improved data
compaction capability that would, of course, affect the entire telemetry and
data acquisition system design. Table 5-8 indicates current computer tech-
nology, as well as technology for the 1970 to 1975 time period.
In summary, the design review o_ the data management subsystems group
has suggested that the effectiveness of the following items be evaluated with
a view toward ,_'ncreasing the data management system capacity:
1. Single programmable data acquisition and distribution function
central to all other subfunctions.
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I 2. An all-dic,i'aldata distributionbus with local (signa_ source)
analog-digital conversion.
3. ,_ single data channel telemetry funct_ionwith interrupt capability.
4. On-board operational and experimental data reduction function.
In summary a general purpose systen_, meeting the specifications of Table
5-9 is called,for.
A preliminary market survey indicates that the parameters specified in
Table 5-9 are readily attainable applying a 1970 technology projection.
5.6.2 RF Sub:,,s "m Group Changes
, No changes to the ba_e!ine RF subsystems group are proposed, beyond those
.. previously discussed, for the following two reasons:
1. Tht gain margins for the various subsystems are satisfactory for
the 50 ° and ano inclination missions.• v
2. Any modifications to the RF subsystems group to enhance respon-
siveness must be predicted on changes deemed necessary for the
data management group and the ground ne,-work as indicated previ-
ously. Therefore, the exact nature of the modifications must be
held in abeyance until total systems re-optimization is performed.
Use of the unified RF carrier philosophy should be considered for MORL.
The relative ease associated with time-sharing of bandwidth renders Vhis
concept much more flexible than the baseline system and, therefore,
funr'2mentally more responsive to a v,_de range of requirements•
5.6.3 Ground Network
- From "..he previous discussions it can be seen that the baseline network is
only marginally adequate for telemetry and, in some instances, for track-
ing as well.
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Table 5-9
NECESSARY DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS SPECIFICATIONS °
Item Spe cification
1. Continuous transmission system confidence checking.
2. Automatic and manual routing of data--512 sources and
" destinations.
3. Variable sample rate:
2.0 x 103 _data point samples per second _ 10 -5
0.5 x 10-3_ data point sarnple period,
seconds _ 105(105 sec 1 day)
4. Variable sample word length: _.
4 a data sample magnitude bits per word a 16
5. Variable data point reporting rate: (manually alterable)
every I0 n sample (n = 0, 1, 2, 3.) I
6. Variable on-board quick-look monitoring: (manually alterable)
every IOn sample, (n = O, I, 2, 3. )
7. Multiple stored n_ultiplexingand formatting programs
4 programs with automatic and manual branching __
from program to programp
8. Total of 512 addressable, rack-mounted data points
Information accessed at data point addressed is
a function of equipment mounted in rack
9. Variable memory word format -:
Programmer may use 16 different word formats for i
?_acking th_ differing data word lengths so that all "
memory bit positions contain meaningful information
10. Feur interrupt levels--memory interleave.
-1
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Several expanded networks have been investigated as indicated previously.
Table 5-10 indicates the various duty-cycle parameters for each network
with the baseline values included foz comparison (50 inclination mission).
, Hawaii appears as a logical addition to the baseline network, in that it has a
low maximum occultation period and a sufficient average contacr time per
day at least for low-rate recording. It affords a rela:.iveiy h;_h number of
successive tracking opportunities that should improve the maximum and
a-verage navigation accuracy situation. Additio_ally, Hawaii is located
"T
approximately 80 ° (longitude) from Cape Kennedy which is near optimum
(90 ° ) for eohemeris error recuction Eased on .racking by twe sites. As was
pointed ou_ ear!ier, Gl_ymas :::ust be added in addition to Hawaii to afford
sufficient coverage for the 90 ° inclination mission. However, for either
mission, the 1.z_.,vork modification above is not the only solution for the high
telemetry loads; the telemetry recording system and the RF telemetry link
also contribute to the problem, and the reso!ution must consider a compro-
mise between all three factors.
5. 7 CONFIGURATION/STRUCTURE SYSTEM
The configuration and structure design of MORL was reviewed in the light of
the Experiment Plan requirements. The following changes are recommended
p
to fully accommodate the experiment requirements:
1. A new consoie and operator control panel should be installed in the
hangar section.
2. The laboratory scientific console should be enlarged.
3. A thermally controlled structural frame tnust be designed to
accommodate those experiments having tight pointing requirements.
5.7. 1 Configuration Analysis
The requirements of each exper'ment listed in the Experiment Plan were
reviewed to determine the major equipments needed, where ihe experiment
would be conducted aboard MORL, and what lirnitatio_s MORL imposed
upon the experiment. This information is presented in Fable 5-il. As _h.
shown in this table, most of the experiments can be accomplished without
changing the configuration or the experiment itself.
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I 5. 7. !. 1 Hangar Deck
I The hangar deck console is necessary since certain of the equipment oper-ating i the airlock will require close co trol not suitable from the more
remote position at the scientific console on the operations ,fleck. The con-
I sole capable having laboratory measurementshould he of the standard
apparatus mounted interchangeably with the scientificconsole for efficient
| o'use of the equipment. In addition, it .mould bc capable of rapid and simple
exchange of unique experiment equipment, such as control _nd data panels
l associated with single experiments. The console must be sufficiently largefor one operator; it is desirable for it to be large enough for two operators
-,. for greater flexibilityand simultaneous opera.*ionof two or more experi-
_ ments. The sizing should be similar to the consoles in the operations deck,
and the MORL dimensional setup will be sa:isfactory.
The pointing and tracking telescope (PTS) is used in conjunction with numer-
ous other experiments, some of which are located in the airlock. These
experiments preyer." the installation of the PTS in that location. Neverthe-
less, the PTS should be near the experiment airlock and should be mounted
_. in such a way that it may point in the same direction as the earth-centered
experiment sensors Mounting alignment with the attitude reference system
T
is also necessary.
I 5. 7. 1.2 Operations Deck
The MORL scientific console is actually in two parts, one part contains the
maintenance and laboratory.troubleshooting app_,ratus, and the other is used
for setup and operation of experiments. The latter is a one-n_an operators
I console. The work load on a single test conductor for multiple sensor
experimentation such as IR, microwave radiometry, and the radar experi-
I ments is quite high because three experimen, a must be controlled simultan-eously during the short time duration the target is available (approximately
10 rain. nver any given target). Therefore, additional scientific console
6pace is nezessary to allow two or more operators to work simultaneously
_ during pe:_k experimental loads. The hangar deck console may be used for
]. some of these requirements, but additional console volume at the scientific
work station is necessary.
,[ -
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5. 7. Z Structure Analysis
The basic structural system of the laboratory is adequate to meet the
requirements of the experimental program. Certain experiments will
undoubtedly require attachments, deployment means, feedthroughs, or ther.-
real control which are not provided by the basic structure. These are
thought to be minor modifications that can be solved by the detailed
experiment/structure designs and do not lead to structural problems.
The single modification of the laboratory structure systep" _._inadeneces-
"I
sary by a series of experiments which require installation of se_zors with
r extremely precise directional requirements. The sensor positiol,.1 and
' angular tolerance must be rr_aintained not only with respect to the whicle
attitude reference system but also with respect to other sensors during all
phases of the flight regime. The detailed requirements of the integrated
sensor structure are noted in Book II of this report; the prime requirements
are extreme rigidity, dimensional stability under the space thermal .mviron-
ment, high accuracy with respect to the vehicle attitude reference system
(ARS), vernier adjustrnent of the sensor mountings, and means for optical
check of sensor/ARS alignment. Although the actual vehicle structure may
not be required to meet the sensor installation capability outlined above, th:
structural system must permit such auxiliary structure to be installed;
therefore, modification to the basic vehicle structure will be necessary to
support those experimenta which have the noted installation restrictions.
The following two approaches are recommende:I:
1. Install a thermally controlled integrated structural frame to the
vehicle exterior following launch and orbit injection.
2. Install the thermally controlled structural frame inside the vehicle
with means nf..............np_ni_g a__ or removing _----,_-o1_ to reveal the sen-
sors to the space environment.
Both approaches will be evaluated in Task IV of this study.
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I Section 6
RADIATION ANALYSIS
l
Space vehicles are subjected to a radiation environment composed of charged
f particles from galactic cosmic rays, trapped radiation belts, solar flares,
as well as neutrons and gamma rays from on-board nuclear sources. These
-- radiations may constitute a major hazard to c_ew members; therefore, the
shield weight required to reduce the corresponding radiobiological dose to an
.. acceptable value may be a significantfactor in the vehicle design. The
radiation shield analyses conducted in Phase IIa indicated that large shield
weights were required for some missions and also tP,at considerable uncer-
taintieswere present in these analyses. The Phase lib radiation analyses
were conducted in an attempt to reduce these uncertainties and to improve
i the overa.1] shield weight requirements by judicious placement of the shield
"" materials,, To accomplish this, a shield optimization program, Shield
_ Weight Optimization for Radiobiological Dose (SWOKD)._ was developed with ..
• 4
•- Douglas IRAD funds. This computer program was subsequently used under
_r the MORL contract, in conjunction with other analyses, to establish updated
! } shielding requirements.
"_ The mission requirements _mposed on the MORL by the Task II analysis
" could be satisfied by operating in a 50 ° or 90 ° inclination orbit at a 200-nmi
-, altitude or a synchronous orbit at a 19,350-nmi altitude and a 28.3 ° inclina-
tion The radiation environment at these three orbit conditions was deter-
mined and the shield weights required to reduce the radiation flux to
acceptable dose levels were calculated. The results of this analysis show
• that, with the environment described and the dose criteria specified, the
t, MORL can acconu_.cdcte the 50 ° low-altitude mission by adding only 165 lb
of shielding material to the top dome of the laboratory. This shield would
! probably be provided by increasing the effective thickness of this aluminum
structure by 0.02 in. The result.ant sh4elding would provide adequate
!
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,protectior for a l-ye.:r--:i_sion, including the dose delivered by 2 maior
•_lar flare events.
The polar n_:zsion at _.00-n:rlialtitudewas analyzed and found to require ,.
i,820 ib ef shielding material to provide adequate protection for allaverage
crew stay time of 6 rnenths. This shield could be implemented by adding
0.21, 0.39, and 0.06 in. of Folyethylene to the laboratory bottom, _ides,
, and dome top, respectively. The shield could al_o be affected by increasing :"
- the aluminum _tructur_ thickness sufficientlyto _,j the same weigh_ of _
material at the above locations. The thickness of alaminum required would
be about one third that of polye£hylene because of the density difference.
These shield weight requirements could be reduced to only 330 Ib by incor- %
porating a biowell to provide protection against the occurrence of the inter-
mitten% _olar flares. However, at this ti:ne _he use of the biowell would not w L,
be i-ecommended Because the payload capability of the Saturn V launch
vehicl_,payload for this mission is large enough to permit weight inc¢_ases
Ito gain operational flexibility and convenience.
The synchronous mission was also examined and, on the basis of the present
analysis, was found to require excessive radiatio_ shielding; therefore, the
MOP_L should not be committed to the synchronous mission until further -i -
studies are completed. When the nominal value of electron flux a_ this alti-
-" tude was used, the required shield weight was fow_,d to be in excess of Z0
tons. Further, because of an uncertainty in the order of magnitude of the
electron flux at this altitude, che resultant potential variation in shield weight .
requirements is currently f:om 4,400 lb to 110,000 lb. The large nominal
weight requirement, when added to the weight of the basic MORL is beyond
the capakAity of the Saturn V laboratory launch vehicle. Even if the shield i
is delivered by logistics vehicles, the addition of shielding material, 10 in.
cr more thick, to the laboratory walls seems out nf the question.
The nominal shield weight required (40,000 lb) represents a significant
increase over the requirements previously reported. This tnc: ease is the I ]
result of a number of improvements in the analytical method. The dose
received increased from the Phase IIa calculations as shown en the following i i|
page. :
- f
 ii,i
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_Increase _'_' i "Item Factor _,-
1. Change in the normalization of incident eIectron
spectrum. 1.4 _"
I Z. Improved low-energy bremsstrahlung ftux to doseconversion factors. 3.0
3. Modification to electron transmission calculations. 1. 1
I 4. Corrections to bremsstrahlung dose buildup
fo r:_ulation. 2 - 5
The net resrAt of these increases is shown in the dose attenuation curves of
To Figure 6-t. The relationship between the dose received by a man-model as I.
:, a function of the area density of shield material is shown from the Phase Ha ,4
and the present analysis. An all-ahm_inum shield was assumed for com-V
parison purposes. The shield density (gm/cm 2) is proportional to the total
shield weight and shield distribution for a given configuration. Thus, it can
be seen from Figure 6-1 that there are significant relative differences in
the shield material required to attenuate the f!ux to a given dose level.
The concluslon is that the present MORL concept cannot be confidently
committed to the synchronous mission until further analyses are completed.
These _nalyses must Oefine the magnitude of the radiation environment at
synchronous altituae a_-_d must also determine the feasibility of incorporating
large -hield weights in t.le MORL des'gins. Specifically, the following areas
of study are recommenL.cd. {1) determine the minimum volume that must be
shielded and that can still accommodate the mission requirements; (2) study
the effectiveness of using on-board materials, such as water and propellant,
as inherent radiation sh._elding; (3) evaluate the effectiveness of personal
portable shields; _4) study the use of larr:inated shields, including the mean_
by which they would be resupplied and installed in orbit; (5) critically
evaluate the possibility of relaxing the allowable dose criteria; and (6) define
the electron flux levels at the synchronous altitude.
i
w
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6. 1 RADIATION SOURCES AND UNCERTAINTIES
I Radiation shielding analyses included the effects of several radiation sources
contributing to biological dose Levels:
T I. Potential On-Beard Sources--Neutron and gamma radiations from
i an isotope power system.
2. Space Radiation Sources--Protons from a model solar flare, geo-
I magnetically trapped proton_, geomagnetically trapped natural and
,, artificial electrons, and electron bremsstrahlung.
6. I. 1 Potential On-Board Source
._ Originally, the objective of the Task Ill analyses was limited to assessing
. the responsiveness of the MORL configuration developed and defined at the
end of the Phase IIa study. This baseline configuration does not include
significant on-board nuclear sources. However, consideration is being
given to ch_hg._ng the solar panel electrical system to an isotope/Brayton-
cycle power system. To present a comprehensive radiation analysis of the
MORL which will continue to remain valid even if the power system change
is made, the Task I]/ radiation analyses deviated from the original study
objective by anticipating the change.
I-
The geometric and material characteristics of an iso'_ope/Brayton-cycle
2¼.
power system were included in the qu._dric-surface geometric descriptions
of the MORL vehicle. Neutron and gamma ray fluxes within occupied
" regions of the vehicle, resulting from radiation leakage from the fuel block,
-- were computed b-, integrating point-to-point attenuation kernels over the
_- source volume. The neutron and gamma source strengths represent the
_._ maxi_num values attained over the design operating lifetime, assuming an
initial power level of 43. ZkWt (11 kWe). Neutron a;tenuation through
source, shield, and vehicle materials was computed within SWORD by a
|" modified Albert-Welton kernel; gamma attenuation was computed by a five-
energy-group exponential kernel with build-up corrections. The SWORD
[" capability to compute single scattered fluxes was not used on productioni
computations since scattered fluxes were initially found to be negligible.
%
a i
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6. 1.2 Space Radiation Environment
The space radiation to which the MORL is exposed is a combined result of
the orbital motion of the vehicle and the local radiation characteristics of
regions of space _raversed by the MORL.
Te account for the effect of the MORL passing through locally varying
radiation environments, a computer program called OGRE was used to deter-
mine an average radiation environment for each orbit to be studied. In
essence, OGRE integrates, point-by-point over the entire orbital path, file
flux spectra v:.lid otqy at local points, This integration results in an aver-
agu fiux spectrum representative of the average conditions to be encountered '_
along the orbital path. Tables B-2 to B-6 in Appendix B represent the o,:tput
of OGRE and the average radiation environment in the low altitude (,'J0 nrni)
and synchronous orbits. The effect of natural and artificial electrons, _s
well as the effect of solar flares, is included in this model. I
The major uncertainty in the data of Tables B-Z to B-6 can be attributed to
inadequate data on the decay of artificial (Starfish) electrons and on the !
magnitude of the trapped electron flux at high (synchronous) altitudes.
" By agreement with NASA/LRC, it was assumed that Starfish electrons at
200-nmi altitudes will have deczyed by the 1971 MORL launch date. How-
ever, for a complete analysis, calculations based on the following, more
pessimistic model of Star Cish electron decay were also performed. -,
!
In this Inodel, artificial electron decay is assumed to be a 3trong function of
atmospheric density. Thus, as atmospheric density varies with solar acti-
;. vity, electron decay rates also vary with solar activity. The following
me-hanism can be postulated to explain this phenomenon. The I I-year solar
activity cycle causes periodic changes in the heat flux incident on the atmos-
phere, with consequent expansion and retraction of the atmosphere, Thus,
as the solar cycle approaches its next maximum, in 1968-1969, individual ]
particles which make up the atmosl;] _.reare moved out and further away
from earth. The net effect is a decrease in atmospheric density at low I
f
(50 to 60 nmi) altitudes and an increase at higher (ZOO nmi) a_titudes0 The
higher atmospheric density will tend to sweep out artificialelectrons at _I
!
_ ._
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i|l the MORL (2.00 nmi) altitude, but will not persist long enough to completely
eliminate Starfish electrons. The solar cycle will once again Ppproach a
!1r nAnimum (1974), and will cause the atmosphere to retreat toward Earth.
Thus, once again upper-altitude air density will be too low to allow rapid
1 clearing of artificial electrons. Of course, after a sufficiently large numt_er
of solar cycles, essentially all artificial electrons v, ould be swept oat.
_._ The practical difference between the above views of artificialelectron decay
- is that, in the firstcase; complete decay is assumed by 1971; in the second, _
only a decay to about 16% of the 1963 levels is assumed. Resulting flux
spectra are given in Tables B-2 to B-6.
If artificialelectrons are assumed to decay to negligible values, natural
tra_ped electrons become the dominant electron radiation source at low
altitudes. The intensity of the natural electron radiation source is kno-vn
only within an order of magnitude. However, based on even the most conser-
vative assumptions, shielding requirements were found to be dominated by
the trapped proton and solar flare proton dose. Thus, the natural electron
sorrce unceltainty is not important.
-_ The uncertainty in the trapped electron flux at high altitudes (sy:.chronous
orbit is a result of a lack of good data and the existence of sporadic short-
term variations. These two factors prohibit specifying with confidence the
i. high altitude electron flux to within less than plus or minus an order of
magnitude. Thus, calculations for the synchronous missions were based on
, large parametric variations in assumed source intensities. The nol.-ainal
" electron flux used for the synchronous mission is presented in Table B-3.
- The basic dese versus shield thickness attenuation relationship is shown in
Figure B-4. The trapped proton dose is not shown, since it is negligible at
this altitude. Other pertinent dose attenuation characteristics for different
missions and shield thicknesses are shown in Figure B-3 and B-5 to B-8,
All the dose attenuation data for trapped radiation are shown for an exposure
of 1 year. To account for varying amounts of time crewmen spend in differ-
ent areas of the MORL, these data were modified by suitable weighting factors
derived from timeline analyses.
231 i
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rIn addition to a car_ui study of the above source uncertainties, the current
:radiation analysis results differ from previous (Phase IIa, Phase IIb Interim
Report) results in the following respects. A new ei_ctron-bremsstrahlung
dose attenuation curve (Figure B-4) was constructed for the synchronous
mission. The bremsstrahlm_g portion of the curve (that portion beyond a
shield thickness of 4 gm/cm 2) is apprcximately an order of magnitude higher
than that used in previous analysos. This change is the composite effect of
the following modifications:
1. The differential energy spectrum of tl,e incident electron radiation
was changed and resulted in an increase in the total electron source
which directly affected the amount of bremsstrahlung produced,
since this secondary radiation is directly proportional to the elec- -"
tron source. The resulting effect was ;o increase the dese result-
ing from electron radiation by a factor of 1..: .over that used in the
Phase Ha analysis.
Z. The bremsstrahlung flux-to-dose conversion factors were .._odified
principally in the low-energy {keV} region. These factors, which
convert the radiation flux values to biological dose rate units at a
detector point, were determined more exactly in th_ low energy I
region, resulting in an increase in the dose rate at the shield
densities of interest by a factor of three. _ L_
3. The _lectron transmission calculations were slightly modified. !
These calculations deal with the number of electron penetrations
of a given shield material. The effect of this change was to
increase the bremsstrahlung dose contribution by a factor of 1. 1 i
" over that previously used.
4. Th--: bremsstrahlung dose buildup formulations which account for
the scattered component of the radiation were corrected. The
effect was to flatten the curve for dose as a function of shield
thickness in Figure B-4 in the first portion of the shield thickness.
The resulting increase in dose received over that previously used
in Phase IIa is from a factor of two to five, depending on the shield
thickness considered.
It should be pointed out that the present state of the definition of the radiation
environments and details of the analytic techniques by which these fluxes are
attenuated through shields and, converted t_ dose are to some exte_ contin-
ually changing. The four m,Jdifications described above are part of this i)proce SSo
232
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l The next effect of th,: se changes was an increase in MORL shield weight
i requirements. In view of the large uncertainties still remaining, some ofwhich may cause furu_=. _,'eld weight increases, the innportance of obtaining
further data is magnified. In particular, the to!lowing areas are of major
concern:
1. The intensity and the spatial and energy distribution of trapped
I electrons must be known with to allowplanetary greater picc_sion
determination of brem_trahlung effects.
-- 2. improved data are required on the production and trans _:ission of -
!ow-energybremsstrahlung. At present, the effects of bremsstrah-
"- lung are predicted by the extr_poiation of gamma ray buildup factors
._ from higher enc, rgy ranges to the low-energy ranges of interest.
= .
6.2 DOSE CRITERU_
The weight of radiation shielding required is highly dependent on the allow-
able close criteria u_ed. The dose criteria used in this analysis have been
abstracted from Reference I! and have been coordinated with NASA/LRC.
The dose criteria in question are listed in Table 6-1.
t.
Table 6-1
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE DOSE (REM)
i Exposure in Months Single
Critical Area 3 6 i 2 Exposure
Skin of whole body 300 350 400 100
Lens of eye 225 240 270 100
I Bone marrow 50 80 100 25
t 6.3 MORL SHIELD ANALYSIS i
The shielding analysis repcrted in this section consisted of a description of
the configuration to be shielded: a description of dose points and locations,
and the effect on these of the radiation environment specified in Section 6.2.
The tool of analysis used was the SWORD program described in Appendix B.
I
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it 6. 3. 1 Geometric Description
Sys____tern
I The _+_"
i geom__y description used in previous shielding analyses for MORL
provided the basic vehicle l_odel used in this s_:udy. Several additions and
I modifications to the original geometry were incorporated in order to repre-i
sent the present vehicle configurations more precisely. The major additions £
involved an on-board nuclear source, a biowell, docked Apollos, multimis-
sion modules, and an add_tiona! man-model location. The basic laboratory
confif_u_atior, used is shown in Figures 6-2 and 6-3 for illustrative purposes.
The numoers thereon refer to the vario-s planes, spheres, cones, and
; cylinders which simulate the structural design. The various locations for
shield material are indicated by _.._.enotation, t. Two configurations -were
! used in the analysis, each identical except for the number of external
appendages (stored Apollo, and so forth). The low-altitude configuration was
"IF
described with 70 quadric surfaces and 89 homogenous material regions.
' The synchronous configuration was defined with 63 surfaces and 76 regions.
?/'he cylinder surrounding the entire configuration in Figure 6-7_ was used to
! ease the calculation process only and does not represent any structure oz
shield weight. A detailed description of the vehicle interior, which included
the relative locations and material densities of the major consoles and
storage cabinets, was used. All other portions of the vehicles were
described to the extent of including major bulkheads and pressure shells.
A number of candidate shield locations were established for use in SWORD
optimization calculations. These potential shield locations designated tl, t Z,
and t B, included the circular bottom surface of the laboratory area, the '_
cy!_ndrical sicie of th laboratory area and centrifuge, and the hemispherical
top of the rest area *espectively. For missions involving the biowell, five
additio:,al shield locations (t 4 through ts) were specified. These were the
top, bottom, and three sides of the biowell.
b
6.3.2 Dose Points
T.he mission integrated dose to crew members is dependent on their space-
tirnp positions within the crew compartment. This effect was approximated
by defining three representative • man-model locations and by establishing !
time weighting factors for each. One man-model was centrally located in
1967020568-249
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!the biowell area, the second in the center of the laboratory azea, and the
third in the center of the rest area. The weighting factors used in the shield
optimization process are shown in Table 6-2. They account for the percent
of time spent in each dose receptor location.
Table 6-Z
TIME WEIGHTING FACTOR (%)
Shielded Biowell Unshielded Biowell
Location of trapped Solar Trapped Solar
Man-Model Radiation Flare Radiation Flare
Biowell 15 100 15 43 '
Labo rator y 20 0 20 57
Rest area 65 0 65 0
_ The percent of time spent in each area corresponds to the timeline history
of a crewman aboard the MORL as determined by the experimental program. -_
An attempt was made to determine an a_erage weighting factor, since each
crewman has quite different duty cycles. For t;mse ca_es which incorpo-
rated a biowell, it was assumed that all of the dose received from a solar
flare event was taken in the biowell are_..
The man-model used for these analyses was the CARS model (Reference 12)
with equal contained volumes. A cylindrical representation is shown in
Figure 6-4
Two cylinders are used, the top one representing the head and the lower one
representing the trunk of the body. The anisotropic effects of the man-
model geometries necessitated the treatment of more than Cr,e representa-
tive dose-point position on each. In general, these positions were chosen
to give equal consideration to each potential shield location. The dose
points were selected to be representative of the locations of radiation-
sensitive areas of a man-model. The number of dose points used for each
man-model loc_tion and critical organ are given in Table 6-3.
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iFigure6-4. Man-ModelUsedin ShieldAnalyses
,t"
'table 6-3
NUMBER OF POINT.S BY I,,4A.N-MODEL LOCATION
_- Critical Organ Biowell Laboratory Rest Total
r-
Lens of eye 2 1 Z 5
Skin 2 1 2 5
Blood forming organs 2 1 Z 5
i. Z37 __
i i H i 11
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6.3.3 M,3RL Shield Analy_sis Results
a
The current ki©Rb shield analyses are summarized in Table 6-4. The
results are sqown for each of the three missions of interest, with various
combinations of the shield sensitive parametels. These parameters are
defined as follows"
1. Mission Duration--Exposure duration (days). _--
J-I 2. Artificial Electrons--The presence or absence of the artificial
t electron belts radically affect the low-altitude shield weight
requirements. No means the artificial electrons source was
ignored.
3. Solar Cycle--Max. or rain. pertains to the ll-year period activ- II,
ity cycle of the sun. Max. refers to the maximum solar activity,
that is, 1968 to i969.
4. Number of So,ar Flares--The assumed numbers of flare events
encountered while in orbit. For the cases with a biowell, the full _ _--
flare dose was received in the bio_cl!.
5. Biowell--The presence or absence of a specially shielded portion of
the laboratory, t
6, Tctal Shield Weight--The total weight of polyethylene shield material
that must be added to the laboratory structure for _dequate radiation _,
protection.
7. Shield Thickness--The thzckness of the segtrien _d shield jacket that
must be added to MORE, -_
, A. T 1 --Laboratory floor.
Bo Tz--LaboJ. atory cyclindrical s_des,
C. T^--Hemispheric laboratory dome. _
D
D. T 4 through T8--Fosition of the biowell. These segments are
illustrated in Figures 6-2 and 6-3. ,.__
8. Absorbed Dose--The dose received (REM) b- cachorgan is shown
for the mis._ion and shield thicknesses specified. Also shown are
_,_ amount received from the solar flare alone.
6. 3. 3. 1 The Baseline 200-nmi Altitude, 50 ° Inclination Mission
The radiation analyses results listed in Table 6-4 show very small shield
weight requirements for the 50 ° mission when the artificial electron flux was 1
assumed to have decayed to a negligible value as discussed in Section 6.1. /
" These results are shown in Case No. 1 through 12 of Table 6-4. A shield _1
weight of only 165 lb will provide adequate-protection for the crew for a : , :
iw
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II
period of 1 ),ear, even if 2 major solar flare events are encountered. At
nr this inclination, the effect of solar flare protons is small because of the
i shielding effect of the Earth's electron'.agnetic field. The 165 lb of shielding
n'.-aterial is required on!y on the dome oortio_n t)f the laboratory to a dooth ofo-
_,t. 0.06 in. of po!.vethvlene. Undoubtedly, for this case alun-.inum ,._ould be
usod fol tile shield material rather than polye!hylene and the effective struc-
-- .ure thickness increased by 3.02 in., since the density of a_'uminum is _bout
3 times that of polyethylene. The shield calculations were oer¢ormed with
._
poivethylene as the shield material. However, for protons tb. shield;:-,g
characteri_tica c_," altlm.num are similar, as shown in Reference 13: whe:_
"" they are compared on a density basis.!
TEe shield weigh' mentioned above provides protection against two m,.i..r
solar flare events. The 12 November 1960 solar fiare event was used as a
model flare. Figure 6-5 shows the estimated probability of encountering n
or more major solai flares as a function of mission duration. These curves
are based on a iaoisson probability distribution with an average rate of occur-
: rence of or.;: flare per },ear. This average rate of occurrence corresponds
to that observed in the maximum activity portion of the ll-year so!ar cycle.
_. At other portions of the solar cycle, t'_is average rate of occurrence may be
reduced.
i The curves of Figure 6-5 show the piobability of exceeding the dose limit
when shielding is pro¢ided to attenuate the dose received from n-1 flares to
- an acceptable value. Thus, if protection is provided to safely absorb the
dose from 2. (n-l) solar,- flares in 1 year, the probability of exceeding this
dose criterion i.,: ,_nly 0.08. Therefore, it would appear that protection for
two so!or flares for a 1-year mission is adequate.
*" The effect of the solar cycle activity is negligible for this mission, as can be
seen by comparing Cases 3 and 11. Also, a biowell is not recommended,
. since a comparison of Cases 5 and 6 shows no advantage.
In the event that the assumptions concerning the attenuation of _.he artificial
electron flux are later fo,md to be in error, Cases 13 through Z4 were corn-
- pleted to determine the severity of this occurrence. These analyses were
°
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l
conducted with the levels of electron flux that would be present in 1968 and
i beyor_d as based on an extrapolation of the current decay rate as discussed inSection 6. 1. l'he effect of this phenomer.on would be to increase the shield
weight requirements to 1,650 [b, as seen in Case 17 in order to provide the
i same protection described in the p eceding sections. This shield could be
provided by adding 0.07 in. of polyethylene tc the baseline laboratory cylindri-
I cai sides and 0.51 in. to the dome, or their equivalent weight in aluminum.p
"'r The effect of a biowell is shown by comparing Cases 17 and 18. A reduction
of 160 lb (9%) could be achieved by incorporating a biowell. However, this
__ small savings would not offs_:t the additions and restrictions necessary to
implement a biowell, which would thereIore, not be recornrnended. The
effect of the so!at cycle variation is significant as seen by comparing the
data of Cases 17 and ?-4. This is because the dominant radiation source is
the trapped protons as seen in Fzgure B-5 and B-6. The tlapped proton flux
level at low altitudes is inversely related to the atmospheric denc:ity (Refer-
ence 1) and is lowest at the solar maximum. The flux variation from solar
maximum to solar minimum is by about a factor of 2. 5, thus causing the
.. change in shield weight requiremm;ts (alxout 20%) between Cases 17 and 24.
l 6.3.3.2 The Polar, 200-nmi Altitude, 90" Inclination Mission
The basic dose attenuation curves for the 200-nmi altitude, 90 ° inclination
mission are shown in Figures B-3, B-7, and B-8. From Figure B-3, it can
be seen that for the shield thicknesses of interest (10 gm/cm2), the solar
I flare proton environment is higher by about a factor of three, than that
e_coiln_ered on the 50 ° mission. Figures B-7 and B-8, show that the domi-
;I nant _rapped radiation source is trapped protons.
The shield requirements and dose data for the polar mission are listed in
I Cases 25 through 36 of Table 6-4. Cases 25 through 30 correspond to the
assumed design condition that the artificial electron source will be attenuated
'I to a negligible value. The controlling dose criteria is the single dose litrdt of
x0d REM to the skin and lens of the eye (Table 6-1). The single dose received
"" from a solar flare determines the shield weight requirements. Thus, the
l results are independent of mission duration. Since this dose limit is for each
l" i
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fsolar flare, th,. • shield requirements for one or two solar flares are identical
(within the calculational iteration step values). Thus, a shield weight of
1,820 lb will also :."ovide adequate protection for two solax flare events.
The integrated d_se to the skin and the lens of the eye v, ould exceed the iirn__t
i
if three sola_ flares were encountered. With a shield weight of 1, 820 lb
(protection for two flares), the probability of exceeding the dose limit is
only 0.01 for a 6 month period and 0.08 for a 1-year mission (Figure 6-5).
Since the intermittent solar flare radiation is the controlling factor, the use
F
of a biowell may be wcrthwhile. This biowe!l is a heavily shielded portion of
the laboratory in which the crew would reside for the flare durattcn. Corn-
: paring Cases 27 and 28, the saving in shield weight by in_ orporating a bio-
' well is seen to be I, 460 lb. This large weight saving could very well offset
I
the restrictions imposed by the biowell. However, ux.til ti.is tradeoff study
is completed, the recommended shield weight for the pelar n'_sion would
be I, 820 lb. This shield could be provided by adding 0.21, C. 39, and
1i 0.06 in. of polyethylene, or their weight equivalent of aluminum, to the
_ bottom, sides, and dome top of the laboratory, respectively. This large
weight penalty could be easily accommodated because of the large discre-
tionary payload available on this mission, which would use a Saturn V launch
vehicle. If the weight penalty did become restrictive for some reason, then
the biowell tradeoff should be evaluated.
These analyses were repeated for the case where the artificial c!ectron flux
was attenuated by a factor of 5.9 frown the mitt-1963 level as discussed in
Section 6. !. These results are presented in Cases 31 through 36 for the
polar mission. The single dose criteria and the integrated dose criteria are
about equally predominant as controlling factors as can be seen by compar-
ing the dose received to the allowable dose (Table 6-1). The resultant shield
weight requirements woald not be greatly increased from the design con-
ditions discussed above, h(wever. The weight required for protection on
a 180-day mission would be 2,410 lb, assuming protection for 2 major solar
flare events. This shield would be applied to the laboratory bottom, sides,
and top dome at depths of 0.15, 0.32, and 0.39 in. of polyethylene respec-
tively, as shown in Case 33. The use of a biowell, although it would save
about 1,000 lb, wouid not be x-ecommended at this time becau_e of the large
244 _
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payload capability of tee launch vehicle and thc fact that the requiretnents and
!l penalties associated with the bioweil have not yet been determined. A corn-
parison of Cases 31 through 36 further indicatas that the efiect of the solar
t_ cycle would be minimal on the shield weight requirements.
6.3.3.3 Synchronous Mission
,t The basic dose attenuation data for the synchronous mission (19,350-nmi
5. altitude and 28.3 ° inclination) are shown in Figures B-3 and B-4. The effect
of the solar flare protons is seen to be the highest of the three missions
considered in Figure B-3. The only significant background radiation source
at this orbit altitude is the electron-bremsstrahlung source shown in
Figure B-4. _At this altitude, there is no variation with solar cycle activity.
However, there are other variation,.,, the effects of which will be. examined.
The shield weight requirements for this mission are shown in Cases 37
through 42 oI Table 6-z_. These data are for the nominal value of electron
flux. From these results, it can be seen that the shield requirements
" indicated axe quite higa (> fi0 tons). Further, the mission duration or the
use of a biowell does not significantly affect the weight requirements over
the ranges considered. The required shield thicknesses are up to 10 in. of
" polyethylene. The biowell does not appreciably reduce the required shield
weight, because most of the dose comes from the background electron-
I" brems strahlung source.
'.. In Section 6. 1, the uncertainty in the value of {he electron flux at this orbiti
condition was discussed and found to be about plus or minus an order of
'i magnitude. The shield analysis was conducted with this variation, and the
results are "_hown in Figure 6-6. The uncertainty factor of 1.0 represents
_t the analys;.s reported in Cases 37 through 42 of Table 6-4 for the present
. estimate of the nominal radiation environment. The uncertainty in the
electron flux of an order of magnitude causes a variation in the shieid weight
reguirement of from 4, 400 to 110, 000 lb, as shown in Figure 6- 6. The
above shield requirements are quite a bit higher than those repe.:ted in pre-
vious analyses; Section 6. 1 outlines the reasons for these high values.
I
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I The shield requirements presented in this report appear excessive for two
reasons. First. the weight required may surpass the maximum that couldbe allotted for radiation protection on the laboratory launch (about 30, 000 lb.-
assuming no discretionary payload). Second, even if it could be resupplied,
I the weights may be quite formidable, and the task of instMling the material
to a thickness of 10 in. or greater seems out of the question, Other problem
,I areas in this regard are discussed in Section 4.2. 6 of this report.
The conclusion at this state of the study is that the radiation st:ield ,,,_ight _requirecl for the synchronous mission appears excessive and that serious
studies must be undertaken prior to committing the MORL concept to this
mission. The following areas should be examined to resolve this problem:
__ 1. The synchronous mission must be defined such that the minimum
acceptable laboratory volume can be determined. It must be borneI
in mind that the present MORL was designed to operate in a moder-
ate radiation environment; thus, this environment was not a scrong
influencing factor on the design. With the radiation environment
explicitly included, future configuration studies may well result in
a reduction in the amount of area that cnust be shielded and thus
{ reduce the weight proportionately.
_, 2. The effectiveness of using on-board materials such as water and
propellant should be determined. This solution would be particu-
-- larly effective if the livable volume could be significantly reduced.
3. Personal portable shields should be evaluated to determine the
weight saving that could be achieved and also the restrictions they
I would impose.4. The use of laminated shield materials should be evaluated in order
to take advantage of [he properties of various materials.
T
5. The physical task of attaching thick shield n-aterial to the labora-
tory on the ground or in orbit must be examined to determine the
restrictions and interactions with other subsystems and
experiments.
6. The allowable dose criterion should be reviewed to see if it could
be relaxed for the synchronous mission.
! 7. The electron flux at synchronous altitude must be defined.
t,
I
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Section 7TASK IV RECOMI_IENDATIONS
I On the basis of the analyses of the Task Ill effort, the following recommen-
- dations _re made for further study in Task IV and future work:
l 1. Mis sio. Analysis
A. The possibility of attaining a polar orbit by launching down
I " Or "146 ° azimuth_ "_,,__aogle_glng_ ovel Cuba and Panama be
ascertained.
_. B. A detailed study to determine the minimum launch windows
that can be confidently met with the S-IB and Saturn V
vehicles be made.
, C. An evaluation of the merits and problems associated with
incorporating a 9-man crew into the MORL be undertaker..
D. The practical limits of cross-training of the crew
members be determined so as to increase the skill-mix
capability.
Z. Environmental Control/Life Support System
A. The EC/LS radiator be resized for the synchronous
, _ mission.
B. A separate cooling and ventilation system be installed in
I the hangar section to provide better temperature controland comfort for the crew. This is because of the
increased occupancy of this area in carrying out the
E:_per ilnent Plan.
" .3. Stabilization and Control System
_. A. Those experiments requiring high slew rates or tight rate
! stabilization control be provided with a gimballed naount.
B. Further verification of the ability of the S(_S to maintain
! the attitude within 0. 5° be accomplished.
-. C. The motions induced into the laboratory by crew move-
ment be evaluated to a finer degree.
[ D. Further studies to verify the capabilities cf the precision!
attitude reference be accon_,plished.
- E. A rigid external experimemt sensor moun* be installed.
_PRECEDINO PAGE BLAHK HOT FILMED. !
i .
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4. Communications and Telemetry °
A. An S-band systerp to maintain reasonable data rate trans-
mi,;sion be installed for the s_nchronous mission.
B. The communications facility in Guaymas be added to a_low
for adequate data transmission for the polar mission.
C. The baseline Data /vfanagement System b_ re-evaluated in
the light of recent advances in present technology and also
the much larger capacity that will be required when a
large experi_nent program is undertaken.
5. Configuration and Structures
A. Methods of attaching various amounts of radiation shielding
to be detailed. This should include both installation on the
ground and in orbit.
B. A new console and operator panel be installed in the hangar
section to accommodate the experiment activity in that
area.
C. The laboratory scientific console be enlarged to accommo-
date multiple experiinent control capability.
D. The feasibility of constructing an external experiment I
mount which could maintain very tight dimensional stability
be determined.
E. Rearrangements of the laboratory interior be evaluated in
an attempt to increase the radiation shield capability of the
basic structure.
, F. The overall requirements of the biowell area be determined.
6. Radiation Analysis
A. A study to determine better radiation environment and
variations therein be done. This should be accomplished
for both the high and low altitude regions (200 nmi and
synchronous). The degree to which the artificial electron
belt_ are present should especially be determined,
B. The mechanism by which bremsstrahlung is formed be
verified to increase the confidence in the shield weight
r e quire me nts.
C. Alternate shield methods be evaluated to decrease the
large weight presently required for the Synchronous
Mission. This should include other materials such as
water, and new shield concepts such as small modules,
laminated shields, and personal shields.
D. Methods of attaching thick shield materials to MORL be
inve s tigat e d.
[
i
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E. The SWORD dig__tal prorj_*am be irr, proved to include _nore
dose points and more flexible dose criteria capability.
!
j F. The allowable dose criteria be -ce,riewed to see if it could
be relaxed for the Synchronous Mission,
,_ 7. Experiment Definition
i Tile experiment requirements be re-e_-_luated (especially those
imposed upon the SCS and Gommunicatien S-rstems) to determine
t whether they can be rtlaxed in some areas without compromising, the success of the experiment. To accomplis:-_.nis, the respec- ',
tire subsystem talents must be applied at the experiment
definition level. ,_.
i.
t.
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Appendix A
I THE SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS
AND EVALUATION PLANNING DEVICE (SPEED)
T
l A. I PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
"_" The method used to obtain the timelined Experiment Plan. included in the
jacket atteched on the back cover of this report, and an assessment of its
impact on the laboratory centers around a computer program specifically
developed for this purpose. This computer program represents an evolu-
tionary step from previous programs that have sin_ilar objectives. Unlike
_o
its predecessors, the Systena Planning and Effectiveness Evaluation Device
(SPEED) attempts to simulate {in a Monte Carlo mode) and schedule all
activities that occur on board any ORL. i'hvs, experimentation, sc:,eduled
and unscheduled maintenance, system and subsystem failures, crew per-
i)rmance, and general housekeeping activities are among the events mod_i_cl.
The fundamental mode of operation of the SPEED program is indicated in
r" Figure A-I. The main product of the orbital facility is recognized to be the
' - experimental activity performed by the crew, and the simulation attempts to
v represent the events and conditions that may affect this activity.
Thus, it is recognized that the performance of experiments requires two
7 basic primary resources: equipment and human skills. However, thesei
pri_mary resources are supported or owned by certain so-called secondary
• T resources. For instance, equipment occupies space and draws power.
1 Therefore, pressurizable volume and electrical power constitute secondary
resources. In this context, specific individuals in the crew are also con-
i sidered secondary resources, since, for example, Man A can be thought of
as pre:-_ding the particular skill called mathematician.
l
!
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FigureA-]. SpeedSimulationModel --
However, oecondary resources are supplied by laboratory subsystems. For
instance, pressurizable volume is supplied by the structures subsystem,
power is supplied by the e!f:ctrical power system, and specific individuals
in the crew can be thought of as belonging to the subsystem called the crew.
In turn, subsystems depend on certain crew activities, such as maintenance,
repair, resupply operations, and other housekeeping and station-operation f
functions. Even the crew subsystem must be maintained by suitable physical
conditioning, rest, and recreation allowances. Finally, the model recog-
nizes that such support .--ctivities also draw on primary resources; for in-
stance, certain equipment and skills are required to perform repairs, main-
tenance, and other functions.
The simulation represents, therefore, a closed cycle, each element of which
depen_i_ on other elements. This d_peadency is best illun.*rated by a discus-
sion o1"how subsystem failures are handled in the simulation.
- %
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'! If, for instance, the power system fails, power (the secondary resource) is
• reduced by an amount appropriate to the nature of the failure. In some
_. cases, this may constitute a loss large enough to preclude the operation of
,e
certain primary resources that draw on power. If that is the case, the simu-
lation will remove from the line those experiments that utilizethe concerned
equipment.
However, as a failure may reduce some resources, it may increase the
F
availability of others. In the above example, additional crewmen may be-
i- come available as a result of interrupting experiments and may then be
shifted to a repair operation.
i
. The simulation includes other potential complications. If the power failure
is serious enough, provision is made to model loss of performance in other
subsystems. For instance, the power available to the life-support system
may be reduced, causing a reduction of its output to the crew, which, finally,
is presented by the simulation as reduced work capability.
However, as wa_ indicated in the above description of the closed-loop nature
of the laboratory, repair operations also draw on resources. If adequate
resource_ are unavailable, a repair cannot be effected. Thus, if the reduced
crew perfo,-mance resulting from the postulated power failure is too great,
_" the power failure cannot be repaired and the laboratory mission is a
failure.
Thus, the simulation model heavily emphasizes the interdependence of major
laboratory subsystems and resources in general, the interdependence of
the crew and the laboratory in particular. Experiments are scheduled in
* the presence of this realistic model, subject to the resources available for
experimentation after resolution of all conflicting demands. Additional con-
straints on scheduling experiments are (I) the completion of logical prede-
cessors as determined from the Applications Plan analyses and (2) a pre-
ference code that, other conditions being equal, will force the initiation of
' certain experiments before others.4..
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A. Z THE SPEED INPUT SYSTEM
The inputs to the SPEED program can be grouped i.. to three major blocks.
The first block of data controls certain program operations, such as the re-
ports to be generated and the number of replications des._red. The second
data block describes the exp, eriments to be sirn_!ated and scheduled in terms
of the requirements they impose on the laboratory, such as crewskills, crew-
time, power, weight, volume, and equipment _.o be provided. "£hus, the
- second blcck of data consists of information on the experiment briefs docu-
mented i_ References 14and 15.
The third block of data describes the ability of the MORL to meet these re- "
quirements in tern:s of the availability of the resources demanded by the
experiments. Thus, the availability of each crewman during the day is de- -.
scribed; the power, weight, volume, and availability of equipment is stated;
and the association of specific skills with specific individuals in the crew is
defined. The interconnection of these resour.:es with major laboratory sub- 1
systems is also defined. For instance, the operation and availability of cer-
tain equipment may be made dependent on the operation of the power subsystem i
and the data processing and telemetry subsystems. Thus, if either or both
of these subsystems fail, so as to reduce performance capability by a stated
" amount, the equipment iu question becomes unavailable.
The reliability of subsystems is also defined in the third data block. In
this case, de__inition is accomplished by assuming an exponential failure dis-
tribution and giving the MTBF of the subsystem. The repairs to be initiated i
in case of failure are also input for each subsystem. The skills, equipment,
and other resources demanded by repairs and the permissible delays in
initiating and completing repairs are part of this input.
Finally, certain basic laboratory operations (support operations), are
described and input. Support operations are those operations that the craw
must perform at stated times during the day. These operations have abso- u
lute priority on all resources and, thus, have priority even over repair
ope rations.
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It is a philosophical point to decide what operations should be placed into this ,"
I category. It is perhaps unnecessary to regard any actlvity as being of such
overwhelming importance as to be classified a support operation. However.
T to follow an extrerriely conservative philosophy regarding the safety and well-
being of the crew designated rest periods, basic exercise periods, and
housekeeping activities were input as support operations.T
A. 3 EXPERIMENT PLAN INPUTS
This section describes specific data input to SPEEDtJ develop the Experiment
Plan.
~_
Figure A-2 gives the availability of each crewman for experinlental work.
-- The skills possessed by each crewznar _.re also indicated through skill code
numbers. Skill code numbers and oth. L' res, ..rce code numbers are defined
in Table A-1. Figure A-3 defines the avai!_bi:::- zhipping weights, ship-
ping volume, and electrical power as a function of time. Finally, Table A-Z
defines the effects and probability of occurrence of subsystem failures as
well as their repair requirements.
• _- A. 4 FISHERIES PRODUGTION PROGRAM INPUTS
This section describes specific data inputs to SPEED runs testing the respon-
I siveness of MORL to an objective-oriented (Fisheries ProductionAssistance)
experimental program. These runs were ccnducted with a nine-man crew.
_- Figure A-4 defines the avai!ability of the crew for expe-'imental work and
!_ skill mixes assumed for the three runs made. Skill and other resource code
numbers are explained in Table A-3.
T
_L
The three runs made differ only with respec_ to crew skill mixes assumed.
The changes in crew skill rrfixes from run to run are defined in Table A-4.
I
m
I_
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CREWMANID SKILLSID
FLIGHT 60,68,70,71,72,80
...... , COMMANDER50
#
DEPUTYFLIGHT60,61,67,70,71,72,
'" -:.:::. =:"".i-:':'-," -'" "-:'.-::'!-" I,_: .... :,. -......_'.:.i: ...._. COMMANDER51 81
, I
-..-::..-...:-:-.:.:_:-.: j. ;!.-:ii::.> !:i-i.;i:!.i_j "' j OPERATIONS 60,62,70;71,72,82 "
-:':---: ::,'.-':--1 ENGINEER 52
I
t
J --v.
m . ,,,,
.:i!i!:i_::.!_!;-!_i:i::_ I:i:!::-,i.:i!: :?i] UFESCIENCES_3,_4,kS,70,;1,72-- SPECIALIST53I
PHYSICAL 60,66,69,70,71,72,SCIENCES
;' "'":" ..... SPECIAL!ST54 73
" i[:::I::!.::I!i:;!!::_:C_:::S;_ - i;; _::::_:!iii;!i_:ilMEO,CAL64,70,71,72
- DOCTOR 55
0 2 4 6 8 ]0 12 14 16 ]8 20 22 24
TIME(HOURS)
_TIME AVAILABLEFOREXPERIMENTATION
_'] SUPPORTOPERATIONS
FigureA-2. CrewAvailabilityCycle(6-ManLaboratoryTotalExperimentTime.,,45.8Hours)
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Table A- i
RESOURCE CODES AND DEFINITIONS (page I of Z)
I Maxilnum
Code Number Name Type Value
* Resource 1 Electrical power (watts) Subsystem
output 2., 550
Resource 2 Shipping weight (ib) Logistics 226, 000 ;'
Resource 3 Shipping volume (cu ft) Logistics 22, 600
Resource I0 TV system Equipment 5
" Resource ii IR radiometer Equipment 5
Resource 12 Microwave radiometer Equtpment 5
Resource 13 Radar Equipment 5 .
Resource 14 Lidar Equipment 5
Re_oarce 15 IR interferometer Equipment 5
Resource 18 S-band polarimeter Equipment 5
Resource 19 Camera Equipment i
Re-source 50 Flight commander Crewman 1
" Resource 51 Deputy flight commander Crewman 1
| Resource 52 Operations engir_eer Crewman 1
.,| Resource 53 Life sciences specialist Crewman 1
Resource 54 Physical _ciences specialist Crewman 1
Resource 55 Medical doctor Crewman 1 --
Resource 60 Electrical/Inechanical technician Crew skill 1
:l Resource 61 Optical technician Crew skill 1
Resource 62, Electrical engineering specialist Crew skill 1
Resource 63 Physiologist Grew skill 1
-' Resourc, 64 Medical technician Grew skill 2
"_ Resource b5 Biotechnology specialist Crew skill 1
-t
:- Resource 66 Meteorological specialist Crew skill 1
Resource 67 Oceanographic specialist Crew skill 1
-i Resource 68 Astronomy/astrophysics
specialist Grew skill 1
t
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Table A-1 (page 2 of 2)
m
Maximum
Code Nt_nbe r Name Type Value
Resource 69 Physicist Crew skill 1
Resource 70 Subject Grew skill 6 -
Resource 71 Observer Crew skill 6
Resource 72 General worker Crew skill 6
Resource 73 Photo-technician/cartographer Crew skill 1
Resource 80 EC/LS repair specialist Grew skill I
Resource 81 RCS, SCS, structure repair
i specialist Crew skill I
Resource 8Z Co_nmunications, telemetry, and
i power repair specialist Crew skill i
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CREWSKILLSTaTLE IDNO.
. - , , COMMANDER(50')(b) 60,71,72,80
I . :--... (a) 60,61,71,72,81
• , , . . -. ,
-,-- ' 'l DEPUTYFLIGHT(b) 60,61,71,72,81
i i i":.... "" I --[---_ COMMANDER(51)i(c)60,61,71,72,81i....I .... . : I I . . ] _.[_._.__ (a) 62,71,7/,82
OPERATIONS (b) 62,71,1;'.82
i i- ENGINEER(52)(c) 60'62'71'/2'f" "_(a)]1,:'
-- j MEDICAL (b) /1, 72DOCTOR(53) (c) 7).,t2 ;I
I
PHYSICAL (a_. 67.71,72 t.(D) 6;, 11,72
:: SCIENTIST-I(55) (c) 67,7!, 72
I -r(a) G6,7t, 72 "
I .... PHYSICAL (b) 66,71,72
I SCIENTIST-2(56)(c) 67,71,72 -_
L ' (a) 66,71,12
I """ PHYSICAL (b} 67,71,72
... SCIENTIST-3(5.7) (c) 67,71,72
I I (a) 67,71,'2:.:..;i.;_.i!.::.;_::i!.:: PHYSICAL fh 12
SCIENTIST'4(r'8'x(c) 67,71,7;.
(a) 66,71, 72
I, " PHYSICAL (b_,66,71,72
: ;:.!i.".i:::iii!.:!i!;:.!!.ii SCIENTIST-5(59) (c) 66,71,720 2 4 6 8 ]0 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
TIME(HOURS)
TIMEAVAILABLEFOREXPERIMENTATIONiSUPPORTOPERATIONS _ I
FigureA-4. CrewAvailabilityCycle(9ManLabolatoryTotalExperimentT!me--60.3Hours)
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Table A- 3
RESOURCE CODES AND DEFINITIONS (page I of Z)
IVlaximurn
Code Number Name Type Value
Resou¥ce 1 Electrical oower (watts) Subsystem Z, 550
Output
Resource Z Shipping weight (lb) Logistics ZZ6, 000
Resource 3 Shipping volume (cu ft) Logistics 22'., 000
' Resource 11 IR radiometer Equipment 5 E
IResource lZ Microwave radiometer EqLdp.-n¢.nt 5
Resource 18 S-band _olarimeter Eq_ipn_ent 5
Resource 19 Ca/hera Equipment 5 -
Resource 50 Flight con:mander Crewman 1 .i
Resource 51 Eeputy flight cornrnander Crewn__an 1
Resource 5Z Operations engineer Crewman 1
Resource 53 Medical doctor Crewman 1
i
Resource 55 Physical scientist (I) Crewman I
Resource 56 Physical scientist (Z) Crewman 1
Resource 57 Physical scientist (3) Crewman I
Resource 58 Physical scientist (4) Crewman I
Resource 59 Physical scientist (5) Crewman 1
Resource 60 Mechanical/photo tec.hnician Crew skill *(a) Z
(b) Z
(c)3
Resource 61 Mechanical engineer and optics
specialist C rew skill I
Resource 6Z Electrical engineer and
' mechanic Crew skill 1
Resource 66 Meteorological specilist Crew skill *(a) 3
m) z
(c)*
i
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f!' Table A-3 (page 2 of 2)
t
M: ximum
Code Number Name Type Va!ue
mi
Reso .rce 67 Oceanographic specialist Crew skill *(a) g
: (b) 3
(c) 4
Resource 71 Observer Crew skill 9
Resource 72 General worker Crew skill 9
Resource 80 EC/LS repair specialist Crew skid i
P.esource 81 RCS, SCS, structure repair
specialist Crew skill I
Resource 8Z Communication, telemetry, ;___tl
power repair specialist Crew skill 1
*(a) Two ocea..ographers, three meteorologists
(b) Three oceanographers, two meteorologists
(c) Four oceanographers, one meteorologist; additional skill of
mechanic and photographic technician assigned to operations
engineer.
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-- Appendix B
- THE SHIELD WEIGHT OPTIMIZATION FOR RADIOBIOLOGICAL
DOSE (SWORD) PROGRAM
B. 1 GENERAL PROGRAI_I DESCRIPTION AND CAPABILITIES
Most space vehicle shielding programs are capable o_!y of computing dose
levels within a vehicle and shield of fixed geometry. !i_ contrast, the SWORD
program computes the optimal shield mass distribution which meets a set
of radiobiological dose criteria associated with a specified vehicIe confi_ura-
-- tion and mission profile, SWORD uses basic dose attenuation data produced
by the OGRE (Orbital Geomagnetic Radiation Environment) a.nd CHARGE
_ computer programs for the specified vehicle trajectory, in copjunction with
ray tracing conqputaticns performed on a generalized quadric su_face repre-
sentation of the vehicle, to compute dose levels to specified critical organs
of crew members. The derivative of dose with respect to the thicknesses of
candidate shield regions located at various surfaces of the vehicle is also
I" computed. This information is then processed in an iterative procedure to
" :" determine the optimal shield mass distribution. The program both distributes
i shield material among such locations as vail structure, biowell, and personalshields, and shapes shielding over extended surface areas, with an optimiza-
tion technique based on a particular formulation of the Lagrange multiplier
constraint equations. SWORD can treat the effect of (I) multiple dose con-
straints (separate constraints for each organ), (Z) time-dependent astronaut
I locationz (the work-rest cycle influence), (3) IqBE factors,organ-dependent
and (4) d_rect and scatLered neutron and gamma radiations from an on-board
I nuclear power source. The geometric framework, numerical integration
schernes, and optimization procedures are sufficiently flexible and efficient
I to allow the aralysis of a wide' variety of space vehicle configurations.
The SWORD program was developed to satisfy the following two separate
zelated to radiation analyses for vehicles: (I) torequirements space perform
- 1
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shield weight parametric studies during vehicle definition studies, and (2)
m
to establish detailed shield mass distribution requirements for specific
configurations.
For parametric studies performed during vehicle evolution studies, SWORD
provides a consistent and rapid :neans of determining shield weight require-
ments for n]-tny meaningful system parameters. Typical paramete'_s of
interest include vehicle orbit, mission duration, launch date, vehicle geome-
" try and internal arrangement, vehicle materials, radiation dose criteria, --
work-rest cycle influence on astronaut space-time position within the vehicle,
and so fozth. Because SWORD allows for treatment of a multitude of such
, parameters simultanecusly, and because the shield weights computed are
consistently opt_raize.l, th _. engineering evaluation of results is facilitated.
In gene.'__l the interplay of system parameters Js sufficiently complex that
i the establishment of shielding requirements n_ust be based on uniform, com- "
i prehensive analytical procedures. In addition, SWCRD performs the neces- T
1I sary analyses efficiently both from computational and engineering standpoints.
thus providing for rapid reevaluation _f shield systems as configuration
geometric details evolve and uncertainties in input data (such as the space
radiation environment) are resolved.
SWORD is also capable of performing detailed studies of optimal shield mass
distributions meeting specific radiation dose design criteria. For vehicles
which are relatively well defined in geometry and materials, and for which
the radiation environment and dose criteria are established, greater analyt-
ical detail is warranted than for parametric studies in whic ,. _he prim,_ry goal
is the total shield system weight. The CHARGE code, which provides basic
dose attenuation data for specified material combinations, and the SWORD
code include options on the detail with which r,_,.merical analyses are per-
formed, ..'.n SWORD, these options include the number of dose points used to
' represent the location of radiation-sensitive body organs, the number of time-
weighted astronaut stations, the number of discrete candidate shield locations,
and the mesh size used in performing dose i_tegrations over the 4Tr solid
angle about each dose point location. Consequ_.ntly, greater precision in
numerical analyses can be attained, and the shield mass distribution require-
ments can be established more accurately.
270 I
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The capability to investigate for a specific vehicle, the adaptation ot a shield
[ system from one set of design conditions to another, also exists. For exam-!
! ple, itmay be necessary to modify the shielding on a space vehicle to make
v ithabitable for a differing set of space radiation environmental conditions,
j. This may be a result of a specified change in the orbital parameters, or in
the data defining the spatio-temporal dis'_ributionof planetary-trapped radia-
te.on. In such cases, SWORD is capable of accepting the existing shield mass
distribution as a set of initialconditions, and then ascertaining the optimal
' placement of additional shield material required to meet the dose design
criteria.
B. 2 ANALYTICAL METHODS
The techniques used in SWORD include a numerical integration of the dnse
received at each dose point:
4_
whe_ e
r'k,_ = the position vector of the kt__hcritical organ for the ft__b_bman-
model locatio1_
= a unit direction vector
K(_k,l, _) = the dose that. would be recezved at _'. ! if the materials
" encountered along _ were spherical_5/symmetric about _k,_"
The integration invol.ves ray tracings for a series of discrete rays defined by
. the azimuthal and polar angles. It includcs primary and secondary space
radiations, and direct and single scattered nuclear radiations. The space
radiation dose data obtained through calculations by OGRE yield the time-
integrated free-space radiation spectra, including mission parameter effects.
Subsequent calcuIations by CHARGE _ield dose attenuation for primary and
secondary space radiation for basic shield materials in spherical geometry.
i
i
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The total dose received by the kth critical organ involves a sumn:ation o_er
the various man-model positi_,ns
DT = _" (_'k,k ! f! D i) (B 2.)
where fl is the fractzon of the mission spent in the et_h_hlocation. The derivative
of this dose with respect to the ith shield thickness, for example a unit vehic!.c
shield thickness, goggle thickrJess for the eyes, arid so forth, is calculated as
l-
aD, r
O t. - Z f1 _JJ -_. (r'k,l' _) dfi (B-3)1 J[ 14w
Each of the shield thicknesses is measure =long the normal of the corres-
ponding shielded surface.
The doses and their derivatives are used in a modified LaGrange technique
T
which perinits the simultaneous treatment of the dose-critical orgap_ _ by [
forming the functions
U = W + XV = E p.t.A. + k'_.|_ z2/
, l x _. x "k \"_k/ (B-4)
where$
W = the total shield system weight
A. = the area of the ith shield loca_ion
Pi = the shield mater la! density
, k = the LaGrange multiplier
C k = the dose constraint for the kth critical organ
r. = an exponent sufficiently large to emphaszze the dominant con-
straint (s).
For nonoptimum shield designs, the derivatives of this function yield differing
values of the LaGrange multiplier
ki = PiAi/n _kk _ti (B-5)
21
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The shield thicknesses arc repetitively modified until the dose to each critical
":I organ is less than the acceptable value. While building up the shield, the
" thicM,ess for which k i is a maximum Js incremented at each repetition. Itera-
tions about the optinqum poilLt may involve removal of shielding, and the1
,.I thickness for which Xi is a minimum is then incremented. Each cha_ge in
shield thickness requires the recalculation of the doses and their derivatives.
B. 3 PROGRAM OPERATION
<.
Some of the computational operations associated with shielding analyses
performed by SWORD are outlined m Figure ]3-I. The f5zure also illustrates
' the interretationships existing between the OGRE, CI-;ARGE, and SWORD
programs.
The operations performed in the six boxes pertaining to SWORD computations
are as follows:
i. The input data deiining dose point coordlnates, and the angular struc-
ture to be applied in integrating dose contributions over solid angle,
are used to define the origin and direction cosines of rays to be
traced through vehicle materials other than shielding. The solid
angle worth and Sirnpson's Rute weighting coefficients for each ray
are computed. These operations are performed by a subroutine
adopted from the previously developed SIGMA program.
2. The path lengths through each region penetrated l-,yeach ray are
computed and then density-weighted to obtain the _otal mass (gram/
cm 2) along the ray. If a ne:.tron and gamma dose contribution,
direct or single scattered, is computed for the ray, the total number
of relaxation lengths for those radiations is also computed. For all
shields penetrated by the ray, the indices of the shield region and
the angle of penetration are determined; a maximum of three (nested)
shields is allowed.
Additional operations performed in Items 1 and 2 include the grouping
of all rays penetrating each specified shielded surface area, for use
in izerative shield optimization _Iculations. The surface area of
each shleld is also computed numerically to provide data on the
relationship between shield thickness and weight.
3. The data tabulated for each ray are used to compute the dose contri-
bution from space-radiation sources to be associated with the ray.
This information is obtained by interpolation of tabulated basic dose
attenuation data produced by the CHARGE code for the computed
material thickness.
4
t
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FigureR-1. SWORDFlowDiagram
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. 4. The direct dose contributed by neutron and gamma radiation from
each on-board nuclear source is computed by performing a point
._Jl | kernel integration over the active source volume. The attenuation
! of these radiations by vehicle materials is characterized by the
material distribution along the path connecting dose point and source
center.
5. The scattered radiation at each dose point from specified scattering
regions pierced by rays traced during the angular sweep is computed.
These data are established from. direct fluxes at each scattering
center, computed by the same procedure as the direct fluxes at the
t
dose point, and from differential scattering cross-sections and
". models provid.:-d to the program. Attenuation of these radiations by
vehicle mate.-iais uses the relaxation length data corresponding to
the approprlate ray.
6. An iterative procedure, based on a multiple constraint formulation
of the LaGrange multiplier technique, is used to establish optimal
shield thickness. For this operahon, the time-weighted dose_ '_:,
each critical .rRan at each astronaut statlo:_ are summed fr,reachset
of shield thick**._s,,esat each stage of the iteration. The derivatives
of total doses with respect to each shield thickness are also repeti-
tively evaluated. These data, together with data on the derivatives
of total shield weight with respect to each variable, form the basis
for incrementing or decrementing the shield thickness varlables
thro.lghout the iteration. Only erie shield thickp,ess is modified at
ea.,::_ step; for the _r'_rt_cutar• shield involved, the list of rays
penetratii_g the shield is consulted to construct revised dose and
dose derivative values. These data are also revised for all ether
shields penetr;,ted by such rays; _.._ computations are performed for
_2fs that do _ot penetrate the shield region which has been altered.
._. _hen all ,Jose criteria have been satisfied, and a weight convergence
test is p et, the calculation is terminated. During the iteration, any
of the ¢.ose criteria may cease to influence the optimization opera-tions, because of the dominance of other criteria, this circumstance
is re_'ognized automaticaI],- by the procedure.
T
!
B. 4 COMPARISON OF OPTIMIZED AND NONOPTIMIZED, UNIFORMLY
DISTRIB U TED SHIELDING
'I"t Some supplementary data were obtained which illustrate the importance of l
_I_ optimizing the shielding analyses. The data shown pertain to a MORL
vehicle orbitlng at 200 nrni, 90 ° inclination, for 180 days, during which 2
solar flare events are enco,mtered. The data presented here illustrate (I)
'I the weight savings obtained _hrough shaping of shielding located at crew
co:npartment we'll structur,2, and (2) the convergence of dose values, to tie
levels specified as design criteria, during the iterative calculations of the
I- optimization process.
& .: _ _
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IShield-shaping benefits were evaluated for the _'onfiguratlon which does not
employ a biowell for sol,_, flare protection, As discussed previous!,/, the
shield material was then distributed in an optinmrn manner among three areas
located at the crew cornpartment w,_ll. A comparison of the result obtained
when the shield was required to naeet the design-dose criteria for this situa-
tion and of the result obtained _hen the shield n_aterial was uniformly dis-
tributed over the wall area, is shown in Table t3-1.
, Table B- 1
__ COMPARISON O_" UNIFORM AND SHAPED SHIsL/DS
Unlforn_ Shield gnaped Shield
Shield
: Shiela Area Thickness Weight Thick,_ess -'_oight
L _ca r,)n (crn 2 ) (gram/c m z ) ("g) (gr arnn/cm g ) (kg)
Bottom 3.68 x 105 1 37 504 0.34 125 ; -
_.ide 6.23 x 105 I. 37 854 0.84 825
Top 5.47 x 105 1.37 750 1.78 975
Total: I. 54 x 106 2, 108 1,625
A weight reduction of _3% is obtained as a result o_ nonuniform shleld
material disLribution. Even larger savings are possib I_ if more variables
(more candidate shield locations) are treated through f-rther subdivision of
:_ the shield areas, allowing an even grea_er fraction of the total shielding to
be positioned at hot spots on the compartment wall. "-
Figure B-2 is a case history of an dptimization caiculahon showing the
- variatiop of dose values ahd shield weight throughout the iterative computa-
tions. These data were obtained for the same orbital cor_ditions and v_hicle
configuration presented in the preceding comparison, except for the existence
_._ of a c.owell. Therefore, eight candidate shield locations were considered,
including three locations al the vehicle's wall structure and five internal _,
' locations comprising the hiowell. Three critical organ dose criteria were
specified for tins problem. These criteria are the tot_,l dose received by _ _
each organ at three time-weighted astronaut stations within-the vehicle
The on-board iso_ )e newer system was also treated. Only direct neutron i _ ,
and gamma radiation were calculated As mentioned pre-viously, initial "
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computations ztilizing SWORD found the single-scattered fluxes to be negiigi-
bie. In fact, the shielding specified for the isotoPiC source was sufficiently
great that even direct rad-ation contributed little to mission dose (approx.i-
mately 10 Rein), and hence, had an insignificant effect 3n the optimization
computations.
In the analysis, the dose criterion iznposed on the blood-forming organs
was not important; the eye and skin dose criteria were don,lnant All
£= -- 1
• _n_L values are influenced by the size of the shield weight increment used
for the last several iterations, in this case 55 lb. This value is controlled
by the magnitude of the initial weight increment established at the somewhat
l large value of 880 lb to reduce the number of iterations for presentation i
purposes.
i
B. 5 BASIC RADIATION DATA
: Tables B-2 and B-6 summarize the averaged mission radiation energy spectra [
: &
! referenced in Section 6. 1 cf this report- These data were obtained from the
OGRE computer program described in Reference 1.
Figures B-3 through B-8 describe the conversion of the above flux data i*,to
dose rates as a function of shield density. These curves were obtained by tbe
CHARGE program described in Reference 16. Figures B-3 through B-8
are inputs to the SWORD program. While the attenuation data are given for
a polyethylene shield material, the bremsstrahlung production computations
were performed assuming an initial laminate of aluminum corresponding to
outer-vehicle structure.
2,, i]
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!t- Table B-2
' SOLAR COSMIC PROTON SPECTRA FOR 200 nm ORBITS
(November 12, 1960 Flare Model)
117 53° 90 °
" MeV P/cm2=MeV P/cm 2-M'eV
20 !.3210.E 08 5. 5952117 08
30 4. 3489E_ 07 1.6914117 08
50 .0803E 07 3. 7404117 07 ,-
70 4 1080£ 06 1.6948E 07
100 8 2965117 05 2. 6692117 06
200 3 2981117 04 8.5968E 04
300 5 0606E 03 1.2200E 04
500 2 6988E 03 5.8052F 03
700 .4 9588117 02 9.7285117 02
1,000 8.4768E 01 !.46911/2 O2
" 2,000 2. 7588117 00 3.7835_ 00
"- 3,000 3.6417E -01 4. 6113117 -01
5,000 2. 7077E -02 3. 16061<- -02
Total flux
(P/cmZ/Flare) I.420 x 109 5. 572 x 109 _'_'_"
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'Fable B- 3
RADL&TION SPECTRA FOR SYNCHBONOUS ORBIT
(19,328 nmi, 30° ±nclination)
Solar Cosmic Pro_oh S1.ectra Pl_-neta:y Trapped Elc¢ trau Spectra
(November !2, 1960 Fl:._e iViodel) L
i (MeV) P/cmg-MeV (MeV) E/cm 2-year-bIeV .:_
, t
j 20 2. 200E 09 6,75 4.611 El3 _'-
30 6 518E 08 1.25 Z. 320 El3 -}
50 i 408E 08 i.75 i 168 El3 .,_
70 5 131E 07 2.Z5 5.879 EIZ
100 9 565E 06 2:. 75 2.960 El2 __
_N_ 2 non_,
-_ 7o7_ 05 3 25 1.491 _'!2
d --I_ .
300 3 936E 04 3 75 7.510 Ell
500 ! 756E 04 4 25 3.784 E!I
700 2 854E 03 4 25 3.784 Eli 7] --
' 1,000 4 159E 02 4 75 1.907 El! °
2,000 9 850E 00 5 Z5 8. 727 El0 ---
3,000 t 103E 00 5 75 5. 042 El0
5,000 6 99ZE 02 6 25 Z.812 El0
6 75 1.406 El0 -_
7 _.5 7.020 E9
7 75 3.355 E9 i l
Total flux (P/cruZ/Flare) Total flux (E/cmg-year_ 4. 642 El. 3 --
Z. 100 El0 0. _<E<3 MeV ii
T_
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_ Table B-6
NATURAL ELECTRON SPECTRA FOR 200 nm_ ORBITS
Electron Spectrum (Eiectron/cm--year-MeV)
Period
"- 53 ° Inclination 90 ° Inclination
13 -6.).5E 13 -6.25E
Solar max. N = 2.44x10 e N : 1.967x10 e(E) (E)
1968 (0. 16<E<5.0 MeV) n. 16<E<5.0 MeV
Solar min. *"(E)_T= 1.795x1014e-6"25E N(E) = 1.245xi014_-6"25E
1974 (0. 15<E<5 MeV) (0. 16<E<5 MeV)
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SPEED
EXPERI_ENT SOURCE
CATEGORY NUMBER NUMBER SOURCE
290] IIID-]6__ :VALUATIONC
L;FESUPPORTSYSTEM&.
ENVIRONMENTMC,NITUR
2902 ____ __ IliA-if___] IONIZ_,TION-R
I
2903] __ IllA-[ _ _ DATABANK _ EFFECTSOF
20032 IliA ] DATABANK _ EFFECTSOF 2.
20033 ...... IliA ] ___ DATABANK EFFECTSOF Z
20034 _ _ .IIA ] DATA BANK _ EFFECTSOF Z
20035 _ IllA-] __ DATABANK EFFECTSOF ;
BIOMEDICAL ASSESSMEI'IT ZOO41 Ilia Z _ DATABANK _ CONDITIONING
20042 IliA2 ---_ DATA BANK _ CONDITIONING
29043 IliA 2 ___ DATABANK CONDITIONING
20044 .... Ilia 2 __ DATA BANK _ CONDITIONING
20045 Ilia 2 ____ DATABANK._ CONDITIONING
2005 ..... II1_ ]3 _... DATABANK _ o','Sp_.ATOFV
P .... • r_
,vwz IliA5 OAT/'.BANK rrH*_"_D*"
-_, r'',|v P,L
20062 Ilia 5 _. DATABANK _ 3EHAVIORAL ._
20(]63 HIA-5 _ DATABANK_ RrHAVIORAL
_4 .... ILIA.5 _ DATABANK _ ¢JE"IAVIOF,_.L]
........ _ 20065 _ IIIA._ _ DATABANK BERAV_OPAL_|
; 20066 111_.-5 OATABANK BEHAVIORAL,ti
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/CURATIOi','
PERIOD (HOURS, NUMBEROF
TITLE (HOURS) CYCLE) CYCLES
F LIFE SUPPORTSYSTEMS 24 ] 365
ADIATIONMEASUREMENTS __ 168 1 5?-
;ERO-GRAVITYON MAN (CREWMAN NO 1) __ 24 4 1100
'ERO-GRAViTYON MAN (CREWMAN NO 2) -_ 24 ,( ]100
EROSRAVITYOF MAN(CREWMANO 3) 24 4 1100
EPO-GRAVITYON MAN (CREWMAN NO 4) 24 4 I]O0
_TE=:OGR6,VITYONMAN(CREWMANO 5) 24 4 l'.00
DEVICEEVALUATION(C_,EWMAN O i) - 24 -- ] 3 |]00
EEVICEEVALUATION(CREWMANO ?) _ 24 ] 3 ]!00
DEVICEEVALUATION(CREWMANO 3) _ 24 ! 3 1100
EEVICEEVALUATION(CREWMAN O 4) . . 24 ] 3 1200
DEVICEEVALUATIONtCREWMANNO 5) _ 24 ] 3 =- __ 2100
_ASTOXICOLOGY __ 24 __ 2 365
i el
RESPONSESIN THE ORBITALENVIRONMENT(CREWMANO |) .... ]68 __ 6 52
,,e,,
-"ESPOIVSESIN THE ORBITAL.ENVIRONMENT(CREWMANO 2) ...... 268 .6 52
;_ESPONSESIN THE ORBITAl.ENVIRONMENT(CREWMAN O 3) ]68 6 52L
RESPONSESIN THE ORBITALENVIRONMENT(CREWMANO 4) ]68 6 52
P.ESPONSESIN THE OF_ITAL ENVIRONMENT(CREWMANO 5) 268 6 52
-41,,
_ESPONSESIN Tile ORBITALENVIRONMENT(CREWMANO 6) ]68 £ 52
J
i!MANCEDURINGORBITAND RE.ENTRY qCREWMAN NO ]) . 120 ].25 12
JMANCEDURINGORB!r ANDRE.ENTRY(CREWMANO, 2l 120 . 2 25 ]2
_ANCE WRING ORBITAND RE ENTRY _CREWMAN NO 3) 720 __ 1.25 __ ]2
I
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t _
t ......
JOG:4____ III_.7 DATA BANK CP.EV_
200;'5 If;A-7___ DATA BANK CRFVV
BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT zoo,'b.___ IliA-/_ DATA BANK CREW
20081 IliA6 __ DAIA BANK _ BEHA\
20062____ lIIAb OAIA BANK _ BEhA_,
20083_ llh_.6_ DATA BANK_ BEHA_
20084___ IliA6 __ DATA BANK _ .BEhA\
20065 _ ILIA-6 __ DATA BANK-- .BEHA_
20086 __ ILIA-6 ___ DATA BANK _ BEHA_,
2009] __ ILIA-8 __L DATA BANK _ _RETEB
20092 __ IIIA.8 __ DATA BANK .RETEN
i
20093__ _ ILIA-8 DATA BANK _.RETEN
2034 __ ILIA.8 OATABA_,R _ RETEN
2009.5 IliA-8 __ DATA BANK _. RETEN
20096__ __ IIIA.8 __ rJATABANK " RF'EN
20]0 __ _ IA-3 __ DATA BANK _ METED
20]] --- IIA-5 --DATA BANK _ LABOR
ENVIRONMENT ASSESSMENT _l." -- IC-]3 ---- - DATA BANK - ACTtV,_
2013 -- .. IIA-7 -- DATABANK -- AT_OSF
2014 1110.12__ DATA BANK _ MEASUI
2015 IllD-17 __ DATABANK _ RESPIR
2016 IB-14_ DATA BANK _ FUIUCT'
2017 IB-21 __ DATA BANK _ VESTIEI_
20181 ILIA-9 __. DATABANK - . PLAST$)
20182 __ __ ILIA.9 ___ DATABANK _ PL6,STle!
20183 -- ILIA-9 ---- DATABANK __ PLATTI
_ 20184 ILIA-9 ___ D;.,A BANK, _ .PLASTIIi
' i _ 20185 IliA.9 --f DATA BAN;( |_ PLASTI,_)
BIOLOGICAL STUDIES 20192 ILIA.3 __ DATABANK _. EVOKE
& BASICMEDICALRESEARCH 20193 ILIA.3 DATA BANK EVOKED
!
, 20194 ---- ILIA.3 ----- DATABANK - .EVOKED|
.... 20195 __ ILIA-3 -- DATABANK - .EVOKED!
_ ........ I III II I IIIIIlll ........ j , - ....... : -:" ...... : :._- - _ -i i iN ..... :
L I m• I ""/'" :7"
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(
PErfORMers:--_EURtNGORBITANCPEENTRY,CREWMAN"lO 4) 720 ._ I 25 __ ___ 12 __
PERFORMANCEDURINGORBITANDRE-ENTRY(CREWMANNO5t 720 ! ] 25 12
PERFORMANCEDURINGORBITANDREENTRY_CREWMANNO61 720 1 25 12
O .^,LRESPONSESIiUTHEORBITALENVIRONMENT(CREWMANNO l} 24 ___ 365
OVALRESPONSESINTHEORBITPLENVIRONMENT(CREWMANNO 2) .... 24 25 365
I'::RAL_ESPONSESINTHEORBITALENVIRONMENT(CREWMANNO 3) 24 25 ___ 365
IORALRESPONSESINTHEORBITALENVlPONMENT_CREWMANNO 4) 24 25 365
IORALRESPONSESINTHEORBITALENVIRONMENT(CREWMANNO 5) 24 25 365
!ORAL_.ESPONSESINTHEORBITALENVIRONMENT(CREWMANNO,6) 24 25 365
TIONOFSKILLSLEARNEDINORBITALENVIRONMENT(CREWMANNO l) __ __ 24 __ 3 60
TIONOFSKILLSLEARNEDINORBITALENVIRONMENT(CREWMAN, O2) __ 24 3 60
TIONOFSKILLSLEARNEDINORBITALENVIRONMENT(CREWMANNO3) _ 24 3 60
TIONOFSKILLSLEARNEDINORBIIALENVIRONMENT(CREWMANNO4) __ 24 3 _ 60
TIONOFSKILLSLEARNEDINORBITALENVIRONMENT(CREWMANNO 5) 24 3 60
TIONOFSKILLSLEARNEDINORBITALENV;RONMENT(CREWMANP,O.6) _ __ 24 __ 3 60
ROIDPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICS /20 2 12
ATORYLOCALEXTERNALENVIRONMENT _ 168 m 2 52
_TIONMEASUREMENTSOF ELECTEDMATERIALS 2160 4 4 ___ I_1
ID_HERICDRAGMEASUREMENTS 7?0 ] ]2
_EMEN"r0,: _OISE,VlBPATIONAN[,DYNAMICDAMPINGFACTORiNSPACECRAFTI___ _ 4 10
EDGASPS_'EiJTIL_TION ..... 24 -- .2 365
IONANDbY_;FUNP?IONOFTHEGRAVITY-SENSITIVEORGAP!INZEROGENVlR.___ 24 _ 5 90
lip
JLAFNERVEACTIVITYATVARIOUSG-LOADS ._ _ 2AI _ 2 5 90
CITYINHUMANSE_';ORIMOTORCONTROL(CREWMANNO,]) _ _ 72 _ ? 120
:ITY INHUMANSENSORWOTORCONTROL(CREWMANNO.2) 72 ._ 3 ]20
CITYINHUMANSENSORIMOTORC NTROL(CREMAANNO.3) 72 3 12b
.:ITYINHUMANSENSORIMOTORC NTROL(CRFWMANNO.4) __ "/_ 3 ]20
CITYINHUMANSENSORI__JTORC NTROL(CREWMANNO5) _ 72_, ,1 ]2'0
?.ITYINHUMANSENSORIBIOTORC NTROL(CREWMANNO6) 72 3 1'20
;!,ELECTROMYOGRAPHY(CREWM_,NNO._.) _ ! I tj ._ 3160 3 2(
360 , . 3 2/,
j V I '.?.LECTRO,_IYOGR._PHY(CREWMANNO4) 360 ,1 24- -_;_ELECTr_OMYOGRAPHY(CREWMANNO.5) 360 . 3 ...... 24 ._
................... t ; OFZEROGONEMBRYOLOGICALDEVELOPMENT .....
,............................ _ Z4._.__ S 38 -__
..... .,; !
,, , , , , ,, , :_ :" " ,=,- : , -_- ...... : ....-- ---- = m " , , :_"_" "_';_'w_'!'__ %=.-.. -4 =: 4" :_ "":=,....
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i
i
_2_ IBS DATABAN4 4ZERJG
I
_22 IB6 -_ DATA BAN.",-J HIGHVA
!
Z_J ---- -- IB 7 DATABANK 4_IOLO_!
_24 ---- -- IB6 --, DATA BANK 4WEISHT,.
I
_ir" J
)25 __ IB9 DATA BAN.W.___W_,,_I_T,
__ IB I0 ___ DATABANK _ kIOTANI[
20_; IB 1! DATA BANK -- ANIMAl.
---- -- ,----- m
21lEe :lid 2J __ DATA BANK L_ALLIST
2029 III _,-_q DATA BANK ;"....... ..RAVITY
ZO]( IIIB-_ DAIA P.A_¥ 'c,,^ ....
11, ,.
_3! qtp.t4__ _ DATA BANK _ OXYSEN
2032 ___ __ IIIB_( .___ CATABANK _ ELESTR(
--_33 IIID-i3 __ DATA BANK _.CONTPOL
_34 __ _ IIID-14___ DATA BANK .REACTIO
_35 IlID;5 ---- DATA BANK _..STABILI2
SUBSYSTEM & COMPONENT 2036 . lllB21 __ DATA BANK --.RADIOISD
EVALUATION m37 IB23 __ _ DATA BANK _ PARTICU '
2038 IIIB6 __ DATA _ANK _ SOLAR A
_3S _ • . IIIBI __ DAIABANK _ SPACEEP
Iiw,
2040.... iliB2 ..... DATA BANK _.JMETEOR(
204! IC !3 __ DATA _ANK _ j_T FLO_
:'U.l' mG= __ __ DATA SAN_ _ COLC,YE
.'tJ4] IIlD2" __ D.AT_BANi_ _ .EVA.LUAT
_" ."4" q;S-:..... DATA-?_,ANll_ FATIGUE
."4.:: J ICo __ _ATA RANK _ CRYSTAL
4, + __ ;;I_-16.... DATA .3ANK_ ATMOSPH
i , i
IS} ..... I,T,I AP- INSTALL
• ] __ AP ____ LIIBRIUA
J,.+_'I 201 AP ASSEMBL'
, ! l
[ ,& i 202 .'02___ _'AP ____ BORESlGH
i . -- -- .... INSTALL
f
]f13 103 AP
3"31. ] AP ANTENNA •
!04 ____ 194 ___ AP _____ INSTALL Ik;
_w
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(
f
I
PAVI"v AN5 .;(,_DIAT_gNF:ECT._3N ',HEFLJUR P_,EE"_r 24 I 5 ._0
• ._.u 3P_Vl,"rY:)nRACT2RIA __ 24. "_5 ____
,., ".T,,.".;_g_ Q,,-.nC,,,T-.,u_*,'- r,i,Vh._,(_,E,i,T 24 4 90
I
.E_,SNESS."¢_,_:_'"3N IMMUNEDEFENSES AC.,AINSTPATHOGENIC AGENTS 24016a I[ 3 I 4 ___
.:_.,,,._ ON DIVIOING,HUIIANCELLSINCULTbRE 4 6
:-_LSTUDIESOF PLANTS !NTHE ORB, ENV 2( 5 4,'
A_-;J'J TMENTTS VARIOUSDEGREES OF GR VITATIONALF_PCE I 9
l I 'I I I I! I I I I _ L
-C.AP[,ICSRAPHANG VIBROCARD_OGRAPHEVALJATION . 158 1 5 "2
"'_AOIENTCOMPONE>TS AND :,., _,,,-,
" _,'_3r EXTREMELv _.311RANGE'f0"aTO 10-_Ig)ASCZLEROMETERS 24 __ i i
_TS3VERv SYSTEM ___ ,_ I Z(]
-_",, T 22
• _,u-ISALTECHntC,,UESAND__,,IP_IEN _ 96 I _,
. _,"T,-E_._#ALdATION-iNTERnAL COMPONENTS STABILIZATION 720 ¢2 3
",_.3";'_'9L $_."PONE:iTS 273 __ 2 _ 3
"z'i39AND COffT_<JLSYSTEMSEVALUATION _ 24 __ 4
!
-'.,r,ETr_ERMOELECTRICPOWER SYSTEMINTESRATION 24 I5 _ _, __
L*-TEPADIATIgNON SELECTED ORGAN,C LIVINGAND .NONLIVINGMARLS __ 21 25 365 _____
BSOPPTIVITYANP THERMAL E_ISSIVITY 418 I .82_
,I_'"_NMENTOre',MATERIALS_."t[.,SURFACES _ 720 2 IO
_1r, PENEThtA _ONOF MATERIALS _176 5 2
W_NA VACUUM _ 24 4 5
IE,NGOF METALS INSPACF 168 2 52
13'¢_srSELF SEALINGSTRUC'rIJ_ES 2160 4 4
TE:TSOF MATERIALS _ 18 I I00
t IZATIONSTUDIES 360 2 16
'6F_fANDMATERIALSEFFECTSONLASEROPERAT!ON _ 2_ 4 20
m_mmm_mmImmmm_ _ _
.EA'.N S ,.
i
REPAIP- ANTENNA _ _, _ ""_ _ _ 4 __ 4 3
T&ALIGNMENT A4TZ',NA ]J[ Ik _____,I 4 4
ANTENNA _ ._ _'_ ___ _, ' 3
--'_OYNAMICS -- Iz ---- _ 6 --
f
/,,aTERIALS __ 4 4 I ___
I
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4 AP -_ PLASTIC_AI"LS
5 5 AP SPECIALTOOLS
10'5 ]06 aP INSTALLOPTICS
:. 1 b AP PARTICLEIMPIN
t 1 ----1 ' ----,-- ;I AP ASSEMBLYREPt
"Z AP BORESIGHT& AL
'i_......... ]I'v...... AP____ INSTALLCAMER,
'L 1' .... AP ___ FIL_ASTABILITY
:_ _r..... AP PICTUREFESOL
:- '.- AP ______ ASSE_,mLY& _AI
:'- :._ AP TP_CKINS C_,PA
::. .... .L'9........ AP LOCK ON PROCE
L'3r I;3C __ AP _INSTALL DRIFTI_
23L. 230 ..... AP ........ ".'F'EPATI3NALC
231 _31 --__ AP --__-- TRACKINGC#P_
1232 1232____ _.P ____ riST#LL RADAR
232 232 __ AP PERFORMANCE
233 .... 233__ AP LOCK-ONPROCE
1234 1234---- AP _ INSTALL CAMER
234 234 ____ AP CAMERATEST
1235 ]235 _ AP INSTALL CAMER
235 235 __,.- AP __ IMAGE,'VIOIlONCb
1236 1236 m AP INSTALL RADIOI_
236 236 __ _ AP _ INTEGRATIONT '
237 237 AP ___ ABS ACCY MICF
1239 __ 1239_ AP _ INSTALL RADIOI
239 239 _ AP ______ IR RADIOMETER
242 ..... 242 ____ AP _ POLARIMETER
_' 1243 i243 ____ AP -- INSTALL S-BANr _ BII,
, i _ 243 243 ___Ap___ ALIGN&LOCK-C _,,,
,.'. 244 24_, _ _,p_.__ AUTO&MANUAl_
' i- _ INTEGRATIONTi
246 246 AP
]247 1247 AP-- INSTALLLIOAR
24/ 247 AP ALIGN&LOCK.'_
248 248 AP ___ MANUAL & AUT(
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Lr/SENSI [IVtTY .]1___720 3 !2 __
t 4 4 6 ___4 4 ]
'_EMENT- OPTICS L-- 40 3 10
&_R& LUBE- EXTERNAL"mTICS _ 4 "_
IGN',_ENT- OPTICS 4 4 6
]68 2 12
UIIO'_ -- ]68 4 12
- _4-FENANCERADIO,FTERS,'_ICROW#,VE& IF, 4 4 5
BiLtTY _._. 4 _ ___ __J.___ 5
DURE-V HMETER ___ 4 ____ 4 5
liTER ._ ] 4 2
:AP_,BILrFYOF V HMETER 4 4 4
']ILITY OF V HMETEr" .... 4 ....... 4 5
r_[,OrILOMETER _ 4 4 18
EVALUATIONOF RPDARPROFiLOMETER 4 4 6
[, RADARPROFILOMETER 4 4 5
4 4 4
" 2 _ 2 5
A 4 4 2
OMPENSATION- CAMERA 2 1 ] 4 _--_
_ETER 4 4 8
ESTMICROW_,VERADIOMETER 4 4 20
_OWAVERADIOMETER i,2 i,} 1
,[---_IETER . " 4 4 8
\II
- OPERATIONALTESTS _ 8 ---- 4 5 .___q, --i'l't 4fR_,r_SPQNDERSATELLITE SYSTEM % 2 5
_POLARIMETER ,,_, ' _ 4 __ 4 8 _\)N S-BANDPOLARIMETER \, _ _ 4 4 5
_ TRACK TRANSPONDERSATELLITE . | *_ "" _ 4 5
EST-LASERSYSTEM I ___,' 4 4 5
; I
ONLASER __ l ..... 1
")MATICTRACKING- TRANSPONDERANT 3 ' 2 "
% .... ~, -,--" _-
- ' ,L ' i " "" "''°"
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I252 252 __ _AP__ PERF E •/
?5:] 253 _ AP t DERF E'
/
2_ 254 .... ;..." 1. PERF E\
/
]21 12]..... AP l 'JtS"ALL
2! 2i AP t STABILI1
I
!23 ____ ._. t23 .... AP ___ INSTALL1
23 I 23 AP I BANDWIE
. !,% ...... !2_ _ AF INSIALL
2", ........ ?: .... A; ____ ABSOLU"
31 J] .... _p .... ENVIRONt
_.c _ LAP __.__ BO_ES!GI
!
--___ IR F _P
]_ ,.S..... ;NSTALL
_ 3B ___I A; BASELIN
]4G 140_ AP _____ INSTALL
4L _['_ ____.[._ AP EJECTIO!J
::_ _ ]226 .... L AP __ INSTALL
/
?_' 2_ .... ---1-- AP ___ PERFSR_
_ 22, AP .... RADAR I:
:'55 255 ___ AP ____ PE_; E_
256 ....... 256 .... _. AP PERF E'
, 257 257____ AP PFRF E_
2_ 259___ _ AP -__ PERF E_
260 260 AP ___ PERF E_
! 1501 150] __ AP __ _NSTALL
50] 501 AP IR & UV I
1502 1502 AP __ INSTALL
502 502 --_ _p MICROWA
. 1504 1504 __ AP INSTALL
504 504 _ AP INTERNA
1510 ____ 1510 .... AP ___ INSTALL
510 5]0 ___ AP LARGE Id,
EARTH CENTERED 1521 1521____ AP _ INSTALL 3
----.w. APPLICATIONS,_NETWORK) 521 521 AP STARTRI-:
x
1523 15 3 AP
I_t
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_ALUATIONOF RADAR 5 ___ I 5 20 __
,'AL..;ATIC)NOF / F,METER ] 5 J 10 __.
/ALUATION O{- RADARPROFILOME;ER ] 5 _ __ ] ].0 __
_ADIOMETER 4 __ __ ; | __
Y OF RADIO;,IETERtMICROWAVE& IR) IN ENVI,'_Or,MENT ] 5 25 290
FILTERS _ 4 _ 4 1 ._
'TH& CHARACTERISTICSOF FILTERS _ I5 25 I0 _
' RADIO;dETER 4 _ i _
" l"EACCURACY OF !RRADIDMETEP 168 3 __ __ 21 __VENT EFFECTS ON TRANSPONDER SATELLITE 4 __ __ 4 3 _
_T & ALIGNMENT OF LASER 4 4 2
SATELLITE -- 4 _ 4 3 -- :
E DETERMINATION LASERSATELLITE 3 3 20 __
',ATELLITE . . 3 __ 3 3 ___
& RETRIEVALOF TRANSPONDERSATELLITE 4 4 l0 _
RADAR I 4 18 __
AANCEEVALUATIONK & C.BANDRADAR 4 4 l0
OCK-ONPROCEDURE 2 2 1
IALUATION OF CAMERA I 5 5 30
IALUATION OF_ICROWAVERADIOMETER l 5 1.5 20
IALUATION O: IR RADIOMETER ] 5 1.5 30
/AL OF S-BANDPOLARIMETER _ !.5 _. l 5 _ l0 __
,/ALUATION0',:LIDAR _ ,'.5__ ] 20 __
DETECTORS _ ' 4 4 Z _
)ETECIORS - SPACE EFFECTS .120 _ __ 4 13
%
ANTENNA _ 4 4 2 --
VE RADWINDOW- SPACEEFFECTS 120 4 13
BEARINGS _ 4 4 2 __
k BEARINGS 168 3 30 _
; MIRROR ___ 4 4 6 __
IRRGRS- ENVIRON. 120 4 73 __
STARTRACKERSENSOR , _ 4 4 2 _.
.; _,.ACKER SENSOR 480 4 18 ;
DUAL.STARTRACKER , 3 3 __ i _
,R TRACKEP- GYROSTAB 72 .5 (_,0___
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!
I
I
I
i
I I534 1534___ _ AP INSTALL DE1
534 534 AP TV DETECTOI ,
1601 1BUI AP INSTALL DET
601 601 ____ AP IR DETECTOF
I603 t 160S AP INSTALL PHO
603 1 603 AP PMTCHAR4C
1604 t lb04 _!Ap _____ INSTALL BEA
604 604 AP LUBE ONGIM
1608 1608___. AP ___ INSTALL OPT
608 608 ____ AP _ EVA-OPTIC
_617 .u,.,_cv__ __ AP INSTALL PHO
6]3 613 __ AP PMT EVALUA
161; 'GI4 .... _P __ INSTALLMIRF
614 C,4 __ AP ASSY BO_ESI
16!5 1_;_" AP INSTALLDISC
615 615 __ AP _ISCHARGETI
1616 1616 AP INSTALLMIRR
616 .... 516 __ _ AP ___ MIRROR&LAS
617 617 __ AP LI[.,4R FUNCTI
1619 16]9 AP INSTALL DETE
_]9 . 6]9 -___ AP --- VISIBLE DETE(
1627 1623 __ AP INSTALL RADI_
_,23 623 _ AP ___ MICROWAVER_
1634 __ 1634 __ AP ___ INSTALL RAD_
/
I z'( i/! '_' _34 _AP----RADARTEST&) 1639...... 1639_ _,P INSTALLTRAC, /_j 039 63q _ AP ____ _DUAL STAR TR
•.,_ 1640 1640 AP INST TRACKEr ;,
540 640 _____ AP__ ASSY OF STAR
]657 155/__ AP ___. INSTALLDETE
657 657 ___ AP CHAR,OFTVD
1659 1659 ___ AP __ INSTALLZOOM,_i
659 G59__ AP _ ZOOMLENSCH/I
iP" 673 673 -- AP __ DIRECT. SFERI(
........... 1700.... If00__ AP _ INSTALLRADIC:'
I
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ECIOR 3 _ _ 3 ]
R- SPACEEFFECTS 120 4 73
ECTOR 4 4 __ ]
168 3 16CHAR- COOLING _
TOu,ULTIP IUBE __ 3 5 _ -- 3 5 .... 1
TERISTICS- RAOIOM _168 _ _l 8
4 4 1RINGS ---
BALSBEARINGS,ZOOM 168 75 10+
ICALEQUIPMENT 4 4 3
AL ELEMENT'; ____L_ 720 3 2
3 3 _ ITOMIJLTPTUBE
4 3 6TION{SEARCHLIGHT) ---
:_ORS 4 4 4
2 2 2GHT- MIRRORS( EARCItLIGHT)_ __
HAI(GETUF_E _ 3 5 35 J
JDESPEC(_EARCHLIGHT) $ _ _ _ 5 _ _
OR& LASER 4 __ 4 4
ERMOUNT&ALIGN .168 5 2
ON EVAL 3 25 19
4 4 8 BierCTOR __
:TORS- CHAR & COOLING 24 5 1O
-, )METER . 4 2.5 8 ._
,DIOMPERFORM 168 5 20
R .__ 4 4 _ 18 __-
-- PROCEDURES- t, ... 168 : 30 :
KERPLATFORM I /_ :' 35 __ 35 2
• ACKER J ; . _ 96 5 ___ 5
_ 3 " 3.5 2 mr,
-jr ! "° '---
ETECTORS 72 5 3 ___
LENS 3 _ _ 3 ] __
kRACTERISTICS ]68 _ 5 3 .__
----'"""""_,SRECEIVER 24 l 20 _
•_METER --L 4 4 8 __
' M T ...... m i ......
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JJ
BAND VIS RADIOMETER 4 4
RADIOMETER 4 4
C_ANNEL VISIBLE RADIOM 4 4
e, 4ILL IR SPECTROMETER
'ECTROMETER _ i
_LL UV RADIOMETER 4 " 4
CHAN UV RADIOMETER _ 4 4
p
. _,LLPOLARIMETEP _ 4 .... 4 __
_RIMETER,'VISIBLE_ 13 _'
_,LLSPECTROMETER _, 4
:_ECTROMETEP __ ]3 4
_,LLS'IARTRACKER 4 4
.STARTRACKER 22 7
%LL EQblPMENT 4 4
TERFEPOMETER & IRSPECTROMETER ;3 4
_LL I¢ 4 4
'_S1E_ ]_ 6
ALL CA_J,ERA _ 4
.';ERA ,,, _ :3 7
AI L TV 4 4
CHANNELTV ]4 ]0
RECVR &ANTENNA : 4 4J,
CT SFt=RICSRECEIVE:_ 9 3
. CHANNELVISIBLERADIOM 6 2
'ECTROMETER ] ,': ] 5
;t.ERADIOMETER(WIDEBAN[_ _" , A5 _ ]
-_,RIMETERtVISIBLE) _ J_/'_ 15 15
_EC;ROMETER ' i5 __ _ l
•STARTRACKER 24 "_
TER,"-EROMETERIRSr_ECTROMETER I _ ]
.YSTEM _ 1.5 __ ]
__MERA_ _ 72_..._ 3
---- '._-.._CHANNELTV 15_i.I I i--"
_:TIONALSFERICSRECEIVER . 15_I. ] . ._ ,_
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• ?
i
e ,_'1 ..... IR 15 .... 5#TS P.AN_4 '
;!.1! I[, >) __ DATA 5AqK t ',< ID ," _ATA EIAPIK i
f
.4, ;B :: __ P,AT,_ BA'_K 4 '
L
/
• .44 ..... 5 19 __ DAT_ EANK.._
,4_. __ __ ,- 2C __ DATA DAt'_Kt/t4_ ; _i L,,ATADANK
/
'_J4 __ -- -- JA 3 __ DATA BANK __ [
- :.45 ..... IA" __ DATA BA;_K 4 E
i
214q IA 5 _.J.. DATA 5'_NK J [
2155 Ih6 __ D_TA BANY _
_' flCi0 -- D_TABANK_
2',52 IA;2 __ DATABANK_ S
FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH _;Ds _A2 __ DATA BANK _. 1
2!54 IA4 _-- DATA BANK _ I
?I55 IC 12 __ D_TA BANK c-
21% ICII___ DATABANK F
715, IC7 ___ DATA BANK F
215-, IC 8 --- DATABANK M :
2159 . _ IC9 __ DATABANK P
o' r
._6_ IIA4 __ DATA BANK A
"]6] IItBi5 __ DATABANK O
i
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I; =EEDINGS'd[-VIVALANUREPRODUCTIONOFTHEDA°IINIAPULEX{INSPACEENVIR --_ 24 5 3(]
]i:CRIMINATION Af"_SO'_UNICATION OF#NI_ALS _ 24 5 .... 30
4 >_STO:,Y;_THEI!CA TIONSPECTPA OF AL_]AECUITUBES __ '74 ) S
,rF_PEIN;_ CON_EIVEBDEVELOPED AND BORNIN TME W.rlGHTL[SSSTATE __ 24 __ __ 2 i09
' 3Rl{J'l_'iOF mOCMEMICALCOMPOUNCS 24 b 30
/
:E_EBF_L NEdPONAL ANr GLI_L CHEM',STRY I _ 3 5 30
:SS'.I_P_Ij'{T H£ASUREMENTS I- 8760 4 2
_,tRGEAPERATURE TELESCOPE EVALUATION 24 4 6
._ PACER.',FAATIONTEt ESCOPEEVALUATION ] 74 5 365
LXTRAT[:RRESTRIAL_.MRADIATIONSURVEY ! 24 _____ _ 365
XTPATERR[STRIALEM RACIATIONSURVEY I _I .... 3 365
PECTRALANALYSISOr'STAR_uURCESFORSPACENAVIGATIC,4 ____ 72 4 121
OLAP CORONA AND [OLAR FLARE OgSERV_,TION._ 720 i 4 _____ 12
_RTIFICIAL,_ETEORSOBSERVATION -- 24 . ] 1
ONIZED CLOJDS INSPACE __ 1440 15 6
'ARTICLEPHYSIC."USINGNUCLEAR EMULL.ONS 158 ] 52
)ARTICLEPHYSICSUSINGSPAR_(CHAMBER _ 240 t 10
'LANETARYAND SATELLITESURFACE PROPERIiF_ _ 24 __ 3 I
-ASUREMENF OF NON-GRAVITATIONALFORCES _ 72 4 I0 .,
ARTICLE INJECTIONSTUDY _ 24 2 ..... 30
URORAL SURVEY 720 I5 12
, BTAI_'''r" LOCALIZE5 ULTRAHIGHVACUUM 24 2 32 .
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